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INTRODUCTION

As we wrote our comprehensive analysis of the films of cinema’s greatest director, Alfred Hitchcock—A Year of Hitchcock: 52 Weeks with the Master of Suspense (Scarecrow Press, 2009)—one thing became abundantly clear: Alfred Hitchcock had a special affection for his villains. Often, they were deeper, richer characters than his protagonists. They were more complex. Better written. And despite their often vile actions, they were frequently more human and believable than the protagonists.

Who were these characters so vital to Hitchcock’s legendary cinema? What made them tick? And how did they reflect on the man who brought them to life? Were they a mirror into Hitchcock himself? We wrestle with those questions and many more in this book, a detailed look at nine of Hitchcock’s most noteworthy villains and eight themes that form the foundation of villainy in Hitchcock’s long and acclaimed career.

The allure of the Hitchcock villains is impossible to ignore. When Marion Crane (Janet Leigh) wandered into the Bates Motel and fell victim to the knife of madman Norman Bates (Anthony Perkins), it was not Crane who enthralled audiences, nor her sister, nor the investigator searching for her; it was Norman Bates, a psychopath and a murderer. Unlike so many of cinema’s villains, Bates was more than a gleam in the eye and a knife in the hand. He was more than a mustache-twirling cliché with a sinister plot. He was a living, breathing human being with a nuanced personality and neuroses that the common person might not be able to relate to but could at least understand.
Such was the case with all of Hitchcock’s best villains. Starting in 1936 with Sabotage’s Karl Anton Verloc (Oskar Homolka), Hitch villains become increasingly prominent characters in his films, at times overshadowing his protagonists. Would Strangers on a Train be the film it was, were not Bruno Anthony (Robert Walker) the compelling character he was? Would Young Charlie (Teresa Wright) be as interesting a protagonist without the suppressed menace of Joseph Cotten’s Uncle Charlie in Hitchcock’s underrated masterpiece Shadow of a Doubt? The answer is an emphatic no. These characters are the heart of Hitch’s surprisingly modern character studies.

Hitchcock’s villains were also intertwined with the cool sensuality and suppressed sexuality bubbling under the surface of many of his best works. Alexander Sebastian (Claude Rains, Notorious) is more than a suave and sophisticated enemy of the United States; he is also a man driven by his passion for Alicia Huberman (Ingrid Bergman). His desire motivates him. Sexuality compels his actions. A more noteworthy example of this is in Vertigo. In this book, we make the case that Vertigo’s Scottie Ferguson (James Stewart) is not a true protagonist and that he is in fact the film’s central villain. Blinded by his own passion, consumed by his own unrepressed desires, and lured by the restrained sexuality of Judy (Kim Novak), we argue that Scottie becomes an object of loathing, no more a hero than Sebastian. A controversial stance? Maybe. But we make a strong case for the argument.

The manipulation of others is also at the core of Phillip Vandamm, the villain behind Cary Grant’s flight in North by Northwest. He is sometimes overlooked in discussions of great Hitchcock villains, and we explore how his aloof, aristocratic lifestyle and far-reaching power set him apart from common thugs and clichéd “bad guys.” Like Sebastian, he is a refined figure. An elegant and charming man who doesn’t get his hands dirty with the base crime of mere murder.

A man who did get his hands dirty was Bob Rusk, the vile rapist and murderer who is the showpiece of Alfred Hitchcock’s most explicit and violent film, 1972’s Frenzy. So, too, did the legendary Norman Bates in 1960’s Psycho, probably Hitchcock’s most recognizable film. Both films depicted levels of violence and depravity heretofore unseen in the Hitchcock canon. Both villains were as disturbed and outright evil as any that Hitch had yet presented, albeit in different ways and for different reasons. Who were these two lowest-of-the-low men? What made
them tick, what drew audiences to them, and most important of all, what drew Hitchcock to them? Heady questions but just the sort of questions that *Hitchcock and His Villains: Murderers, Maniacs, and Mother Issues* seeks to answer.

All this only begins to scratch the surface of the layers we peel back, not just from Hitchcock’s key villains, but from the villainous themes most common in his work as well. From Hitchcock’s famous fear of authority figures and depiction of controlling mother figures to how political ideology shaped his villains and the psychology behind his most loathsome criminals, this book uncovers what makes Hitchcock antagonists so special, why we’re drawn to them, and what makes them tick.

It’s not always comfortable getting inside the heads of these characters. They’re not good people, after all, driven by dark urges and evil intent. But—and this is part of what makes them so special—despite disliking what these people do, we can’t help but enjoy spending time with them. Bates’s nervous ticks, Anthony’s childlike recklessness, Sebastian’s endearing vulnerability. These are traits that cement their place as cinema icons, and these are the traits that made us excited about the idea of taking a walk through their minds.

We hope you enjoy taking the journey with us.
KARL ANTON VERLOC: SABOTAGE (1936)

ABOUT THE FILM

The power goes out at night on a brightly lit London street, the result of an act of sabotage. “Who did it?” someone asks. The face of Karl Anton Verloc comes into focus. Verloc is the owner of a small cinema, the Bijou. He also secretly works with foreign nationals to bring terror to London. His wife and her younger brother Steve (aka, Stevie) neither know nor suspect his secret life. The authorities do, however, so a detective, Ted Spencer, is disguised as a greengrocer and assigned to observe Verloc’s gang from a neighboring shop. The action grows tense when Verloc is asked by the gang’s leader to bomb the London metro. Verloc asks young Stevie to deliver a package containing the bomb, which explodes and kills the boy rather than the intended target. Mrs. Verloc learns the truth that her husband’s actions have resulted in the death of her brother. Angry and upset, she confronts him. He makes no excuses, nor does he express remorse. Soon, Ted is hot on Verloc’s heels . . . but before Verloc can be apprehended, his wife kills him, stabbing him in the chest with a kitchen knife and bringing an end to his mission of terror.

Villain: Karl Anton Verloc  
Sex: Male  
Marital status: Married  
Occupation: Small cinema owner  
Family: Mrs. Verloc, wife; Stevie, young brother-in-law
Residence: Central London
Associates: Unnamed foreign nationals seeking to bring terror to London
Motivation for villainy: Ideological differences with the British government
Preferred method of killing: Bombs set to explode in crowded areas
Body count: Unknown (bus filled with passengers)
Fate: Death by stabbing at the hands of his wife, Mrs. Verloc, or was it suicide?

KARL ANTON VERLOC

In 1936, ten years into what would become one of the longest and most prolific careers in film history, Hitchcock finally took his fascination with villains and began to delve deeper into the psyche of sinister people, for the first time placing the antagonist front and center as the male lead. Charming but slithery, stocky but handsome, manipulative but somewhat inept, Karl Anton Verloc (Oskar Homolka, credited as Oscar Homolka) is the man of foul deeds around whom the film’s plot revolves and the man whom audiences are asked to both love and hate. So nuanced is this character that—despite the film’s flaws when compared to the classics explored in this volume (the uneven narrative and weak protagonists keep Sabotage from achieving classic status)—Verloc earns his status as one of Hitchcock’s important villains.

At the very least, he goes down as the only Hitchcock villain to kill a child.

Sabotage, based loosely on the book The Secret Agent, by Joseph Conrad, is the story of Karl Anton Verloc, owner of a small cinema in London. Verloc largely keeps to himself, living with his wife, Mrs. Verloc (Sylvia Sidney), who is not given the dignity of a first name, and her younger brother Stevie (Desmond Tester) in a residence behind the cinema screen. What his family does not realize is that he is also involved with a group of foreign saboteurs intent on bringing terror to the city. The authorities have their suspicions, though: A neighboring greengrocer, Ted (John Loder), is, in reality, an undercover Scotland Yard inspector keeping an eye on Verloc and his associates.
Reviews at the time were mixed, noting flaws in the story but praising Hitchcock’s technique. “His new film is imperfect narrative, but perfect dramaturgy,” wrote Frank S. Nugent in the *New York Times*. “Impatiently brushing aside all but the semblance of motivation, he has plunged his camera lens into the heart of Conrad’s story and has brought out a brilliantly executed fragment of a plot that had more logic than he gives it. In another director this would have been unpardonable, but Mr. Hitchcock’s technique is its own excuse.”

Verloc is an unusual villain in Hitchcock’s canon in that he is a genuine family man, honestly concerned about those he cares for and protects and burdened by his secrets and hidden responsibilities.

It was never unusual for Hitchcock to have villains hiding within the family, of course. The best example of this may be Uncle Charlie (Joseph Cotten), the friendly uncle from *Shadow of a Doubt* who conceals dark secrets about his past. Verloc, too, conceals dark secrets, but he parts ways with Uncle Charlie in that he genuinely cares for his family. Charlie is motivated purely by self-preservation; his love and concern for his niece, Young Charlie (Teresa Wright), is an act. A lie. Verloc’s love for his family, however, is genuine. As best we can tell, his involvement in acts of terror is driven by honest ideological differences with his government. More important, when it comes to our view of Verloc as a living, breathing person, we sense that he is actually tormented by the idea that he’ll inadvertently drag his family into his secret villainy.

These layers of complexity are what elevate Verloc to Hitchcock’s first truly three-dimensional villain. If many of Hitchcock’s villains are thin—and while it’s true they often are, his very best are as layered and nuanced as any in film history—Verloc is far from a one-dimensional antagonist.

The first hints that Verloc is not simply a mustache-twirling villain come early. After he returns from shutting down the city’s power grid, he slips back home through the back door and quietly washes his hands of the evidence, sand from the sabotage at the power plant. Verloc is keeping his secret from his family, yet he is not presented as a conniving figure of evil. Watch closely, and you will see a hint of shame for his crime. A touch of regret. He does not hide the evidence simply to avoid capture; he does so because he is not altogether proud of his actions.

When Mrs. Verloc comes into his dark bedroom bearing a flashlight, he is clearly startled. Wracked with guilt, he lies about having been out.
He’s nervous and jumpy. The prototypical Hitchcock villain is calm, cool, and collected. Poised, in fact. Men such as Phillip Vandamm (James Mason, *North by Northwest*) and Alexander Sebastian (Claude Rains, *Notorious*) are in control of their situation, or, at least, they put on an air of control. Not Verloc. Even a simple conversation with his wife comes across as a stress test.

Later, at dinner, he tries to convey an air of normality. Though not a “classic” family—being made up of a man, his bride, and her young brother (so young he is practically a son)—the Verlocs are presented as a regular family enjoying dinner conversation. It’s a lie, of course. Behind the silver screen upon which so many roles are played—the family runs a theater—the Verlocs themselves are playing roles: Stevie, the energetic adolescent; Mrs. Verloc, the dutiful wife; and Verloc himself, the good and kind husband.

Figure 1.1. Karl Anton Verloc (Oskar Homolka) is unusual among Hitchcock villains in that he is a family man. Gaumont British Picture Corporation of America/Photofest
And maybe Verloc is a good and kind husband. His reluctance seems to hint that Hitchcock did not want us to loathe this man. Not yet, at least.

Neither does Mrs. Verloc want to loathe him. She is seemingly oblivious to her husband’s nefarious ways until Ted brings his concerns to her attention. She waves his suspicions away, telling Ted, “If you only knew him. He’s the quietest, most harmless, home-loving person.”

This is willful denial on her part. “Just one happy little family” Ted calls the Verlocs while at lunch. But we know better, and in her heart, so does Mrs. Verloc. As if to confirm our own suspicions that things are not well at home, Mrs. Verloc repeats him, saying, “Just one happy little family,” but she looks dour as she does so. She is troubled. Unhappy. Her marriage is a fraud, and she knows it.

Still, she makes excuses for her husband. “Mr. Verloc is very kind to Stevie.” This is no small thing to Mrs. Verloc, either. “It means everything,” she tells Ted.

Things change once she learns that Ted is not a grocer but rather an officer of the law. She becomes paranoid about her life and her husband. She once saw Mr. Verloc as quiet and harmless, but now she suspects that the worst is possible. What does this mean for her? Is her life ruined? How could she have missed so much?

She has missed much in part because Karl Anton Verloc, a complex man with many sides, was effective at showing her his good side. He was good to her brother, serving as a father figure to him. He was good to her, acting as the caring husband. And so she accepted the lie. This willful blindness to a person’s bad traits is common in people. We don’t want to believe that the people in our lives are capable of bad things, but good people often do bad things. Think of the news broadcasts you’ve seen. Neighbors of convicted murderers often say things like “I can’t believe it; he seemed so normal.” Verloc is no different.

This duality of good and evil is frequently displayed in Sabotage. Verloc vacillates between these opposites, as does Hitchcock’s presentation of him. Scenes of darkness, shadows, and crimes of terror are contrasted with scenes of light, humor, and love. Throughout Hitchcock’s entire filmography, he was obsessed with the duality of man. Verloc is a prime example. To the authorities, he is a menace. Yet to his wife, he is a caring husband.
The audience, of course, knows better. Though we are given just enough reason to at least somewhat understand him, we never quite like or sympathize with him. He is, after all, a terrorist. A man who brings panic to his friends and neighbors.

Still, we can’t help but cringe for him later in the film when we realize that he is merely a pawn in a much larger game. The man whom Verloc takes orders from scoffs at his initial act of terrorism, calling the blackout “laughable.” He tells Verloc that things will have to be pushed further. The implication is clear: People are going to die.

“I couldn’t” is Verloc’s immediate response. Our earlier suspicions that Verloc is not a cold-blooded killer appear confirmed. He was willing to cause a power outage to further his beliefs (whatever those unspecified beliefs might be) but to take lives? He balks at the suggestion. “I’m not going to be connected with anything that means loss of life,” he says. “I won’t touch it.”

In a sense, he becomes yet another Hitchcock man on the run, a victim of outside forces attempting to avoid getting pulled into a world of evil . . . except in Verloc’s case—the decision to take those first few steps was entirely his own.

It is evident that the people with whom Verloc has associated himself mean business, yet he seems unwilling to commit fully to whatever it is that is expected of him. Nevertheless, he gives in and asks Stevie to deliver a deadly package, a bomb intended for the London metro. Stevie does not know what is in the package, but Verloc does. He knows what is inside the package and knows what it is capable of doing; yet, nonetheless, he sends the young boy on a dangerous mission. It is an extreme act of cowardice. Even Verloc knows it. After committing to the plan, he is wracked with guilt. Not enough guilt to stop Stevie from completing the task, of course, but enough to make him verbally snap at Stevie for dawdling before he leaves.

No good man could do such a thing to an innocent child. Surely Verloc hopes that the package will be delivered safely before something goes wrong, but he must also know that something could go wrong. He must be aware that the timing mechanism might fail. He must know that Stevie might be delayed, as he inevitably is. He knows that he might be sending his wife’s brother to his death. He is a smart-enough man to be aware of the possibilities. So why do it? Is Verloc simply an idealistic man who got in over his head? Someone with strong political
beliefs who got pulled into something much larger than himself? His hesitant reaction to what he is asked does seem to indicate as much. Furthermore, as viewers, we are very much aware of who the victims are. Not political figures, or soldiers, or fellow villains. The victims are ordinary people. You and me.

Something else becomes clear. If Verloc is indeed an idealist who became involved in something that he now regrets, then he is also a weak man. He’s certainly a coward—a word frequently attached to terrorists in the post–September 11 world—and a man with little in the way of willpower or power of any sort, for that matter. He is talked into doing the deed, after all, despite his strong misgivings. Though he looks pained by it and is immediately struck by troubling visions of the city exploding into flame, he agrees to the task all the same.

In some ways, this is a curious turn for a Hitchcock villain. His antagonists tend toward the strong willed and motivated. Men who know what they want and how to get it. Uncle Charlie knows that he wants to convince his niece that he’s a wonderful man so that he can escape the law. Bruno Anthony (Strangers on a Train) wants Guy to kill Bruno’s father. And so on. Clear motivations. Clear reasons for being a devious person.

Not here. Verloc has political motivations, but what specifically is motivating the terrorist attacks? It doesn’t matter. The motivation doesn’t even rise to the level of a MacGuffin. Hitchcock just lets it hang in the air, brushed aside with vagaries. When Superintendent Talbot (Matthew Boulton), Ted’s superior officer, is asked why these people are terrorizing the city, his answer is just answer enough to allow the story to move forward. “Making trouble at home to take our minds off what’s going on abroad,” Talbot says. “Same as in a crowd, one man treads on your toe and while you’re arguing with him his pal picks your pocket.”

So what do we know about the people behind our villain? Not much. They are political malcontents who are angered about some matter of international politics. There are several hints that these men are foreign nationals or, at the very least, sympathizers with a foreign government. That’s it. Even Verloc himself gives us little information. He refers to his deeds as “the sort of thing to make people sit up,” but why do they want to do this? We do not know.
Yet little of this matters. The organization that Verloc works for is of little consequence. What is important is Verloc himself. The kind of man he is and his reaction to the deeds he is asked to do.

Though he begins as our primary antagonist, over the course of the film something becomes quite clear about Verloc: he is clearly no seasoned villain. Yes, he has strong motives, albeit motives that are not entirely clear to the audience, but he is no old pro at the game of sabotage. His interactions with his co-conspirators are those of a man in over his head. They tell him what to do. He asks questions he should not need to ask. It very much appears as if he is new to the world of dark crime and intrigue. His conversation with Mrs. Verloc after he returns from the initial act of sabotage betrays this as well. When she finds him in his room after his sabotage and he clumsily tells her that he had been home throughout the whole event, it’s not convincing—not on actor Oskar Homolka’s part but on Verloc’s. He is not comfortable in deceiving his family, particularly his wife. The same is evident with his awkward denial of his whereabouts to Ted, the man he believes to be a greengrocer.

That we can understand so much of Verloc’s character despite his relatively sparse dialogue is a credit to Homolka, who carries this film in a way that the protagonist, Ted, fails to. John Loder’s turn as Ted is adequate but not much more. In many ways, the audience comes to like Verloc more than Ted. Hitchcock hinted that this is a result of casting. “Robert Donat was supposed to play the detective, but Alexander Korda refused to release him,” Hitch told François Truffaut. “The actor we got [John Loder] wasn’t suitable, and I was forced to rewrite the dialogue during the shooting.”

Perhaps Donat, who starred in Hitchcock’s masterpiece *The 39 Steps*, would have ultimately made *Sabotage* a more enjoyable experience by providing a strong hero, but Oskar Homolka did well with what he was given and ended up carrying the film, the first Hitchcock villain to do so. Slightly chubby, with deeply expressive eyes and a mildly imposing image, Homolka brings a great deal to the part. Often without any dialogue, he deftly conjures feelings of unease and apprehension. Asked to carry the picture as Hitchcock’s first antagonist lead, he succeeds well enough to rank with other classic Hitchcock villains, despite the distinct ways in which he differs from them.
For example, if Verloc breaks ranks with many classic villains in his status as a genuine family man, he also breaks ranks with them in another, more fundamental way. While most are outsiders, lonely men on the fringes of society—Bruno Anthony from *Strangers on a Train*, Norman Bates from *Psycho*—Verloc is very much a part of society. This is clear in our introduction to him. In a brief scene at the start of the film, four workmen checking on the cause of the blackout find that the machinery has been sabotaged. “Who did it?” one asks. The camera cuts to Verloc. As we come to learn, our villain is just another citizen of London. Just a guy working in an out-of-the-way movie theater. Just another Joe pretending, as so many Hitchcock villains do, playing the part of one of the very people he ends up helping to victimize.

And victimize them he will. When it comes to who falls prey to his terror, Verloc follows in the footsteps of the mysterious “Avenger,” a serial killer stalking London’s streets in Hitch’s first masterpiece, 1927’s *The Lodger*. From the opening scenes of *Sabotage*, Hitchcock makes clear that the victims of this film will be the nameless, faceless masses of England. This is reinforced later when, after Verloc’s introduction, we see that Verloc runs a theater enjoyed by dozens of ordinary people living their lives. Laughing, smiling, talking. And the villain is among them.

In a post–September 11 world, this image is especially chilling.

Yet Hitchcock played with such fears his entire career, realizing that the most terrifying things are those that invade our normal lives. *Sabotage* may not be a man-on-the-run picture (his favorite theme of all), but it plays on the same paranoia that we all share to one extent or another, that same fear that we’ll be going about our daily routine and will suddenly be thrown into something horrible, terrible, and completely beyond our control. The situation differs, but the terror is the same. The same terror that Verloc instills in his victims.

It is fitting, then, that this man who brought fear to a city is brought down by the very thing he most feared—his wife finding out about his deeds. This family man, this most unusual villain, meets his end at the hands of the very family he loved.

When Mrs. Verloc discovers that her husband is responsible for her brother’s death, Mr. Verloc is utterly clueless as to how to deal with it. He acts a bit nonchalant, almost matter of fact about it, as if it were really not that big of a deal. His attempt to minimize the tragic death of
the young boy fails. Mrs. Verloc is beside herself with grief, shock, and disbelief. To consider that her husband is accountable for her own brother’s demise? She is at a loss at how to react.

At first, she tries to simply move on. That quickly changes. They are about to eat a meal, and in a moment that recalls an earlier dinner scene, Verloc seemingly forgets that Stevie is gone. He says that he does not feel like eating cabbage and, in a display of insensitivity and selfishness, begins to ask if they can send Stevie next door for the makings of a salad. But Stevie is no longer there to bid their errands. Mrs. Verloc is struck by this. Verloc has finally crossed the line and is now revealed to be a horrible monster. You can see the thought in her eyes: My brother is gone, and this is the man who did it. She realizes that she has a knife in her hand and quickly discards it. They exchange several wordless glances. He stands up and walks over to her. They stare at each other: she with contempt, he with disbelief. They both look down at the knife. She grabs it first. The camera pans up, the knife out of frame. He moves forward, seemingly impaling himself on the blade. Or did she stab him with it?

We don’t know.

Either way, he is brought down at the hands of the person he loved the most. It is a just end and a fitting demise to a man who brought terror to the city.

**HITCHCOCK AND VERLOC**

Hitchcock’s first great villain is also his first villain to reveal a window into his soul, unless we assume that *The Lodger* hinted at Hitchcock’s secret wants (a possibility, albeit a slight one). Verloc seemed a normal-enough man who was consumed by hidden desires, a man who literally masked these desires behind the silver screen. What better way to summarize Hitchcock, a man who would over the years hide his wants and fetishes behind the gloss of film—a man who would act like an upstanding member of his community but who in truth harbored secrets concerning his true desires? If Hitchcock for the first time succeeded in creating a three-dimensional villain with *Sabotage*, the reason was that the villain was a tiny sliver of himself. And that is a shadow that will
loom increasingly large as we work our way through Alfred Hitchcock’s best villains.

NOTES

For Alfred Hitchcock, film was his art. It was his career. It was his life. In some ways, it was also his sole way of conveying what made him tick. This is perhaps best exemplified in the way in which his villains were often stand-ins for his own fantasies, both harmless and bizarre.

Hitchcock wasn’t merely fascinated by the idea of portraying evil on the silver screen. He often shared a connection with the antagonists of his films. They reflected aspects of his personality or, just as often, offered a twisted kind of wish fulfillment to a man who increasingly found himself separated from the society he worked so hard to entertain. Hitchcock villains were often (though not always) depicted with idealized or exaggerated characteristics of his own personality or with traits that he longed to have. They were devious, charming, and clever, everything Hitchcock desired to be. They were so charismatic, in fact, that these villains were frequently more intriguing and entertaining than the protagonists. Yet they were also cruel, desirous of things they couldn’t have, and they masked their darker longings behind a mask of respectability.

Indeed, it is not difficult to make the case that Hitchcock’s villains were merely fun house mirror reflections of Hitchcock himself.

The famed director was himself a charming man, but his charm was not of the silky smooth variety he wished he possessed. His was that of the traditional English gentleman laced with dry British wit. Hitchcock was an entertaining individual, to be sure, as evidenced by the brilliant introductions he gave to each episode of Alfred Hitchcock Presents, but
he didn’t possess the suave allure of a Cary Grant or the everyman appeal of a Jimmy Stewart. He knew that he did not possess their good looks and easy likability, but he did possess something that they, to the best of our knowledge, did not: an inner darkness.

Maybe that’s why, unlike so many directors of his day, Hitchcock strove to create living, breathing, three-dimensional antagonists for his films. Because he knew that darkness did not always wear a black hat.

Even today, most directors fail to impart much depth into their villains. Hitchcock, perhaps as an extension of his disdain for and fear of authority figures, recognized the potential in giving his villains a greater screen presence, real personalities, and noticeable intelligence. Time and again, his villains were men of depth, with magnetic personas and fascinating allure. One might even suggest that Hitch saw himself in these criminals. They allowed him to flirt with dangerous ideas that he wished he could indulge: a chance to scoff the law with charm and charisma.

“The only thing that bored Hitchcock more than a straight hero was a bland villain,” wrote Hitchcock biographer Patrick McGilligan in his seminal work *Alfred Hitchcock: A Life in Darkness and Light*. “His villains could be as handsome and impotent as his heroes, but the best of them evoked pity.”[1] Perfect examples of this include *Psycho*’s Norman Bates (Anthony Perkins) and *Shadow of a Doubt*’s Uncle Charlie (Joseph Cotten). They are intelligent, attractive men with much to offer to the world, yet they are also tortured souls unable to connect with society. Pitiable, they reflect Hitchcock’s own feelings of angst. It wasn’t a side seen by the public, but despite his success and seeming enjoyment of all the advantages of that success, Hitchcock was nonetheless a lonely man, unable to adequately communicate his innermost feelings to people. His close friendships were few and fleeting. Film was his only true outlet.

Significantly, the traits he imbued his villains with to elevate them above the bland were often traits he himself possessed to one degree or another. Take, for instance, Norman Bates. Bates had the charming demeanor and good looks we expect of a Hitchcock villain, but beneath the surface lurked a madman tortured by deep oedipal issues. In *Psycho*, we come to learn that Bates had an unusual relationship with his mother, a relationship that continued long after her death. Bates’s mother issues were certainly more pronounced than Hitch’s own, but
Sir Alfred’s mother undeniably had a major influence on him. By some accounts, when he was a child, Hitchcock was forced to stand at the foot of his mother’s bed while she lectured him on his wrongdoings. This experience is echoed in Bates’s tumultuous (and posthumous) relationship with his mother.

Norman Bates also reflected Hitchcock’s interest in birds and taxidermy. Speaking about Bates’s collection of stuffed birds with François Truffaut, Hitch said, “I was quite intrigued with them: they were like symbols. Obviously Perkins is interested in taxidermy since he’d filled his own mother with sawdust. But the owl, for instance, has another connotation. Owls belong to the night world; they are watchers, and this appeals to Perkins’ masochism.” Here was a definite affinity for Bates and his way of looking at the world.

Whereas Bates’s madness was up front and center, Uncle Charlie’s lurked beneath the surface, appearing only on occasion. Uncle Charlie was full of damning social commentary that demonstrated Hitchcock’s view of the naïveté in early-wartime America. This villain delivered a few of the most memorable speeches in the entire Hitchcock canon, including this one:

Do you know the world is a foul sty? Do you know if you rip off the fronts of houses you’d find swine? The world’s a hell. What does it matter what happens in it?

Harsh and pessimistic, yet it was biting commentary dropped right on top of apple pie Americana.

More telling still, much of Uncle Charlie’s ire in this speech is directed toward women (as well as another monologue, discussed at length in chapter 3). Via his villains, Hitchcock displays mixed feelings about women and his relationship with them, traits that would only grow more pronounced as his life and career wore on.

It was an obsession that began many years prior. Hitch had hinted at the outset of his career that he and his villains would have issues with women. In 1927’s The Lodger: The Story of the London Fog, Hitchcock brings us the story of one of cinema’s earliest serial killers. The villain is unseen, but note how indicative of Hitchcock’s personality it was that his first real villain is a serial killer who can capture the attention of and manipulate the populace of an entire city—and one with a particular fetish for blondes, no less. Later villains would have this same sense of
bombast, often coupled with a tangible humanity that his heroes did not always possess.

Charming individuals with an inner darkness are a repeated theme in Hitchcock’s work because these men often represented some of the more disturbing aspects of his own personality. *Strangers on a Train*’s Bruno Anthony (Robert Walker) was as charming, intelligent, and mesmerizing an individual as ever portrayed in a Hitchcock picture, yet he is also in contention for the title of most disturbing—and those disturbing tendencies were direct reflections of the darker side of Hitch’s persona. Inappropriate discussions of murder, shocking and improper comments, and an obsession with the dark side of humankind: all of these things were emblematic of both Bruno’s and Hitchcock’s personalities. Anthony even demonstrated how to properly strangle someone, which Hitchcock himself did at parties, too.

A further sign of Hitchcock’s sometimes disturbing inner self—arguably the most disturbing of all, since it was reflected in his own life just a few years later—is the manner in which *Vertigo*’s John “Scottie” Ferguson (James Stewart) treats Madeleine/Judy (Kim Novak), the object of his desire. In a discussion about Hitchcock’s inner longings being reflected in his characters, there is no greater example than Scottie. Hitch had a reputation for developing an obsession with many of his leading ladies, fixations so deep they manifest themselves in highly inappropriate behavior. His obsession for “Tippi” Hedren (star of both *The Birds* and *Marnie*) is well documented. “Hitchcock ruined my career,” said Hedren. “He didn’t ruin my life. I think he was an extremely sad character.”

What’s most incredible about the Hedren story is that it was essentially blueprinted years earlier in Scottie’s behavior toward Judy. He forces her to change her hair to his specification, dress the way he wants her to dress, act as he wants her to act—all things that Hedren purportedly was forced to do at Hitchcock’s behest.

Even *Suspicion*, with its villain turned nonvillain, reflects its director’s personality. Cary Grant’s Johnnie Aysgarth was originally intended as a duplicious villain who tries to kill his wife. In Hitchcock’s original vision, the charismatic and sophisticated Johnnie appears to be a murderer despite his charm, but RKO Radio Pictures wanted no part in seeing megastar Grant portrayed as a villain, so the story was changed in midproduction to make him an innocent scoundrel. “With Grant, the director was hoping finally to cross a line that had long eluded him:
dropping the standard monstrous villain, in favor of a handsome, grin-
ing one with irresistible sex appeal,” wrote Patrick McGilligan. It is
easy to imagine how such a villain would appeal to Hitch, particularly
one played by the incomparable Grant. Beloved on the outside but dark
on the inside; many would say this describes Hitchcock well.

Of course, Hitchcock’s villains didn’t reflect only his darker traits. They also reflected his better traits or, at least, traits he wished he had. He often did have them, in fact, but found himself unable to embrace
them. Two of his most debonair villains provide perhaps the best exam-
pies.

Intelligent and in control, charming and sophisticated, Notorious’s
Alexander Sebastian (Claude Rains) and North by Northwest’s Phillip
Vandamm (James Mason) are both likeable villains. These are men who
seemingly have it all and can have anything they want, whether it is
newfound riches or a beautiful blonde. Again, we see in these criminals
traits that Hitchcock had or longed to have. He delighted in the ability
to control a room and the ability to make sound business decisions.
These were talents that Hitch possessed, but he felt that he lacked in
other areas—namely, the ability to attract and retain the affections of a
beautiful woman. Both Sebastian and Vandamm are ultimately conned
by the woman they desire but not before they manage to bed someone
out of their league.

That’s something that Hitch himself never managed to accomplish. It is written in multiple biographies that Hitchcock had an obsession
with women yet never followed through on his sexual desires. “Had he
wished, he could easily have found women to gratify his sexual desires,
but for Alfred Hitchcock—dreamer, fantasist, romantic—it was the
pursuit of the dream that mattered,” wrote biographer Donald Spoto.
“Had he actually touched the closest incarnation of his dream, the mo-
ment of physical contact might have been intolerable to him, and he
perhaps would have turned as he turned from an argument or from any
tense or threatening situation.” Perhaps the ultimate relationship fail-
ures of Sebastian and Vandamm were intentional, showing that if
Hitchcock couldn’t have the beautiful woman of his dreams, neither
should the villain.

Sir Alfred may have been a failure with the women he desired, but he was a great success when it came to depicting murder while still
being adored by those around him. In his remarks to the Film Society of Lincoln Center, who honored him in April 1974, Hitch said,

As you have seen, murder seems to be the prominent theme. As I do not approve of the current wave of violence that we see on our screens, I have always felt that murder should be treated delicately. And, in addition to that, with the help of television, murder should be brought into the home where it rightly belongs. Some of our most exquisite murders have been domestic; performed with tenderness in simple, homey places like the kitchen table or the bathtub. Nothing is more revolting to my sense of decency than the underworld thug who is able to murder anyone—even people to whom he has not been properly introduced. After all, I'm sure you will agree that murder can be so much more charming and enjoyable, even for the victim, if the surroundings are pleasant and the people involved are ladies and gentlemen like yourselves.\(^6\)

As this speech shows, Hitchcock had a playful side that becomes apparent in the actions of his villains. Bruno Anthony, for example, was endlessly mischievous. His popping of the child’s balloon at the carnival was both funny and the act of someone who loves a good gag, something that Hitchcock was known to revel in himself.

Toward the end of his career, having apparently been rejected by Tippi Hedren, among others, Hitchcock developed a more somber and morose tone in both his personal life and his professional life. Perhaps it was just a changing of the times and a newfound facility for shocking audiences, but \textit{Frenzy} was more stark, outrageous, and daring than anything else he ever made. This was especially apparent in the film’s villain, Bob Rusk (Barry Foster). Rusk was brutal, disgusting, and misogynistic. Here was a man who clearly hated women. One can’t argue with conviction that Hitchcock hated women—he never made statements so direct, and by all appearances, he showered many with his own, sometimes bizarre form of affection—but it has been suggested by biographers and film critics that his view of women was tainted by darkness.

Whatever the case, it is impossible to ignore Rusk’s objectification, abuse, and murder of the fairer sex. No longer obsessively trying to control women as the leads in \textit{Vertigo} and \textit{Marnie} had done, Rusk acted as a man who both desired and reviled them. Quite a contrast to the
easy charm of Hitch’s earlier villains. Was this a reflection of Hitchcock’s growing self-loathing and his unfulfilled sexual needs? We can never truly know, but the increasingly dark ways in which women were treated in his later films—*Vertigo*, *Psycho*, *The Birds*, *Marnie*, *Frenzy*—suggest that his affinity for women had changed in some way.

Yet, *Frenzy* is still a great film, the last great film Hitch would make. A large part of that is due to Rusk being a fascinating character.

Perhaps Hitchcock’s best films so often rely on fantastic villains because they were a reflection of where his mind was at that time in his life. These films were deeply personal, and so they received attention that his lesser films did not. From *The Lodger*’s blonde-loving serial killer to *Frenzy*’s brutal Bob Rusk, Alfred Hitchcock thrilled and chilled audiences with villains that were often direct reflections of his own personality and his current state of mind. Hitch was a man capable of immense creativity, possessing a great but sometimes inappropriate sense of humor, and a man beleaguered by often bewildering contradictions and an inner darkness that he struggled to repress.

Indeed, Hitchcock was his villains. And they were Hitchcock.

**NOTES**

3. Hinckley, “Hedren.”
UNCLE CHARLIE: *SHADOW OF A DOUBT*  
(1943)

ABOUT THE FILM

When Charles Oakley is forced into hiding after seducing, robbing, and murdering yet another woman—by this time, he has been dubbed the “Merry Widow Murderer,” thanks to the trail of dead wealthy women he has left in his wake—he decides that the best place to hide is clear across the country, at his sister’s place in Santa Rosa, California. Not realizing that he is a killer, his niece Charlotte “Charlie” Newton is thrilled that her beloved “Uncle Charlie” is coming to stay with them. She believes that she shares a special bond with him. But that belief is shattered when she begins to suspect that her uncle is a serial killer. As she endeavors to find the truth, a shadow begins to loom over the Newton household, a shadow that only Young Charlie can see. Uncle Charlie soon realizes that his niece is on to him. She knows the truth, and she’s intent on uncovering him. For the truth to stay hidden, one of them will have to die. Uncle Charlie arranges for his niece to die in a series of staged “accidents,” but she manages to escape unharmed each time. After police apprehend who they believe to be the real Merry Widow Murderer, Charlie decides to move on and leave Santa Rosa. In a final desperate bid to kill her and keep his secret safe, Uncle Charlie attempts to throw her from a moving train . . . only to himself end up plunging to his death.

**Villain:** Uncle Charlie
Sex: Male
Marital status: Single
Occupation: Charming con artist
Family: Young Charlie, niece; Emma Newton, sister; Joseph Newton, brother-in-law
Residence: Santa Rosa, California
Associates: Unknown
Preferred method of killing: Poison
Body count: Unknown—but more than a few
Fate: Death—thrown from a moving train after struggling with Young Charlie in an attempt to throw her off the train

UNCLE CHARLIE

The most common theme attributed to Alfred Hitchcock is the man on the run, the falsely accused innocent who must take flight to clear his or her name while rooting out the real villain of the story. Considered the theme of his work, for many it represents all that is Hitchcock.

Yet this view is not quite accurate. In fact, it simplifies the broad sweep of Hitchcock’s work into a picture of people running, running, running. The true dominant theme in his work is more subtle than that. The man on the run fits into it, yes, but it moves beyond mere chase scenarios into something that was, for Hitchcock, infinitely more chilling. It’s a theme best exemplified by Uncle Charlie (Joseph Cotten), the classic villain of Shadow of a Doubt.

The true core theme of Hitchcock’s body of work is this: Ordinary lives are easily turned upside down by unexpected and unwelcome outside forces.

Hitchcock’s fascination with being on the run didn’t simply spring from the thrill of the chase. For Hitch, it arose from a fear of having your life overturned: Of feeling safe and secure one moment, only to find fate dealing you a bad turn the next. Of the familiar people around you turning into your worst enemies. Of evil hiding in plain sight.

Few pictures are a better example of that than Shadow of a Doubt. And it all stems from the handsome, brooding Uncle Charlie. In him, we see every trusted uncle, every pedophile priest, every smiling yet leering Scout master, every person of confidence who will ultimately
betray your trust in horrible ways. More fearful than dastardly spies or foreign agents, he is the ordinary man gone wrong, the seemingly regular guy who has a twisted worldview and who will come into your life with a smile and leave it with a knife.

This was Hitchcock’s ultimate fear, and it was the core of all his greatest villains.

Uncle Charlie’s personification of that fear makes *Shadow of a Doubt* essential viewing for those studying Hitchcock’s work.

Indeed, this film is essential Hitchcock not simply because it is a great film—and it is—but because it is an instructive view into what he sees as true villainy. Just look at the scenario. Young Charlie Newton (Teresa Wright) can’t be more thrilled when her Uncle Charlie comes to the Newton family’s Santa Rosa, California, home for an extended visit. Things hadn’t been well at home lately. The family felt fractured and down, so Uncle Charlie’s unexpected visit was just what it needed to boost spirits.

But is it? As we find out, it is the last thing the family needs. Young Charlie thinks that she has a special connection with Uncle Charlie. She is enamored with him—that is, until she begins to believe that her uncle is carrying a dark secret. Uncle Charlie, she begins to suspect, is a serial killer.

It’s true, too. Uncle Charlie is dragging around a dark secret. He seduces and murders rich older women, and the authorities are on his trail. Though at first he believes that he can hide his past, Charlie quickly realizes that his niece is a shrewd young lady. And the closer she gets to the truth, the further he’ll have to go to keep her quiet.

Even without the idea of fleeing from danger, this setup is fairly standard Hitchcock. A once normal world is in danger of coming apart thanks to unforeseeable danger in a seemingly safe place. *Shadow of a Doubt*, though, luxuriates in a level of menace and maliciousness not seen in most previous Hitchcock films, and it does so because it features one of his most intriguing villains. Cotten’s Uncle Charlie is no mere cardboard cutout. He’s not simply a generic bad guy. He is a twisted, disturbed man with views that would almost sound sensible if they were not wrapped in the crazy, antisocial ranting of a sociopath—and that is what makes him most dangerous to those around him. Witness his dark, disturbing monologue about the women he tricks, robs, and kills:
The cities are full of women, middle-aged widows, husbands, dead, husbands who've spent their lives making fortunes, working and working. And then they die and leave their money to their wives, their silly wives. And what do the wives do, these useless women? You see them in the hotels, the best hotels, every day by the thousands, drinking the money, eating the money, losing the money at bridge, playing all day and all night, smelling of money, proud of their jewelry but of nothing else, horrible, faded, fat, greedy women. . . . Are they human or are they fat, wheezing animals, hmm? And what happens to animals when they get too fat and too old?

This monologue is important not only to Uncle Charlie’s opinion of the women he robs but also to a grander worldview that disturbs us on a much deeper level. This is a glimpse at something larger and darker than a mere bad guy trying to justify his evil deeds. Uncle Charlie’s monologue showcases a typical approach used in classic propaganda—propaganda that is still used today: dehumanization. For example, in 2012, a political group ran ads on San Francisco buses declaring, “In any war between the civilized man and the savage, support the civilized man.”1 The specific politics behind that statement are beyond the scope of this book, but the nature of the argument illustrates the way that Uncle Charlie sees his crimes. He simply does not recognize his victims as deserving of basic human decency, because they are, in his eyes, less than human. This is not a new approach in justifying one’s crimes. Dehumanizing your enemies is a classic strategy of twisted manipulators and propagandists. “In order for us human beings to commit ourselves personally to the inhumanity of war,” President Jimmy Carter said during a 2002 Nobel lecture, “we find it necessary first to dehumanize our opponents.”2 (Carter was not endorsing the idea; he was giving an antiwar speech.) Dehumanizing others is an easy way to make yourself comfortable with the inhuman things you’re about to do to them, but when you begin separating people into human and not human, civilized and savage, human and other, you’re walking an ugly, evil path.

This is what Uncle Charlie does. He casts the people he is victimizing as less than human. In his mind this makes victims into non-victims. He turns women into pigs. He decides, in purely intellectual terms, that his victims don’t really matter. They’re just greedy women living empty, worthless lives. This approach is a stark contrast to most Hitchcock
villains, who are motivated by politics, by crimes of passion, or by simple greed. Instead, Uncle Charlie joins the ranks of deranged lunatics like Bruno Anthony (*Strangers on a Train*) and Norman Bates (*Psycho*), who are villains because they’re *insane*, not because they are pursuing wealth or a political cause. In some ways, he’s even more sinister than Anthony and Bates for one simple reason: Uncle Charlie comes across as normal.

“The normal are inclined to visualize the multiple killer as one who’s as monstrous in appearance as he is in mind, which is about as far from the truth as one could get,” wrote William March in his 1954 novel *The Bad Seed*. And indeed, Uncle Charlie does not appear monstrous. In fact, he seems to be friendly and personable. The women of Santa Rosa adore him. He charms the older women and draws glances from the younger women. “Did you see the way they looked at you?” Young Charlie remarks to her uncle as they walk from a crowded intersection.

**Figure 3.1.** Uncle Charlie (Joseph Cotten) is a man who appears charming on the surface but within whom lurks black cynicism. *Universal Pictures/Photofest*
in town. “I bet they wonder who you are.” Men like him, too, wanting to involve him in their card games and conversations.

This is not unusual. As Robert D. Hare notes in *Without Conscience: The Disturbing World of Psychopaths Among Us*, “Psychopaths are often witty and articulate. They can be amusing and entertaining conversationalists, ready with a quick and clever comeback, and can tell unlikely but convincing stories that cast themselves in a good light. They can be very effective in presenting themselves and are often very likeable and charming.”

But Hare also notes, “Astute observers often get the impression that psychopaths are play-acting, mechanically reading their lines.”

Such is the case with Uncle Charlie, thanks to Joseph Cotten’s daring, nuanced performance. Cotten is not melodramatic or over the top. Here, he is so chillingly believable that he could easily be your Uncle Charlie. He smiles and charms; he seems warm and caring. Yet beneath the surface is a man consumed with nihilism and hatred, a man that the wary audience can just barely glimpse—Charlie is indeed faking it—but a man who is otherwise well hidden behind a façade of normalcy. This gives Uncle Charlie a kind of darkness that few other Hitchcock villains have. You may fall prey to theft and murder at their hands, but Charlie’s seductive powers and easy charisma also mean that you can fall prey to something much worse: Becoming as disconnected from humanity as he is.

Even if we’re not aware of it consciously, on a subconscious level we understand how dangerous people as manipulative as Uncle Charlie can be. “Characteristically, they can charm others into attempting dangerous ventures with them,” Martha Stout notes in *The Sociopath Next Door*. While Young Charlie isn’t in danger of joining forces with her uncle, thanks to her relationship with him she is in danger of walking down paths far darker than those she would otherwise travel.

This is Young Charlie’s struggle, and it is part of what makes Uncle Charlie so terrifying. (It is probably also a glimpse at Hitchcock’s fear of his own inner darkness.) The audience is worried for her safety, yes, but it also worries for her sanity as she realizes that she is more like her uncle than she cares to admit, especially since Uncle Charlie is intelligent and persuasive enough to win people over. When she deduces that her uncle has a dark past, she is horrified. But she also learns that she herself is capable of murder, if pushed, telling her uncle, “Go away. I’m
warning you. Go away or I’ll kill you myself. See . . . that’s the way I feel about you.” And she means it. Though repulsed that her uncle is a murderer, she knows that she is capable of the same, if necessary. The audience sees it, too, watching her transform from a sweet, painfully naïve girl to a young lady with a decidedly grim view of what people can be. And are her changing views on the world not a hazy reflection of Uncle Charlie’s view of humanity as little more than “swine”?

The opening sequences of the film leave no doubt that Uncle Charlie is a less-than-savory character. We see a downtrodden neighborhood in Philadelphia and a rooming house, appropriately addressed number 13. Inside, Uncle Charlie lies on a bed, the night table next to it littered with unfinished drinks, an open wallet, and several dollar bills. Even more cash lies on the floor. Charlie is dressed in a suit, an unlit cigar in his hand. Someone we take to be the landlady enters the room, referring to him as “Mr. Spencer.” She remarks that two friends of his were outside looking for him but that they asked he not be told they were here. She leaves him to his nap. Charlie rises, throws a glass at a wall, shattering it, and then looks out the window, seeing the two men. He is clearly concerned. Charlie quickly leaves, sends word to the Newtons in California, and makes a run for it.

We don’t yet know what his crime is, but Hitchcock leaves no question that our lead character is a man on the run—and not the kind we so often see in his work. This one really is guilty.

What follows is as much character study as it is plot-driven thriller. Uncle Charlie is such a forceful character that we overlook the implausibility of the entire plot. Two detectives (not the same pair we see in Philadelphia) who have never actually seen Charles Oakley—who do not know his name, family, or much of anything about him—track him completely across the country to Santa Rosa. How do they do this? No explanation is given. In fact, another suspect is apparently being trailed on the East Coast, so there is no reason that we can see for these investigators to come to Santa Rosa. Why do we not care about these unexplained and unlikely events?

Because Uncle Charlie is utterly compelling, thoroughly fascinating, and enormously magnetic, attracting those around him as well as the viewer. We are drawn to him because he’s a handsome man with an air of class and sophistication. The people of Santa Rosa are also drawn to him. He’s an East Coast man from the hustle and bustle of New York,
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making an appearance in their quaint little town. They find that appealing. They want to be around him, and they never suspect his background. He appears to be what he says he is—just a well-to-do guy spending time with his family—so they see no reason to question him.

Perhaps the most intriguing element of *Shadow of a Doubt* and the thing that makes this villain one of the more chilling in the Hitchcock canon is the relationship between Uncle Charlie and Young Charlie. How he ruins her innocence in some ways makes him a more reprehensible figure than many of Hitchcock’s most horrid thieves and murderers.

Young Charlie adores her uncle and always has. He has a fondness for her as well. She feels a special connection with him, a connection that goes beyond a shared name. She senses that they are in tune with each other. He was always her favorite uncle and she, his favorite niece. The viewer knows that Uncle Charlie is a scoundrel from the beginning, but the Newton family and the residents of Santa Rosa have no clue. Despite growing evidence to the contrary that something is off about this man, only Young Charlie can see it and, even then, only after the evidence builds so much that she can ignore it no longer.

Uncle Charlie’s madness begins with a whimper, albeit one that in retrospect is a clear sign of his sociopathic behavior. Shortly after his arrival, he decides to open an account at the bank where his brother-in-law Joseph works.

**Uncle Charlie:** Hello, Joe. Can you stop embezzling a minute and give me your attention?

**Joseph Newton:** Oh, uh, Charles, we don’t joke about such things here.

**Uncle Charlie:** Aw, what’s a little shortage in the books at the end of the month? Any good bank clerk can cover up a little shortage. Isn’t that right, Charlie?

**Young Charlie:** Uncle Charlie, you’re awful. Everyone can hear you.

**Uncle Charlie:** Good thing they can. We all know what banks are. Looks all right to an outsider, but no one knows what goes on when the doors are locked. Can’t fool me, though.

Inappropriate statements and cynical views. Uncle Charlie doesn’t care about the world or its people, and he’s not hiding it. But those around
him don’t see him for what he is. They dismiss his comments. “You shouldn’t tease him like that,” Young Charlie tells him, thinking that he was joking. The people around him, at first even his perceptive niece, fail to see that he isn’t joking. They see him only for what he appears to be: an upstanding citizen.

No one even questions where he got his money. The viewer knows that he robbed his victims, but his family does not. He deposits $40,000 cash in the bank, equivalent to more than $500,000 in 2012 dollars. Not much is said about Charlie’s business, only a brief mention that he worked as a promoter. This was an awful lot of money for a relatively young man, yet nobody questions it. The surface likability of the stereotypical sociopath carries him through.

Young Charlie is the only one who can see the real Uncle Charlie. She’s not quick to this conclusion, however. Despite numerous indications that his mood, his outlook, and his actions are off kilter, she fails to see it at first. She’s so enamored with her uncle, so believes in him, so wants him to be the one to bring her family out of its funk, that she fails to recognize the signs that her beloved uncle is not what she thinks him to be.

This is not to say that she doesn’t suspect he’s hiding something. She does. Young Charlie just has no idea that Uncle Charlie’s secret is a dark one.

“We’re not just an uncle and a niece,” she says early in the film. “It’s something else. I know you. I know you don’t tell people a lot of things. I don’t either. I have a feeling that inside you there’s something nobody knows about. Something secret and wonderful and . . . I’ll find it out.”

“It’s not good to find out too much, Charlie,” he responds.

He hints right there that she should resist the urge to know more about him. She knows he’s mysterious. She recognizes this, but she has no reason to suspect that he’s hiding an ugly past.

The story would be different if Uncle Charlie were merely a man who had done a terrible thing and regretted doing it or even if he were a man motivated by petty greed, but he’s not. He never expresses any remorse for his past. He never once indicates that he isn’t justified in his actions. “Uncle Charlie feels no guilt at all. To him, the elimination of his widows is a dedication, an important sociological contribution to civilization. Remember, when John Wilkes Booth jumped to the stage
in Ford’s Theater after firing that fatal shot, he was enormously disappointed not to receive a standing ovation.”

Charlie’s manipulation of the people around him begins from the moment he gets to Santa Rosa. He brings gifts for the whole family, but Young Charlie resists at first, running off to the kitchen. He follows her. She suggests that a gift would spoil their relationship. He insists and gives her a ring, placing it on her finger in a bizarre parody of a wedding ceremony. She pulls her hand away, never looking at the ring. He questions why she doesn’t look at it. “I don’t have to look at it,” she says. “No matter what you gave me, it’d be the same.” At this point, Young Charlie is still ecstatic at her uncle’s unexpected visit.

But he wants credit for his gift and pulls it off her finger to show her that it’s an emerald, one of the “most beautiful things in the world.” She examines it closely and sees that it’s engraved. Thinking her uncle had done this for her, she reads it: “T.S. From B.M.” He awkwardly tries to explain that the jeweler rooked him. He offers to take the ring back to have the engraving removed, but Young Charlie insists that she likes it better this way, that someone must have been happy with the ring. “It’s perfect the way it is.”

Young Charlie is still blissfully unaware. And Uncle Charlie continues to be the manipulative sociopath.

Each successive sequence reveals more of Uncle Charlie’s true self. He awkwardly tips over a glass to prevent Young Charlie’s learning the title of the music running through her head: “The Merry Widow Waltz.” Odd games with Joseph’s newspaper in an attempt to keep the news of the Merry Widow Murderer away from Young Charlie. A strange refusal to give an interview to a local newspaper. Despite his apparent easy nature and cool charm, this man is not easygoing, nor is he truly charming. He is filled with paranoia, and his actions scream mistrust and fear.

Still, nobody can see it. Amusingly, Joseph and his friend Herbie Hawkins (Hume Cronyn, in his film debut) fancy themselves amateur sleuths. Their obsession is murder, with a particular affinity for discussing the proper way to kill each other without being caught. The irony of the situation is that these two are constantly filled with thoughts of murder and its ideal execution, yet they are unaware of the presence of a serial killer in their midst.
Throughout all of this, Uncle Charlie never truly hides who he is. He hides his dark past, yes, but not his disdain for women or his cynical view of the world. His own sister Emma is blind to his misogyny. “Emmy, women are fools,” he says to her. “They’d fall for anything.” She tells him about the local newspaper wanting to interview him and the family, but he wants no part of it and does not know how to react appropriately. Instead, he refuses, casting the Newtons as “all-American suckers.”

Once Young Charlie becomes truly suspicious of her uncle, aware that he could be a ruthless killer, she withdraws from him, running out of the house. He follows her into town, where they enter a seedy bar. It’s the type of place that Young Charlie would never think of patronizing. He reaches out to touch her hands, but she retreats. She gives back the ring he gave her. He bristles at the gesture.

Figure 3.2. Perhaps Uncle Charlie’s greatest crime was stealing Young Charlie’s innocence. Universal Pictures/Photofest
You think you know something, don’t you? You think you’re the clever little girl who knows something. There’s so much you don’t know, so much. What do you know, really? You’re just an ordinary little girl in an ordinary little town. You wake up every morning of your life and you know perfectly well there’s nothing in the world to trouble you.

By now, Young Charlie knows for certain that her uncle is a madman. Yet, that is not where his true villainy lies nor where the true tragedy of this story is. The real tragedy is this: He has changed her. He is solely responsible for her evolution from naïve youngster to world-weary adult. “No one can become conscious of the shadow without considerable moral effort demanding the recognition of dark aspects of the personality,” wrote Donald Spoto in *The Art of Alfred Hitchcock*. “Progress is made only by an exploratory descent into the primitive sources of being, and this journey exacts a price in danger and demands. Young Charlie risks her own life and at the end is disillusioned, less idealistic than before.”

In his last criminal act, Uncle Charlie has stolen her innocence. Despite enjoying the exploration of their personalities, however, Hitchcock rarely strays from having his criminals see justice. Maybe it was the demands of Hollywood, or maybe, just maybe, it was an innate goodness that sought to rise above Sir Alfred’s at times antisocial nature. We see that in *Shadow of a Doubt*. Uncle Charlie steals the innocence of this naïve young girl, but he pays for the bleak life that he has led when he is accidentally killed by his niece even while he himself is trying to kill her. “What it boils down to is that villains are not all black and heroes are not all white; there are grays everywhere,” Hitchcock told François Truffaut. “Uncle Charlie loved his niece, but not as much as she loved him. And yet she has to destroy him. To paraphrase Oscar Wilde: ‘You destroy the thing you love.”

And ultimately, despite the theft and murder in his past, maybe the most tragic thing that Uncle Charlie does is to destroy the young girl who loved him so much. As Young Charlie learns, this evil kind of outlook is seducing. Even the most grounded, centered people may find themselves drawn to it.

That, more than murdered widows and stolen money, is the true villainy in Uncle Charlie.
HITCHCOCK AND UNCLE CHARLIE

Uncle Charlie is one of Hitchcock’s favorite topics personified, the notion that darkness lurks behind a façade of normality. Charlie’s engaging smile is merely a mask. He is charming and sophisticated, but he is also a women-hating murderer with an overwhelmingly bleak view of the world. Might Hitchcock have seen part of himself in Uncle Charlie? Hitch was, after all, a charming man who thought himself sophisticated, but he was also a man who saw a darker side of the world than did the average person, reveling in the idea of secret murderers, dark plots, and dysfunctional people. Uncle Charlie’s relentless cynicism seemed to have been absent from Hitchcock’s psyche, but he was not averse to seeing the seedier nature of humanity. Hitch may have had a dark, albeit humorous, sensibility, but his views were never so bleak or extreme. Uncle Charlie was Hitchcock’s opportunity to safely explore the most deeply cynical of views without getting his own hands dirty in the process.

NOTES
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5. Hare, Without Conscience, 34.
In the world of Alfred Hitchcock’s films, policemen are not your friends, and those in a position of authority are to be feared, not trusted. This oft-repeated aspect of his work surely sprang from the psyche of the director himself.

Hitchcock made no secret of his fear of authority figures. Throughout his life, he famously repeated a story that, if true, probably goes a long way toward explaining his paranoia about police and others in a position of authorized power. Hitchcock’s father, William Hitchcock, was a stern, blue-collar man who believed in hard work and strict discipline of the old school. Once, seeking to teach young Alfred a lesson—the reason he needed such a lesson is not quite clear—William sent his son to the local police station. With him went a note explaining that little Alfred had been bad. The police dutifully locked the boy in a cell, explaining, “This is what we do to naughty boys.” The incident left an indelible mark on the director, one that would reveal itself over the decades in his work. (The director’s feelings for his father may be best summed up by noting that father figures play almost no significant role in the director’s canon.)

The most obvious theme to come from this incident is that of being wrongly accused, among the most dominant themes of Hitchcock’s
work, if not the most dominant. Being locked in a cell for reasons he could not even recall was clearly an experience that never left him. Being accused of something he did not do is a fear that lasted his entire life and was channeled into his work.

There is another, more subtle bit of fallout from the incident, and that is Hitchcock’s deep mistrust of those who enforce the law. It’s not that he was against the rule of law, he explained. “I’m not against the police; I’m just afraid of them.”

That fear became a central part of his work. Hitchcock’s aversion to authority figures makes appearances in early films such as *Murder!* and *Blackmail* and even to some extent in his first great film, *The Lodger*, but it is not until 1935’s *The 39 Steps* that it becomes fully fleshed out into one of the defining themes of his work. In this film, perhaps the finest of Hitch’s British era, Richard Hannay (Robert Donat) is forced to flee after becoming a suspect in a political assassination. He is, of course, innocent, and as all those who are wrongly accused in Hitchcock films do, he runs. This puts the audience in the position of rooting against the police. They’re not exactly our enemies, the film seems to suggest, but they’re also not our friends. We don’t know who the actual criminals are, so the only tangible figures of fear to focus on are the authorities. After all, we want Hannay to escape. Flight, evasion, fear of capture: it is a tense flight for him, all of it with those who would normally be protecting his welfare at his heels. The police in this film may not be villains in earnest, but they certainly feel like villains. Hitchcock frames them as such, too, with dramatically composed shots of shadowy men in uniform combing the countryside, their dark silhouettes starkly set against the horizon, relentlessly on the hunt. They’re on the right side of the law, but the presentation makes them fearful.

This plot hook is repeated almost note for note two years later in *Young and Innocent*, also known as *The Girl Was Young*. Again, a young man (Robert Tisdall, played by Derrick De Marney) is accused of a crime he did not commit, and again he must flee from the authorities in the company of a young lady (in this case Erica Burgoyne, played by Nova Pilbeam). As in *The 39 Steps*, the authorities are not here to protect our protagonist; they’re here to catch him, and so he fears them. He flees from them. He seeks to escape from them. In this case, the police are bumbling and inept rather than relentless, but the
AUTHORITY FIGURES AS VILLAINS

effect is the same in that the audience openly roots against those in a position of authority. They become, in effect, antagonists.

If authority figures were innocently inept in those earlier films, they take a turn for the sinister in *The Lady Vanishes*, a brilliant 1938 thriller that mixes mystery with political intrigue, humor, romance, and suspense. In this case, “authority” figures are not necessarily law enforcement. Rather, they are any person who has power over our female lead, Iris Henderson (Margaret Lockwood). If knowledge is power and authority, then most of her fellow passengers on board a train heading across Europe have power and authority over her, for they know that the mysterious disappearance of the titular lady is more than a figment of Iris’s imagination. It makes for an unsettling middle third of a film that begins with remarkably comedic lightness.

There is a sense of paranoia in these and later Hitchcock films that is palpable. The idea that your life is about to be taken over by forces out of your control—often forces that, in a “normal” world, would be benevolent—can be almost stifling. Can anyone argue against the idea that Hitchcock’s experience in a jail cell as a child shaped who he was forevermore? Given the dominant themes of his work, one might argue that it forever rendered him paranoid. After all, “more than anything else, the paranoid fears loss of personal autonomy or control. It is necessary to stand guard against any external force or authority.” Some psychiatrists even suggest that when dealing with youths who may show signs of abnormal paranoia, avoiding acting like a figure of authority is “effective preparation for not giving their charges reasons to strike out by behaving in a way that turns teacher into a member of the hated establishment.”

And, indeed, one might argue that there are signs of paranoid personality disorder present in Hitchcock’s work were it not for the fact that the characters in Hitchcock’s films have every reason to be paranoid of authority figures. When Kurt Cobain sneered, “Just because you’re paranoid don’t mean they’re not after you,” he was singing a truth about Hitchcock’s world. Policemen, public agents, guards, and others: all are potential adversaries for our protagonists. All are potential roadblocks in proving protagonists’ innocence. Save for Lina McLaidlaw (Joan Fontaine) in *Suspicion*, in most cases the people in Hitchcock’s work really are targets of dark forces or misguided authority figures.
Presentation is everything, and how authority figures are presented in Sir Alfred's work goes a long way toward our feelings for them. When *Psycho*'s Marion Crane (Janet Leigh) flees with $40,000 stolen from her employer, she is not a woman wrongly accused and on the run to prove her innocence. With this film, Hitch throws that hook aside. Instead, she is a criminal. A genuine thief. (We'll see a beautiful blonde thief again in *Marnie* and *Family Plot*.) Despite this, the police of *Psycho* are presented as sinister, chilling figures rather than individuals devoted to bringing criminals to justice. The one with whom Marion has several tense encounters is almost alien, his eyes masked behind dark glasses, his stonelike face more a figure of evil than that of a keeper of the peace. His very presence shakes not only Marion—unsurprising, given her guilt—but even the audience. So put off are we by his presence, in fact, that we don't notice the futility of her attempts to mask her trail at the car dealership. We're just too wrapped up in how menacing he is. So is she. "She flees from the policeman's gaze as quickly as she is able, and rushes to buy a new car, an utterly useless gesture, because he is watching her do it." When she escapes, we breathe a sigh of relief. But why? It was one of the most botched escapes we can imagine.

The why is simple: In Hitchcock's world, figures of authority are suffocating. They are not figures that protect and maintain order. They are figures that can and often do ruin lives, as in 1956's *The Wrong Man*, in which Manny Balestrero (Henry Fonda) is accused of a crime he did not commit and who sees his family fall apart in the wake of the accusation.

Sometimes this even shows up in subtle ways that Hitchcock probably did not even intend or from unexpected quarters. In *Saboteur*, Barry Kane (Robert Cummings) is accused of political sabotage in part by the people he worked for, an almost unconscious suggestion that even the mechanisms of a good cause could become an impossible weight to lift off once turned against you. (Kane worked building aircraft for the World War II effort against the Axis powers.) Surely this was not Hitchcock's intention, since he was firmly behind the war effort—his two propaganda films, *Bon Voyage* and *Aventure malgache*, are a clear indication of that—yet here it is. An example of the forces of good turning against an innocent man. In the excitement of rooting for Kane to elude capture and clear his name, World War II audiences did
not even notice that some of the people they were rooting against were their own trusted authority figures, the law enforcement of an Allied nation.

Also from unexpected quarters we have Dr. Murchison (Leo G. Carroll) of Spellbound, the seemingly benevolent director of Green Manors, the mental hospital in which Dr. Constance Petersen (Ingrid Bergman) works and from which the man we know as Dr. Anthony Edwardes (Gregory Peck) is forced to flee after being accused of murder. The pair flee after the accusation is made, and in Hitchcockian fashion, they eventually prove his innocence, but in the end, they are hit with an unforeseen blow: Dr. Murchison, the man of authority, had been their enemy all along. How disheartening to find that the people you should most trust to look after your well-being are the people who have stabbed you in the back.

Yet, isn’t that one of Hitchcock’s overarching themes, maybe the theme that he most wanted us to pay attention to? That the people who we thought we should trust were truly our enemies all along and that fear and discomfort hide in the most comforting of people?

And it all started with a presumably well-intentioned encounter with the police courtesy of William Hitchcock, dear old Dad.

As much as has been written about Hitchcock’s mother issues, maybe it’s time we begin to explore his father issues.

NOTES
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ABOUT THE FILM

In the aftermath of the Second World War, Alicia Huberman, the disgraced daughter of a German who had betrayed the United States, drowns her sorrows in alcohol and one-night stands. That is, until T. R. Devlin, a government agent, convinces her to infiltrate a group of her father’s colleagues: Nazi spies holed up in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. Devlin hopes that she will deliver their secrets to the U.S. government. The pair travels to Brazil, falling in love along the way. Once in Brazil, Alicia makes contact with Alexander Sebastian, who had once been in love with her, albeit a love unrequited. In an attempt to gain Sebastian’s trust, she makes herself available to him, a ploy prompted by her true love, Devlin. Eager to keep the woman whom he thought he had lost, Sebastian asks Alicia’s hand in marriage. Desperately hoping that Devlin’s love for her will rescue her from her mission, Alicia informs Devlin of Sebastian’s plan, but because of what is at stake, Devlin is unable to commit to her. With no way out of her charade, Alicia marries Sebastian and moves in with him and his mother. But her secret is soon revealed. After a party at which Alicia and Devlin discover that Sebastian and his colleagues are hiding uranium ore inside champagne bottles, Sebastian learns the truth about his new wife—she is an American agent spying on him. He plots with his mother to slowly poison Alicia before his co-conspirators find out the truth about her. His plan fails when Devlin
rescues Alicia, boldly walking her out of Sebastian’s house even as Sebastian must face the awful truth: She does not love him; he has let precious secrets escape to the enemy; and his own death at the hands of his collaborators is imminent.

Villain: Alexander Sebastian
Sex: Male
Marital status: Single—later married to Alicia Huberman
Occupation: Nazi terrorist
Family: Madame Sebastian, mother; Alicia Huberman, new wife
Residence: Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Associates: Various Nazi refugees
Preferred method of killing: Poison
Body count: None that we know of
Fate: Certain death at the hands of his Nazi co-conspirators, as he has allowed their secrets to be found by the enemy

ALEXANDER SEBASTIAN

Love can stir men to great deeds, both good and evil. Beauty can change the course of history. They say that Helen of Troy had a face that launched a thousand ships, a woman so beautiful that Menelaus and Paris sent countless men to their deaths for her love. The city of Troy fell, and Paris lost his life in the epic war for her hand. Such was the desire to possess her beauty.

Kingdoms are not at stake in Notorious, but the kind of infatuation that launched the Trojan War beats just as strongly here when a ring of Nazi spies is toppled by love.

Strangely, this makes Alexander Sebastian (Claude Rains), a war criminal being pursued by the U.S. government, perhaps the softest, most sympathetic villain of the Hitchcock canon. And this is rooted in one of the most overlooked traits in Hitchcock’s work.

When viewers think about the work of Alfred Hitchcock, they think about men on the run and shadowy villains. What they often miss is the rich sensuality in his work and, more important, how that sensuality influences the actions of his characters, particularly his villains. In Notorious, Sebastian is being spied on by a woman he once fancied, Alicia Huberman (Ingrid Bergman). His deep desire for her proves the per-
fect way to manipulate him, something that the film’s protagonists latch onto and run with. Desire proves his undoing because sensuality and repressed sexual energy are key to Sebastian’s actions. They are the motivating factor for him, even more than his nefarious schemes with fifth columnists. This is a man so wrapped up in his love, so excited to have the object of his desire, that he misses signs that she is not who he thinks she is. Like Paris in Homer’s *Iliad*, Sebastian risks everything that he has for a woman who is not his to possess.

Perhaps this is not altogether surprising, because Alexander Sebastian is not your typical villain. He’s no gruff heavy, short on words, and long on devious deeds. Instead, he’s charming, sophisticated, and confident but with a persistent hint of vulnerability in his actions. This vulnerability makes him one of the most intriguing film criminals of the 1940s and, surprisingly, a more sympathetic character than the picture’s male lead, T. R. Devlin (Cary Grant).

From the start, Sebastian is seen as charismatic and stylish, a much more nuanced character than we would expect in a 1940s cinema spy with Nazi ties. Like so many Hitchcock villains, Sebastian is no fool. In Hitchcock’s world, fools tend to be police and authority figures, bumbling idiots barely up to the task of putting on their pants in the morning, much less protecting the people around them. His antagonists are another matter. We may fear what they do or plan, but we just as often have a grudging respect for them. Until Alicia strolls back into his life, Sebastian seems to have the world at his beck and call.

When it comes to Alicia, however, what sense he has is cast aside the moment they are reunited. His advances begin immediately. When she remarks that he looks great, he responds, “Well, it’s a temporary improvement, entirely due to your presence, my dear. You always affected me like a tonic.”

He’s confident here, sure of himself, and he knows what he wants: Alicia Huberman.

More than power, more than money, more than to see his Nazi plotting succeed, more than anything, he wants *her*. Alicia represents something that Sebastian greatly desires and something that he feels might be out of his reach. He had fallen for her once before, but she did not return his affection. When Alicia’s handler and new lover Devlin asks her about her past with Sebastian, she claims that she “wasn’t responsive” to his advances, which explains Sebastian’s eager response
to Alicia when she first comes back into his life and indicates an interest in something more than friendship. But his confidence quickly wanes. He’s threatened by Devlin’s presence. Unsure of himself, Sebastian must wonder why she has interest in him when it appears that she also has interest in the much more handsome Devlin. “I’d like to be convinced,” Sebastian says to Alicia. “Would you maybe care to convince me, Alicia, that Mr. Devlin means nothing to you?” Sebastian acts calm and sure of himself, but his words belie fear of rejection. Already he is letting repressed sexual energy guide his actions. Sebastian should be smarter than this—he is presented as a man in control, after all, working with an elite group of conspirators—but he is blinded by his desire.

Even this early in the film, it is easy to forget that Alexander Sebastian is not a good man. Keep in mind, he is working with Nazi conspirators. In a classic example of a Hitchcock MacGuffin, their plan is unclear, save that it involves uranium ore, but the fact that they are Nazi sympathizers is enough for 1946 audiences to understand that Sebastian and his colleagues are villains. We can surmise that they’re working on developing a bomb, but that is merely a guess. It is ultimately unimportant what their purpose is and what their motivations are. The only important thing is Sebastian’s affiliation with them.

Yet, in pitying him and seeing that he is driven by a love that cannot be returned, we can’t help but feel for Sebastian. This is not the place that the audience expects to find itself when dealing with a Nazi conspirator.

Rather than take it slow to see where this new, rather one-sided, love might take them, Sebastian forces the issue and asks for Alicia’s hand in marriage. It’s a bold move but a move of desperation. He does not want to lose her again.

Their marriage is, of course, a sham. Alicia’s goal is to infiltrate Sebastian’s Farben Group, a collection of Nazi fugitives intent on wreaking havoc on Brazil. In cooperation with the Brazilian government, Devlin’s employer (unnamed but apparently an American precursor to the Central Intelligence Agency) hopes to learn their secrets and prevent the successful execution of their schemes. It’s clear from the beginning why Sebastian is the leader of this group. He has money, charm, and a distinct influence over the others. His partners are smart, dangerous, and deadly men, but they all respect Sebastian. They want his approval.
Yet, despite every reason to feel otherwise, Sebastian is arguably more sympathetic than anyone in this film other than Alicia. Intriguingly, when Alicia tells Devlin about the proposal, hoping her true love will pull her out of her miserable situation, Devlin instead fails to acknowledge his love for her. Instead, in the interest of furthering his mission for the U.S. government, Devlin makes a sexual pawn out of his new love. In this respect, Devlin offers us an early glimpse at a mentality that would be more thoroughly explored in *Vertigo*, a movie in which the “protagonist” is in many ways more heartless and manipulative than the supposed antagonist of the story. *Vertigo* has been called Hitchcock’s most personal movie, so do these echoes also represent a slice of Hitchcock himself?

The answer is a resounding yes. There is much of Hitchcock’s psyche on the screen in *Notorious*, putting it alongside films such as *Rear Window*, *Marnie*, and the aforementioned *Vertigo* as important windows into the inner workings of his heart and soul. It is no stretch to suggest that we can see Hitchcock himself mirrored in Sebastian’s eyes. If Sebastian finds himself weakened by infatuation and love, so too did Hitchcock—and for the same woman, as during this period Hitch was suffering from a growing infatuation for Bergman. Surely, what he felt inside was transferred to Rains’s character. In public, the Master of Suspense presented himself as sharp, cultured, a genius manipulator of people, but privately, that was easily thrown out when he had a woman on his mind. His infatuation for Bergman (which turned into a lifelong friendship), love for Grace Kelly, and controlling lust for Tippi Hedren are well documented. Like Sebastian, however, it was not possible for Hitchcock to sate his desire for these women. Indeed, sensuality and repressed sexual energy are major themes in Hitchcock’s work, in large part, because they were huge themes in his life. The aching lust of films such as *Notorious*, *Under Capricorn*, *Vertigo*, *Marnie*, and others springs from his own lustful urges, urges that he either wouldn’t or couldn’t act on.

“Couldn’t” is an important clarification because by most accounts (including his own), Hitchcock was sexually impotent. His impotence is, to some extent, a matter of debate but only slightly. While Tippi Hedren has famously claimed that he made overt sexual advances toward her, others, such as Hitchcock biographer Patrick McGilligan, suggest that Hitchcock’s impotence was a certainty. Writer Jay Presson Allen
(screenwriter on *Marnie*) said the same. “I know that Hitch was functionally impotent,” Allen said. “I don’t think it bothered him that much. I think he used it in his work.”¹ Hitchcock told many interviewers that he was “chaste,” and he told Joseph Stefano (screenwriter on *Psycho*) that he was “celibate.”² McGilligan describes both as “code words” that offer “a poignant subtext to all those voyeuristic men peering through binoculars and windows and keyholes in his films.”³

Without question, sexual impotence played a role in Hitchcock’s work. It appeared most shockingly in *Frenzy*, in which a serial rapist and killer cannot perform unless he is strangling his victim, but perhaps it appears most revealingly in one of his most beloved pictures, *Rear Window*. It is likely no coincidence that in *Rear Window*, L. B. “Jeff” Jefferies (James Stewart), confined to a cast and wheelchair, is physically unable to return the affections of the beautiful Lisa Fremont, played by the woman whom Hitchcock probably wanted above all others, Grace Kelly.

The issue may have subconsciously informed the machinations of *Notorious*, too. Devlin is the man that Hitchcock wished he could be—good-looking, cool, and able to win the woman he wanted—but it is Sebastian’s awkward affections that give us a glimpse of who Hitchcock truly was. Despite being a man of wealth and power, Sebastian feels inadequate next to Devlin’s good looks and easy charm.

Strange, then, that even Devlin, who *can* have the woman he desires, instead chooses to manipulate her for his own ends rather than bask in her love. In the name of his mission, he knowingly pushes her into Sebastian’s arms.

In a twist that leaves the audience with mixed feelings, Devlin’s actions make the film’s villain the one true sympathetic male in the story. Both Devlin and Sebastian love Alicia, but it’s Sebastian who truly commits himself to her. It’s Sebastian who opens up his vulnerability. It’s Sebastian’s love for Alicia that is more real. Hitchcock said as much to François Truffaut: “The story of *Notorious* is the old conflict between love and duty. Cary Grant’s job—and it’s rather an ironic situation—is to push Ingrid Bergman into Claude Rains’s bed. One can hardly blame him for seeming bitter throughout the story, whereas Claude Rains is a rather appealing figure, both because his confidence is being betrayed and because his love for Ingrid Bergman is probably deeper than Cary Grant’s.”⁴
That his love is deeper than Devlin’s is underscored by a vulnerability unusual for a 1940s villain (and a Nazi sympathizer, no less). Even after he has married Alicia, Sebastian is afraid that she might not love him. He suspects that Devlin has ulterior motives in coming to a party they throw at the Sebastian home. “I’m surprised at Mr. Devlin coming tonight,” he says. He recognizes that Devlin would provide no match for him if she were interested, but he rebounds, hoping she has no interest. “It’s not that I don’t trust you, but when you’re in love at my age, every man who looks at a woman is a menace. Will you forgive me for even talking about it? I’m very contrite.” This is a show of tremendous weakness from a man we’re supposed to see as the heart of a conspiracy against the Allied powers.

The result is that, inexplicably, we trust him more than we do Devlin, the male “hero” from America.

Trust is an important theme in understanding both *Notorious* and the character of Alexander Sebastian, arguably even more so than love. Trust and manipulation by way of deception are prevailing factors in everything that the people of this film do. Devlin struggles to trust Alicia, but Sebastian gives his trust too easily, each to one’s detriment. Devlin’s inability to forgive Alicia’s sordid past facilitates his move to send her to the bed of the very man he’s trying to catch. Meanwhile, Sebastian’s eagerness to secure Alicia’s love enables her to infiltrate his network, learn his secrets, and ultimately cause his death. Finally, Alicia’s inability to truly trust anyone makes her a pawn for forces larger than she.

Trust, of course, goes hand in hand with love. This is why the audience trusts the villain of *Notorious* more than its male protagonist. Sebastian—normally smooth-talking, insightful, conniving—wears his heart on his sleeve when it comes to Alicia. He is honest in his intentions and feelings. His longing for her is palpable, yet it never descends into the uncomfortable desire shown by Scottie in *Vertigo*. There is an innocence and purity in Sebastian’s desire that makes it pitiable rather than off-putting. When it comes to her, we know that he is being truthful. Hitchcock almost makes you forget that this man is a Nazi sympathizer working against the interests of the United States. Sebastian’s willingness to fully immerse himself in his love for Alicia is a weakness, but it is a weakness that we can forgive because it is, after all, rooted in genuine love.
And Hitchcock knew that audiences are suckers for true love.

What we cannot forgive is how easily he is manipulated by the other woman in his life, the film’s third figure of villainy after Sebastian and Devlin: Sebastian’s mother. Whatever goodwill Sebastian earns from the audience is shattered when we realize that, when it comes to Mom, he is spineless.

Madame Anna Sebastian (Leopoldine Konstantin) is perhaps Sebastian’s oldest collaborator and is certainly the film’s coldest, most ruthless figure. That he lives with her speaks volumes about him. Furthermore, she is his most trusted advisor and confidant. He is very close to her, seeking her advice when he does not know how to handle a situation. In some ways, the role of Notorious’s key antagonist shifts off Sebastian’s back and onto his mother’s as the film wears on.

Unsurprisingly, Madame Sebastian does not welcome her new daughter-in-law into her home (a theme occurring in films such as Rebecca, Under Capricorn, and Easy Virtue). Her son notices her chilly reception to her.

**Alexander Sebastian:** Mother is it necessary for you to address Alicia as Miss Huberman? I do wish you’d be a little more cordial to her.

**Madame Sebastian:** Really? I thought I was behaving rather well. Has she been complaining about me?

*(He shakes his head.)*

**Madame Sebastian:** I am grateful.

**Alexander Sebastian:** You might smile at her.

**Madame Sebastian:** Wouldn’t it be a little too much if we both grinned at her like idiots?

**Alexander Sebastian:** Please, Mother, I want to enjoy myself.

**Madame Sebastian:** Is it so boring to sit with me alone?

**Alexander Sebastian:** Not at all. Not at all.

It’s clear that, more often than not, Sebastian accedes to his mother’s desires. He loves Alicia, but his mother dominates him. “It is tempting to see this as a reflection of Hitchcock’s earlier conversations with his own mother,” wrote biographer Donald Spoto of this scene, “but although the words were added by Hitchcock himself, one cannot know just how close is the parallel.”

Hitchcock often told tales of having to report to the foot of his mother’s bed each evening to give his account
of that day’s activities. Alexander Sebastian apparently engages in similar rituals, another example of Hitchcock’s inner psyche imprinting itself on this film. Witness two important scenes in the film, each in Madame Sebastian’s bedroom.

First, when he wishes to make Alicia his bride, he discusses it with his mother in her bedroom. She questions Alicia’s motives. “Are you sure she didn’t come down here to see you? To capture the rich Alex Sebastian for a husband?” His love for Alicia takes over, giving him the

Figure 5.1. Alexander Sebastian (Claude Rains) appears a cool, confident Nazi conspirator, but in reality he lives under the heel of his oppressive mother, Madame Anna Sebastian (Leopoldine Konstantin). RKO Radio Pictures/Photofest
strength to stand up to his mother. “All these carping questions are merely the expression of your own jealousy, just as you’ve always been jealous of any woman I’ve ever shown any interest in.” (Such themes also appear in Easy Virtue, Psycho, and others.) She again questions his decision. He holds firm, telling her the wedding will be the following week and that her attendance is welcome, if she wishes.

Later, when Sebastian learns that Alicia is an American agent, he again turns to his mother, again in her bedroom. His reaction to the news is rather childish, thinking that he is finished. She admonishes him. “Stop wallowing in your foul memories,” she says. Exasperation overtakes him. “Then what do I do? There’s nothing to do. I’m done. Finished.” He thinks that he is a dead man if his colleagues discover the truth about Alicia. Madame Sebastian is more sensible. She calmly suggests that his colleagues won’t find out and that Alicia must become ill . . . by any means necessary. He does not resist her suggestion. This is when the audience finally turns its sympathies from Sebastian for good. His mother’s advice trumps his now troubled love for Alicia. He goes along with her plan, agreeing to kill the woman he loves to save his own life. Paris would not have agreed to bring Helen to harm, not even to save all of Troy. But Sebastian does and not to save an entire realm. Only to save himself.

Sebastian’s mother is not his only influence in this decision either. One might think that a man in his situation would simply arrange for Alicia’s death at the hands of one of his employees, yet Sebastian chooses this route because he is deathly afraid of not only his mother’s disapproval but also the consequences if the members of his organization find out the truth. He thinks that they would kill him immediately, as they had killed Emil Hupka (Eberhard Krumschmidt) after some foolish fumbling with uranium-filled champagne bottles in an early scene at the Sebastian estate. And so, the love that Sebastian sacrificed so much to win is finally cast aside.

Thus, the villain is finally revealed for the coward he is. He and his mother begin the process of slowly poisoning Alicia with arsenic, the plan being that if she slowly diminishes into sickness and eventually passes, her death won’t be suspicious. “When Sebastian learns he has been betrayed,” wrote author Marilyn Fabe, “he becomes once more engulfed in his mother’s domineering sphere of influence, forced to murder the woman he loves.”
This is where the easy charm that we saw earlier in the film collapses. Norman Bates (Psycho) was smart and charming, too, but his maternal obsession drove him to evil deeds. Bruno Anthony (Strangers on a Train) was also charming, albeit in a mad way, but his attachment to his coddling mother certainly did him no favors. Alexander Sebastian falls into the same trap that these later Hitchcock villains would. A mature gentleman with no previous marriages, Madame Sebastian, his mother, is the de facto love of his life. Those bedroom scenes demonstrate how important she is to him and how awful she is to him. “The otherwise effusive, debonair Alexander is, in these scenes, callow and palpably shameful around his mother,” wrote Hitchcock scholar Joel Gunz. “And she, on the other hand, is a classic narcissist—devaluing, manipulative and condescending toward her son.” Curious, too, how two pivotal scenes between a son and his mother are staged in a bedroom—three if we count the film’s climax.

Sebastian’s ultimate failure is that despite his outward appearance as a brilliant man able to lead others, he was filled with uncertainty and self-loathing like Hitchcock himself. Worse still, he acted on those feelings.

Yet Sebastian’s machinations are for naught. He gave himself to passion—foolishly so, as even he admits—and his reward is death, for as the curtains close on Notorious, they can close on only Sebastian. As Devlin drives off with Alicia, Sebastian’s co-conspirators await him at the house. They’ve seen through the lies that he told trying to save himself. They know what Alicia truly was. And for that, he will pay with his life.

Much like Homer’s epic, in the world of Hitchcock’s Notorious true romance is paid back with death.

HITCHCOCK AND ALEXANDER SEBASTIAN

We see a lot of Alfred Hitchcock in Alexander Sebastian, a character who is one of the most representative of Hitchcock’s inner psyche. Both are confident, capable, and successful when it comes to their work, yet both are obsessive, neurotic, and barely able to control themselves when it comes to the women they want. The parallels don’t end there. Sebastian allows his mother to dominate him in just about every way.
Only his love for Alicia Huberman gives him the guts to stand up to his mother, and even then, it is only temporary. Sebastian may obsess over Alicia, but the woman already in his life, his mother, will never go away; likewise, as much as Hitchcock may have obsessed over his leading ladies, the woman already in his life—his wife, Alma (and the memories of his own allegedly controlling mother)—would never go away.

NOTES
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The word *villain* has a connotation. It implies a person. A human being. Something tangible.

But the villainy of Hitchcock’s work is not always so neat, clean, and identifiable. Villainy doesn’t always appear in the form of characters in his films. It often appears in the form of ideas. Of thoughts and ideologies and points of view. Or, at the very least, in the form of people who represent those ideologies. Whether communists, socialists, fascists, or simply individuals with worldviews outside the norm, in Hitchcock’s work, politics and ideas were a source of danger almost as often as murderers and thieves.

None of this should be an indication that Hitchcock was a political director, but he was at least a director who seemed to understand the idea of tapping into nationalistic pride and using it to win over audiences. His British era pictures often featured heroes fleeing vague political enemies from vague foreign nations. Films such as *The 39 Steps*, *The Lady Vanishes*, *Secret Agent*, and others reflect this. When he came to America in 1940, he continued the trend but replaced British national pride with American national pride. In films such as *Foreign Correspondent*, *Saboteur*, *Notorious*, and *Lifeboat*, we had American heroes trying to escape the grasp of foreign nationalists. Early in his career, those criminals were usually Germans, reflecting the atmosphere of World War II. Later, in films such as *Torn Curtain* and *Topaz*, those villains were replaced with shadowy Cold War–era antagonists.
The common thread is that, often, the enemies in these films were enemies primarily for the ideology they represented rather than solely for their evil actions.

It took ten years for Hitchcock to begin exploring these themes. His first film, 1925’s *The Pleasure Garden*, didn’t dare delve into politics. Like most films of its time, it was a standard drama that steered well clear of controversy. His first “talkie” film, 1929’s *Blackmail*, remained the stuff of standard thrillers, too, showcasing features that would become Hitchcock tropes but otherwise dealing only in ordinary cinematic dangers.

By 1935, however, the Master of Suspense began exploring the idea of villainy, not only in individuals, but in their beliefs. Other films of his had featured villains with political beliefs contrary to what was fashionable at the time—1934’s *The Man Who Knew Too Much* is the best-known example—but it wasn’t until *The 39 Steps* that we saw enemies who were villains in large part for political reasons.

These antagonists often engaged in acts of violence, of course, such as the killings that begin the action in *The 39 Steps*. These dark deeds are meant to provide a clear dividing line between good and evil. What sets them apart are their motivations. In that classic British thriller, for instance, Mr. Memory is shot only when he is about to reveal the existence of a spy syndicate in Britain. This does not excuse the violence, but it does put it in a much different context from a crime of passion, greed, or insanity. It was an act of political self-preservation.

And the politics of the varied factions in *The 39 Steps* are indeed the most important aspect of what makes our heroes heroes and our villains villains.

Tellingly, just a few years later, the roles would be reversed. In another classic from his British era, 1938’s *The Lady Vanishes*, the antagonists of the film are not spies; the heroes are. The villains are protecting their country’s vital secrets from being stolen by Miss Froy and other British spies, characters cast as heroes in the film. The enemies here are thinly veiled Germans—their country of origin is left vague, but the implications in this prewar film are clear—and, in this instance, protecting your country’s secrets becomes an act of villainy, a contrast to what we see in *The 39 Steps*. Clearly, it is not so much the deeds of these people that make them the bad guys; it is the ideas they
represent: fascism and the growing darkness in Europe. It’s classic audience manipulation.

However, despite what we see here, Hitchcock himself never offered a firm political viewpoint in his films, nor did his work make profound political statements. It did not seek to enlighten or push a particular ideology. Whether Nazis or Soviets or vague East Europeans, the “bad guys” in many of his films were the popular national villains of their respective times, villains largely because they were seen as a common enemy (though it can’t be denied that they often left bodies in their wake). His most overt political statements came not in film itself but rather in his decision to make certain films. Works such as Foreign Correspondent certainly bordered on propaganda meant to rally the American spirit at the dawn of the war—the closing scene announcing the start of World War II is unmistakable in its intent—but the most overt examples of this and the works that say the most about Hitchcock’s loyalties were Bon Voyage and Aventure malgache, two French-language propaganda films that Hitchcock made for the British government in 1944 in support of the French Resistance. He directed these short films for a token salary and was not initially credited for the work. Hitchcock performed the work solely out of a sense of responsibility to his birth nation. “I knew that if I did nothing I’d regret it for the rest of my life; it was important for me to do something and also to get right into the atmosphere of the war,” he said.¹

Hitchcock’s loyalty to the allies was evident in his films. Even when he wasn’t doing propaganda films, World War II played a starring role in his work, evident in that his movies frequently featured German rivals.

Lifeboat, for example, his woefully overlooked classic from 1943, features a villain who is effectively a villain for no other reason than that he’s on the other side of a political divide. In the film, American and British civilians are stuck on a lifeboat after their ship and a German U-boat sink each other. The survivors pick up Willi, a man who we later discover captained the U-boat. With supplies running low, Willi hoards his own secret stash of water. When it is discovered by another passenger, a struggle ensues, and in an act of self-preservation, the passenger is cast overboard to drown, leaving Willi to survive. A tragedy, to be sure, and certainly a dark deed. Does it warrant the fatal beating that Willi receives from the other passengers in return? The film offers no
answers—he was a German U-boat captain, after all—but it does leave viewers with an uneasy sense that maybe things had gone too far.

Still, the primary source of tension here is that this survivor is a German. He is an enemy. The other survivors allow him to live largely because he alone has skills that can keep the rest of them alive; otherwise, his fate would be up in the air. This man was a combatant in war, not a vicious murderer (not yet, at least), but being on the wrong side of the worldwide political divide was enough to cast him as the villain. In 1944, the audience needed nothing more to side against him. His later deeds merely confirmed the suspicions that Hitchcock intended them to have.

Later in Hitchcock’s career, those German nationalists were replaced by the Soviet Union and its allies, the political enemies of America throughout the Cold War. Like his British-era pictures, the politics begin vague but become more overt as time goes on. In North by Northwest, Phillip Vandamm heads a ring of spies with somewhat unclear allegiances. We know that they want to steal government secrets, but we know little more. We don’t know their motivations, their beliefs, their goals; we know only that they want America’s secrets. That’s good enough to make them the antagonists, and in that era of American paranoia, it was good enough to win over the audience.

By Torn Curtain and Topaz, however, this vagueness changed, just as it did during the period leading into World War II, when the vague enemies of The Lady Vanishes turned into the clear villains of Saboteur. The villains were now overtly portrayed as communists, allies of nations considered the enemies of the West. Again, the tension felt by the audience comes based in part on the ideology of the villains rather than purely on their actions.

Torn Curtain is an especially interesting example because it turns the usual tropes of spies and espionage on their head. In this Cold War-era thriller, Dr. Michael Armstrong (Paul Newman) is an American physicist who appears to be working with the East Germans but who is, in fact, spying on behalf of the United States. Armstrong is attempting to steal their secrets for the United States, making the villains of this lesser Hitchcock work men who are merely protecting their home country in the same way that Hitchcock’s heroes protect their home country in other films. It is not their actions or deeds that make them the film’s antagonists—in Torn Curtain, they act in aggression
only when it is clear that Armstrong is a spy—it is the mere fact that they are East Germans aligned with the Soviet Union. Like Willi, the U-boat captain from *Lifeboat*, their initial crime is that they are on the wrong side of global politics. And like *The Lady Vanishes*, the protagonists in this film are spies of the sort who would have been cast as antagonists in other films. The difference is merely what side of the political divide they are on.

Clearly, Hitchcock often featured villains who were political enemies of his home countries, yet these decisions tell us little about his personal views. In fact, one wonders if he had strong political views, gravitating toward pride in his nation rather than a firm political ideology. Many scholars conclude that Hitchcock held no strong political views, seeing fear of a common national enemy as a way to manipulate audiences and little more. Anthony Shaffer, who penned the screenplay for *Frenzy*, said that Hitchcock “had no interest in politics.” A similar sentiment was expressed by Hitchcock himself to Donald Spoto, when he said of *Notorious*, “The politics of the thing didn’t interest me much.” Even the characters in his films seem to have little care for politics. In *To Catch a Thief*, John Robie (Cary Grant) quips to Francie Stevens (Grace Kelly), “I have about the same interest in jewelry that I have in politics, horse racing, modern poetry, and women who need weird excitement. None.”

But Hitchcock scholar Joel Gunz sees it otherwise. He suggests that “a mountain of evidence has accumulated to indicate that he actually had a very clear, if personal, political vision that profoundly shaped his movies.” Hitchcock, Gunz argues, “had strong antifascist leanings that were evident even in films that were not overtly political. Throughout his career, he pled for unity against a common enemy and showcased the evil of totalitarian reigns.” Others agree, albeit in less charitable terms. In *Politics and Film*, Leif Furhammar and Folke Isaksson suggest that “Alfred Hitchcock is a political innocent who imagines that his films are not about politics” or, at least, someone who in his later years was adept at “avoiding any discussion of the subject” but whose work frequently had a strong political undercurrent.

The answer, we suspect, is somewhere in the middle.

Of course, the ideology that leads to evil deeds in Hitchcock’s work is not always political in nature. Sometimes it is merely the doing of deranged minds with a twisted view of their place in the world, a sense
that they are not bound by society’s rules and therefore can do as they please.

Brandon Shaw (John Dall) and Phillip Morgan (Farley Granger) of Rope share these twisted ideals with Shadow of a Doubt’s Uncle Charlie (Joseph Cotten) and, in fact, show these traits to a greater extreme than even Uncle Charlie. While in Charlie’s case, greed is at least part of his motivation—he lives a comfortable life on the money he swipes from the women he seduces and kills—Brandon and Phillip are motivated by nothing more than the thrill of killing. Worse still, they have the idea that it’s okay for them to kill. The murder they commit just prior to the film’s opening is based on nothing more than Brandon Shaw’s twisted ideology. After killing their friend David, Brandon remarks, “The Davids of this world merely occupy space, which is why he was the perfect victim for the perfect murder.” He also waves away any notion that someone like himself could or should be held to the same standards as other people. “Good and evil, right and wrong, were invented for the ordinary average man, the inferior man, because he needs them,” he says, suggesting that some people are “inferior beings whose lives are unimportant anyway.”

It is not greed or revenge or a need to cover up other crimes that pushes Brandon and Phillip into villainy; it is ideology. Other people are lesser, unimportant, so if it feels good to kill them, why not do it? These men repulse the audience not just for what they’ve done but also for their attitude about their actions. For their ideas.

As Hitchcock displayed throughout his career, ideology can be a powerful tool if used to instill fear in people and, just as important, to manipulate audiences. Ideas can as easily be the hallmarks of villainy as evil actions. Hitchcock recognized this. The result was a valuable tool in his already impressive arsenal.

NOTES
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BRANDON SHAW AND PHILLIP MORGAN: ROPE (1948)

ABOUT THE FILM

Brandon Shaw and Phillip Morgan are two wealthy intellectuals—and apparent homosexual lovers—sharing an apartment in Manhattan. They consider themselves to be intellectually superior to all but a few. Following the teachings of their former prep school housemaster Rupert Cadell, they feel that it is their privilege as members of society’s elite to murder someone whom they feel is their inferior. They do just that, strangling their friend David Kentley with a length of rope before depositing his body in a chest they keep in their apartment. Not content to revel in the execution of their crime, Brandon and Phillip decide to host a party, serving a buffet dinner to David’s father and aunt, his fiancée Janet, his rival Kenneth, and Rupert. They serve the meal from atop the very trunk containing David’s body. Comments are made concerning David’s whereabouts, but nobody suspects his true location. Eventually, Brandon and Phillip’s behavior turns suspicious. Brandon flaunts their crime, hinting at it without admitting it, while Phillip grows increasingly paranoid, becoming drunk and antsy. The party ends; Rupert and the others leave; and it appears that they have been successful in their misdeed. Or have they? Under the guise of a missing cigarette case, Rupert returns. Suspicious but unsure of what has happened, Rupert digs into their story, eventually coming to the realization that Brandon and Phillip killed David.
CHAPTER 7

Villains: Brandon Shaw and Phillip Morgan
Sex: Male
Marital status: Single—but it is implied that Brandon and Phillip are homosexual lovers
Occupation: Young intellectual elites
Family: None seen
Residence: New York City
Associates: Rupert Cadell, their former prep school housemaster; David Kentley and Kenneth, friends; Janet, David’s girl; Mr. Kentley, David’s father; Mrs. Atwater, David’s aunt; Mrs. Wilson, their housekeeper
Preferred method of killing: Strangulation with a length of rope
Body count: One
Fate: Certain imprisonment after Rupert discovers the truth about their crime

BRANDON SHAW AND PHILLIP MORGAN

_The good Americans usually die young on the battlefield, don’t they? Well, the Davids of this world merely occupy space, which is why he was the perfect victim for the perfect murder. Course he, uh, he was a Harvard undergraduate. That might make it justifiable homicide._

—Brandon Shaw

That Brandon Shaw (John Dall), the straw that stirs Rope’s villainous drink, seeks to justify his recently committed murder is not surprising. This is, after all, what villains do. They seek to explain away their disregard for their fellow humans.

After murdering David, the duo of Brandon and Phillip Morgan (Farley Granger) do the inexplicable: they invite a group of friends over for a dinner party. As if that alone is not risky enough, they set dinner on the very trunk in which David’s body is stuffed. Though only Brandon and Phillip know it, the pair and their guests chat, joke, and mingle with a dead body in the room. It seems a terrible risk, but the whole point of Brandon and Phillip’s dinner party is to flaunt their crime. Serving dinner from atop the trunk in which their victim lies is a bold, foolish move, but it is important to Shaw to prove that he has one up on the people around him. That taunt, that tease, is important to the pleas-
ure that he derived from the murder—a pleasure with sexual undertones. Indeed, Shaw’s glaring exhibitionism may point to deeper issues of repressed and/or barely-in-control sexuality. Those in the field have “now begun to recognize the correlation between exhibitionist behavior and other sexual offenses.” And there is little question that Brandon and Phillip’s murder is also laced with sex. Witness the pair’s almost ritualistic behavior immediately following the murder. Brandon mentions that he knew it was over only after their victim “went limp.” Brandon peels a tight-fitting glove from his quivering partner’s hand, even as he himself smokes a symbolic postcoitus cigarette. The imagery is highly charged, with just enough plausible deniability to escape the wrath of censors.

The brag is as important as the deed, however. For Brandon especially, the thrill of nearly being caught is important to the pleasure he derives from the act. He is an exhibitionist, a facet of his sexuality that his partner cannot bear and from which Brandon himself cannot escape. The thrill that he experiences not only from the murder but from hiding his crime in plain sight has clear sensual overtones.

Beyond being a twisted manifestation of sexuality, there is another driving force behind Brandon and Phillip’s need to show off their murderous deed. It is by far more pronounced in Brandon, though it drives them both—all the same, it is a key factor in what they do. They want desperately to impress their former prep school housemaster Rupert Cadell (James Stewart). Phillip is a bit uneasy about it, increasingly so as the film wears on, but Brandon is consumed by the idea of showing himself to be superior to Rupert. By the third act, we begin to wonder if the whole point of the murder in the first place wasn’t to somehow show that he had replaced his professor as the smartest man in the room.

Unquestionably, Brandon Shaw is obsessed with Rupert Cadell.

There are vague hints that Brandon and Rupert may have had a teacher-student affair—Cary Grant turned down the role that Stewart accepted in part because he interpreted that in the script—though those hints are subtle at best. Still, it’s impossible to shake the feeling that there was something more than your standard student-teacher relationship. Something drives Brandon’s obsession, a combination of father issues and another elusive, intangible element. There is a subtle sexual subtext in the interplay among Brandon, Phillip, and Rupert. It is
never stated outright, but Brandon and Phillip are homosexuals. The pair are “over-elaborately dressed, coiffed, manicured, and perfumed, their speech is over-refined and their wit bitchy,”2 stereotypes that can pass the plausible deniability test but subtly send a message to the audience. Brandon’s previous relationship with Janet is merely a bit of misdirection on the part of the director, the character, or both. Hume Cronyn, who is credited with adapting the stage play for film, said that the film’s script is purposely laced with “it,” it being veiled references to homosexuality. This was Hitchcock’s idea. In fact, eventual screenwriter Arthur Laurents was hired in part because he was gay. And not only was Laurents gay, but his lover at the time was none other than the costar of the film, Farley Granger. This delighted Hitchcock, and Laurents knew it: “It tickled him that Farley was playing a homosexual in a movie written by me, another homosexual; that we were lovers; that we had a secret he knew; that I knew he knew—the permutations were endless,
all titillating to him, not out of malice or a feeling of power but because they added a slightly kinky touch and kink was a quality to be desired.”

It is easy to see why this story—loosely based on the true-life Leopold and Loeb case of 1924—appealed to Hitchcock. Leopold and Loeb were two wealthy University of Chicago law students who killed a fourteen-year-old boy, motivated solely by the prospect of committing the perfect crime. The case inspired the 1929 stage play Rope’s End by Patrick Hamilton, which Hitchcock developed into Rope. Ever the man intrigued by murder and its perfect execution—recall the near constant discussion of this subject between Joseph Newton (Henry Travers) and Herbie Hawkins (the aforementioned Hume Cronyn) in Shadow of a Doubt—Hitchcock surely was attracted to the story of two young men who killed simply because they could.

In many ways, Rope’s love triangle—or, rather, triangle of desire—is not dissimilar to those seen in North by Northwest, Notorious, and others. Brandon is with Phillip because it is easy and because Phillip is his accomplice, but what he truly desires is the attention of Rupert, a man who represents all the things he wants to be: imposing, intellectual, respected, and, most of all, superior to others. Brandon is perhaps torn between impressing Rupert as a potential lover and, just as strongly, winning his approval as though Rupert were a father figure. These insights have not merely been the fanciful interpretations of film critics and scholars, either. Laurents states outright in his biography, “Homosexuality was at the center of Rope, its three main characters were homosexuals.” With this in mind, the dynamic among this trio—the power play that shifts them back and forth even while a dead body sits in the room—informs their every action, word, and deed. For Brandon, at least, his game of intellectual one-upmanship is in part driven by his obsession with Rupert. Phillip may be his lover, but he is a lover of convenience, just another pawn in the board game that he has created. Although they are initially presented as a pair, as their tense dinner party wears on, it becomes clear that Phillip Morgan is merely along for the ride, caught up in the force of nature that is Brandon’s personality. He wants to escape Brandon’s whirlwind. He begins to recognize that if he does not, his entire world will collapse. But as an accomplice in murder, he has nowhere to escape from Brandon, so he retreats to the only place he can retreat: the bottle.
Brandon: Determined to get drunk, aren’t you?
Phillip: I am drunk.
Brandon: And just as childish as you were before when you called me a liar.
Phillip: You had no business telling that story.
Brandon: Why did you lie anyway?
Phillip: I had to! Have you ever bothered for just one minute to understand how someone else might feel?
Brandon: I’m not sentimental if that’s what you . . .
Phillip: No, that’s not what I mean, but it doesn’t matter. Nothing matters, except that Mr. Brandon liked the party. Mr. Brandon gave the party. Mr. Brandon had a delightful evening. Well, I had a rotten evening!
Brandon: Keep drinking and you’ll have a worse morning.
Phillip: At least if I have a hangover, it’ll be all mine!

This infuriates Brandon, not because it puts them in danger of being caught—a part of him wants Rupert to know what they’ve done, after all—but because Phillip is beginning to assert himself. This was never an equal partnership, not in Brandon’s mind. He saw himself as the true brains of the pair. When Rupert asks Brandon during the film’s climax, “Did you think you were God?” we already know the answer. He did. A god, at least, a tiny deity who had earned the right to manipulate lives—even the lives of those who presumably share his bed. He spends the entire length of the film trying to prove that he can dance intellectual circles around those near him. This cancerous overconfidence ultimately proves to be Brandon’s downfall. He almost seems to want to get caught. He taunts and teases, dropping hints to his party guests in an effort both to further the discomfort of his accomplice and to buttress the superiority that he feels toward them. He flaunts his murder in plain sight. They do not see it, and so he thinks himself above them. For Brandon, this is a delight. After all, being smarter than everyone around you is no fun if they don’t notice how much smarter you are. It’s almost a cliché—the villain who has to flaunt his brilliance and who gets caught because of his arrogance—but it’s a cliché rooted in reality. Brandon does not actually want to be caught: He wants Rupert to notice his brilliance, and he wants to prove that he is smarter than everyone around him.
But he is not, in large part because his overconfidence undermines his efforts. Rupert—the man whom Brandon teetered between trying to woo and trying to supplant—proves to still have one up on his former student.

Grave errors in judgment rooted in overconfidence are nothing unusual in otherwise intelligent individuals, a trait that is no mere film cliché but a scientific fact backed by numerous studies. “Overconfident traders have been shown to perform worse than their less confident peers. Overconfident CEOs have been shown to overvalue their company (and delay IPOs) and to be more likely to conduct mergers in general, and unfavorable mergers in particular. And overconfident criminals have been shown to wreck their criminal masterwork through an excess of self-congratulations.”

Even worse for Brandon, he learns that he is not the smartest man in the room, in the most humiliating way possible. Rupert—with humor and guile and more than a little overt arrogance—taunts and teases his former students’ views, upping the ante as he grows more suspicious. “After all,” Rupert says in an echo of comments made by Brandon likening murder to art, “murder is, or should be, an art. Not one of the ‘seven lively,’ perhaps, but an art nevertheless. And, as such, the privilege of committing it should be reserved for those few who are really superior individuals.” Brandon is delighted. He thinks that he has found a place of agreement with his old master. Rupert continues to egg him on, too. When Brandon says that murder victims are “inferior beings whose lives are unimportant anyway,” Rupert agrees. Only he does not really agree. Rupert is teasing him, but Brandon—so blinded by arrogance and a desperate need for approval—does not recognize that he is being taunted.

To Brandon, murder becomes a form of art. “I’ve always wished for more artistic talent,” he says. “Well, murder can be art, too. The power to kill can be just as satisfying as the power to create.” He’s compensating for his lack of traditional artistic talent by using his own superior (in his view) intellect as a reason to commit homicide. Brandon needs to feel special. He needs to know that he’s better than others. He recognizes that Phillip has musical talent, and he’s jealous of that talent; but because he dominates Phillip intellectually and in their relationship, he rationalizes that his intelligence is artistically admirable.
Where Brandon is bold, boisterous, and supremely confident, Phillip is meek, timid, and unsure of himself. He follows Brandon’s lead at every turn but quickly realizes that their plan might not succeed. He wishes they could take a safer route in disposing of David’s body. Phillip is comfortable with the murder he has helped to commit, but for him, the thrill is in exciting his partner, feeling special that Brandon would include him in such an audacious scheme. But Phillip’s fears are stronger than his love for Brandon. He’s deathly afraid of being caught. “I wish we had him out of here,” Phillip says. “I wish it were somebody else.” He doesn’t understand Brandon’s need to flaunt their crime. For Phillip, the crime itself is more than enough excitement.

Phillip thinks that it’s unnecessary to hide the body in the trunk and then throw a party on top of it. The move is risky and serves only to supercharge Brandon’s insane obsession with flaunting their crime. When Phillip learns that Rupert will be attending the party, his fears are sent into hyperdrive. “Brandon, of all the people on this earth, Rupert Cadell is the one man most likely to suspect,” Phillip remarks. “He’s the one man who might appreciate this from our angle, the artistic one,” Brandon responds. “That’s what’s exciting.”

Phillip loves Brandon, but he recognizes that Rupert is a worthy match for Brandon. “I’m glad it excites you,” Phillip says. “It frightens me.”

Phillip persists in his trepidation over throwing the party to flaunt their crime. “Brandon, you don’t think the party’s a mistake, do you?” he says.

“No, the party’s the inspiring, finishing touch to our work,” Brandon responds. “It’s more; it’s the signature of the artist.” Phillip can’t stand the prospect that they might be caught, but for Brandon, it’s the only way to truly enjoy the crime they’ve committed. Brandon probably loves Phillip, but he won’t allow Phillip to lessen his pleasure nor hide his superiority from Rupert.

The notion that Brandon and Phillip are superior intellects, worthy of determining who deserves to die, is a concept they learned from Rupert in their prep school days. Rooted in the teachings of German philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche, Brandon learned from Rupert the concept that a small subset of the population’s superior brain power placed them above the rules of society. Witness this conversation between Brandon and Mr. Kentley, David’s father:
Brandon: The few are those men of such intellectual and cultural superiority that they’re above the traditional moral concepts. Good and evil, right and wrong, were invented for the ordinary, average man, the inferior man, because he needs them.

Mr. Kentley: So, obviously, you agree with Nietzsche and his theory of the superman.

Brandon: Yes, I do.

Mr. Kentley: So did Hitler.

Brandon: Hitler was a paranoid savage. His superman, all fascist supermen, were brainless murderers. I’d hang any who are left. But then, you see, I’d hang them first for being stupid. I’d hang all incompetents and fools anyway. There are far too many in the world.

Mr. Kentley: Then perhaps you should hang me, Brandon, because I’m so stupid I don’t know whether you are serious or not. But in any case, I’d rather not hear any more of, forgive me, your contempt for humanity, and for the standards of a world I believe is civilized.

It is apparent that Brandon uses Nietzsche’s teachings as a means to justify his own desires. Brandon doesn’t care about others, only that he is better than them. “There are, admittedly, some superficial ideological points of resonance between Brandon and Nietzsche,” wrote philosophical scholars Shai Biderman and Eliana Jacobowitz. “Consider for example, Nietzsche’s guiding motif of the ‘will to power.’ Brandon understands the murder of David as an expression of his and Phillip’s power, and seems to lament weakness more than anything else. Being weak, he thinks, is always a mistake, because it’s ordinary, and Brandon sees himself as anything but that.”

Brandon is confident in his superiority and desperately wants to prove that he has surpassed his teacher Rupert; yet, when he’s in Rupert’s company, he quickly loses his composure. He’s nervous, not because he’s afraid of being caught as Phillip is, but because he’s still infatuated with Rupert and desperately wants a greater role in Rupert’s life. Whether or not they previously had an affair ultimately does not matter. What matters is that Brandon would give anything for Rupert’s respect and approval. Brandon is sexually charged in everything he does, but winning Rupert’s appreciation is a greater desire than a spot in Rupert’s bed.

Brandon and Phillip’s choice of murder weapon, a piece of rope, is not without intrigue. As a two-on-one crime, they could have certainly
choked David to death with their hands, had it been their desire. Instead, they chose to strangle him with a rope, “a common household item” in Brandon’s words. It was not merely a mode of murder; it had a sexual connotation to it as well. “With sexual asphyxia, mild strangulation, often with a rope, is used to enhance the orgasm,” writes Hitchcock scholar Joel Gunz. “Sometimes people die from it. Hitch, an expert on all things squeamish, violent and sexual, was surely aware of all this.”

That it was books that drew Mr. Kentley’s attendance at the party—and served as the final object of disposal for the murder weapon—is significant. Brandon views himself as intellectually superior in part because he is well read. Books serve as the tool for gaining knowledge, for development of the intellect. A fine collection of first editions indicate that Brandon does not just want to appear refined; he wants the world to know he’s educated.

Almost everything with Brandon is superficial, however. He talks constantly of intellectual superiority, but everything else about him is shallow. He would deny it, but he wants nothing more than to impress everyone he meets. His choices in wardrobe, apartments, furnishings, and even alcohol scream that he wants to be taken seriously, that he demands the respect of those who surround him. He’s a snob. “I’ve always thought it was out of character for David to drink anything as corrupt as whiskey,” Brandon says, deriding his victim’s choice in beverages. He later explains that they weren’t wrong to kill David—that his status as a Harvard undergrad would make a case for “justifiable homicide.”

Inviting Rupert to their party would prove to be their most costly mistake, for Rupert is hypervigilant, always taking note of peculiar behavior. He quickly notices that none of the party guests are having a good time and that both Brandon and Phillip seem off their normal character. He moves in on Phillip, knowing that he can push Phillip’s buttons. “I’m in quite an embarrassing position,” Rupert says to Phillip. “I seem to be the only one having a good time.” He knows something is up, that Phillip and Brandon are hiding something, but he has no idea yet what it is. He continues to prod. “I get quite intrigued when people don’t answer questions,” he says. “Did you ask me a question?” Phillip responds. “Yes, I asked you a question. I asked you what is going on here.” Phillip tries to play it cool, but it’s obvious that something is
amiss. Rupert continues to push, asking where David is, suggesting that he knows that Brandon knows where David is but won’t reveal the truth.

It continues on this way: Rupert becoming more and more suspicious as Phillip becomes more and more agitated and Brandon becomes more and more audacious. Brandon has the gall to use the piece of rope connected to the murder to tie up the books he is giving to Mr. Kentley. Interrupting the tense conversation with Rupert over the truth, Phillip sees the rope tied around the books, and fear strikes his face. He’s stopped dead in his tracks. Rupert sees this and asks what’s wrong. Phillip attempts to appear calm and suggests that he “thinks it’s a clumsy way of tying them up.” Rupert does not buy this story, however. He knows something is wrong.

It is only a matter of time before Rupert puts all of the pieces of the puzzle together. Perhaps Brandon and Phillip are smarter than Rupert, but they are not smart enough to hide their crime from him. Everyone leaves the party, but Rupert suspects too much. He must find out the truth. He creates a ruse to come back to the apartment, suggesting that he had left behind a cigarette case. After some tense discussion, Rupert opens the chest, confirming his worst fears that David’s body is inside. Brandon immediately jumps to his own defense, recalling previous discussions.

Listen to me. Let me explain. Rupert, remember the discussion we had before with Mr. Kentley? Remember we said “the lives of inferiors are unimportant?” Remember we said—we’ve always said, you and I—that moral concepts of good and evil and right and wrong don’t hold for the intellectually superior. Remember, Rupert? That’s all we’ve done. That’s all Phillip and I have done. He and I have lived what you and I have talked. I knew you’d understand because you have to. Don’t you see? You have to.

Rupert realizes his worst fear, that his own words have fueled murder—that Brandon, his most prized pupil, has misinterpreted his teachings. “There must have been something deep inside you from the very start that let you do this thing, but there’s always been something deep inside me that would never let me do it and would never let me be a party to it now.” Brandon and Phillip will be jailed and maybe executed for their actions, and Rupert will live forever knowing that he was a party to it,
unwilling as he may have been. Brandon and Phillip have unwittingly made him complicit in their crime.

The layers of violation in their actions run deep indeed.

**HITCHCOCK AND BRANDON AND PHILLIP**

In Brandon Shaw and Phillip Morgan, we have two villains who take Hitchcock’s oft obsessed-over topic of the perfect murder and don’t just discuss the topic as other Hitchcock characters do: they attempt to see it through. Hitch was fascinated with the notion of the perfect murder. How would it be done? Is it even possible? He and a number of his film characters often pondered these questions. It was certainly a topic that he dwelled on throughout his life. Brandon and Phillip took these discussions and tried to make them reality. But nothing is ever perfect in the Hitchcock universe. Given fear by his father and studiousness by his mother, he saw even the perfect murder as wrought with problems. It was as if Hitchcock was telling us, “Smart as you may be, you cannot outwit human nature.” If he lived vicariously through Brandon and Phillip’s actions—and, to at least some extent, he did—it is telling that in the end, he had their plan go awry.

**NOTES**

2. Dyer, “Queer Noir.”
7. Gunz, “Rope and Sexual Asphyxia.”
Boys just do damage to your house that you can measure in dollars, like a hurricane. Girls leave scars in your psyche that you find later, like a genocide or an atrocity. —Comedian Louis C.K.¹

Often overbearing, controlling, manipulative, or just outright evil, the pivotal role of “mom” in Alfred Hitchcock’s world is frequently as far removed from smiles and apple pie as his most shadowy criminals. No wonder that few aspects of Hitchcock’s work have been more widely discussed than the role that mothers have taken in his films.

Seeing darkness hiding behind a veneer of normalcy is part and parcel of Hitchcock’s work; so, twisting traditional ideas such as “mom” into ugliness is to be expected when you watch his films. Hitch’s repeated forays into the terrain of looming mother figures, however, hint at something more than a passing interest in a compelling theme. His film mothers reflect something of the man himself, showcasing not just his own memories of being frightened of his mother but also his overwhelming fear of losing control of his life, a fear that manifested itself most noticeably in the man-on-the-run theme but is also interwoven with his most compelling maternal figures.

Indeed, the most memorable scheming mothers in his work are memorable because of the fear they instill in those they manipulate. These are women who feel an irresistible need to be in control of not only their own lives but also the lives of those around them. And that control leaves a great deal of psychological damage in its wake.
Hitchcock’s first villainous mother is one of his tamest, but she also marks the start of a clear pattern. Mrs. Whittaker (Violet Farebrother) in 1928’s *Easy Virtue* is an early example of the kind of manipulative, vindictive women who often play mother roles in his films. In *Easy Virtue*, Mrs. Whittaker’s son John (Robin Irvine) marries Larita Filton (Isabel Jeans), a woman hiding a scandalous divorce from her past. When he brings Larita home, Mrs. Whittaker is immediately suspicious of her. She does not like Larita. She has no clear reason why; she just doesn’t approve of the new bride’s presence in her household (a theme that would be echoed years later in *Rebecca*, sans mother, and then again in *Psycho*). Larita isn’t a bad person and indeed shows no open signs of hiding her supposedly sordid past—*Easy Virtue* revolves around morals that will appear antiquated to modern audiences—but Mrs. Whittaker is inexplicably convinced that her new daughter-in-law is up to no good.

Why would a woman be suspicious of her son’s new wife when given no provocation? There is no clear answer. For reasons that are not wholly apparent, Mrs. Whittaker feels threatened by Larita’s place in her son’s life. She had already decided that she wanted her son to wed another woman, Sarah. Perhaps disappointed that John has married someone else, she refuses to open up to Larita. She is unable to see that this young woman might be a good thing for her son. No matter the reason, her reaction to Larita is aggression.

This is brought to the forefront shortly after John brings Larita home, when the family is having its first dinner together.

Instantly suspicious, Mrs. Whittaker stares at her and says, “I’ve seen your face somewhere, Larita . . . I wonder if we’ve any mutual friends?” She knows that she shares no friends with Larita; she merely says it to make her uncomfortable. Later, she says to her son, “John, who is this woman you have pitchforked into the family?” Without provocation, with no reason for her ire, Mrs. Whittaker makes it known that she does not like this woman. John defends her as his new wife, but his mother’s response is distrustful. “But what do you know about her? Where does she come from? Who is she?”

When she finds out the truth about Larita’s past as a divorcée—as noted, the moral outrage of *Easy Virtue* is rather dated—she wastes no time telling the whole family. Larita argues that her past before she met the Whittakers should have no effect on them. Mrs. Whittaker sees it
differently. “In our world, we do not understand this code of easy virtue,” she says.

Ultimately, her manipulative behavior wins out. The marriage ends, and Larita’s life is ruined. And for what? Divorce doesn’t have the stigma today that it did then, but even when viewed through the lens of 1928, we can still see that her actions were unjustified. Mrs. Whittaker’s actions may not have been criminal, but she was absolutely villainous in her approach to destroying Larita’s life.

It’s interesting to note that this film was produced in 1927 and released in early 1928. Hitchcock had just married frequent collaborator Alma Reville, in December 1926. Perhaps in that first year of marriage, Hitchcock’s mother had been slow to accept her son’s new bride.

And this would not be the first time that a Hitchcock mother disapproved of her child’s new lover. Mrs. Whittaker is the first of many. For example, Mrs. Sebastian (Notorious) strongly disapproves of her son’s new wife, which causes him a great deal of turmoil. Norman Bates was famously plagued from beyond the grave by a mother who could not bear seeing another woman in her son’s life. Even Lydia Brenner (Jessica Tandy), the mother figure of The Birds, shows sharp disapproval for her son’s budding love affair with Melanie Daniels (Tippi Hedren), a theme so strong that many have interpreted the bird attacks to be a manifestation of her resentment of Daniels. That interpretation is not so far-fetched, either. Notably, the attacks stop immediately after Lydia finally accepts Melanie into her and her son’s life, giving credence to the interpretation.

But Hitchcock moms are not limited to simply being depicted as terrible mother-in-laws. Truly criminal is one of the most memorable of the villainous Hitchcock mothers, Madame Sebastian (Leopoldine Konstantin) in Notorious. Cold and callous, Madame Sebastian will let no obstacle stand in the way of her machinations.

Just three years after the positive depiction of Mrs. Newton in Shadow of a Doubt—perhaps Hitchcock’s sweetest and most wholesome mother character (albeit one who is completely oblivious to the presence of a serial killer in her home)—Hitchcock brings us his most devious mother. Madame Sebastian isn’t just a meddlesome, manipulative mother who interferes with her son’s life, though she is that, too. She’s a certifiable criminal—so criminal that she is willing to murder to get her way. This is a woman who sees no issue with poisoning her son’s
wife and, when he objects to the notion, browbeating him until he finally succumbs to her wishes.

It is apparent from the beginning that Madame Sebastian is a reserved woman who, much like Mrs. Whittaker, is unwilling to accept the intrusion of a new woman, Alicia Huberman (Ingrid Bergman), into her home. The difference is that Madame Sebastian sees herself as the only woman whom her son Alexander (Claude Rains) needs. And this is a strong woman, much stronger than Mrs. Whittaker. If she sees Alicia as a threat or as someone who can take away the control that she has had over her son's life, she never betrays that fear.

Maybe it is that she has no fear. This woman is supremely confident, and she has good reason to be. She controls her son in just about every regard. Sebastian has achieved success in a circle of Nazi refugees, but she is his closest confidant, not his fellow Nazi sympathizers. She’s the one he runs to when he seeks approval to marry Alicia, and she is later whom he consults when he discovers the truth that Alicia is an American agent seeking to give his secrets to the U.S. government. Sebastian’s pained confessions to his mother reflect Hitchcock’s oft-told story of having to stand at the foot of his own mother’s bed to report on the day’s activities. Madame Sebastian’s domineering presence in Alexander’s life makes him unable to stand up to her. Even when he does try to stand up to her, his efforts are fruitless. She ignores his initial defiance, confident that even after he marries Alicia, she will still be the most important woman in his life. Unlike Mrs. Whittaker, Madame Sebastian does not feel threatened by the new woman in her son’s life. She knows that she still controls him.

When Alexander learns the truth that his new bride is an American agent, he panics, completely unsure of how to handle the situation. He thinks he’s finished, blind to the options before him. Madame Sebastian takes charge. It is she who makes the decision to kill Alicia. Alexander participates, but he’s secondary in the decision. He may appear to be the leader of his criminal faction of Nazi refugees, but Madame Sebastian is the real brains behind the operation. She’s the one who takes measures to keep the truth hidden.

And she does not mind shaping her son’s life like so much clay to do it.

Mrs. Anthony (Marion Lorne) of Strangers on a Train is another mother with a horrible influence on her villainous son Bruno (Robert
Walker). Unlike Madame Sebastian, however, Mrs. Anthony is not in control of her son, at least not consciously; she merely drives her son deeper into madness through her own insanity, shaping him into the monster he becomes. Bruno welcomes the influence of her fractured psyche because he loves his mother yet hates his father. He wants his father out of his life, so he does what seems natural in the world of Alfred Hitchcock: he secretly plots to have him killed.

Mrs. Anthony, of course, does nothing to discourage her son’s growing madness, even when it becomes increasingly impossible to ignore.

Early in the film, we see Mrs. Anthony giving Bruno a manicure, an odd thing for a mother to do for her son. She frets, worried that he looks pale, thinking he might be “out of vitamins.” He responds, “I took a bottle yesterday, Ma. A whole fifth.” Bruno is a drunk, but she’s oblivious. “I do hope you’ve forgotten all about that silly little plan of yours,” she says in reference to a plot that Bruno had made to blow up the White House.

She shows Bruno a painting she made, telling him, “I do wish you would take up painting. Such a soothing pastime.” Bruno breaks into hysterical laughter when he sees it. “Oh, Mother, you’re wonderful!” he exclaims. “That’s the old boy, all right. That’s Father.” When we finally see the painting, we’re greeted by a grotesque figure. “Is it?” she asks. She is confused, and Bruno is bemused—neither having a grasp on reality.

What makes this character so curious is that Mrs. Anthony is not an antagonist. She never does anything outright evil or malicious. She’s too far gone for that. The influence that she wields over Bruno, though, is immense. They delight in each other’s quirks, blind to the fact that each has gone mad. Any good mother who is still in possession of her mental faculties would recognize that Bruno is a psychopath and a dangerous one at that. But Mrs. Anthony is lost in her own mind. She thinks that her son is no more than cute, silly, and harmless, when in reality he is a murderer. It’s not archetypal villainy, but Mrs. Anthony’s neglect of her son’s mental issues, as well as her own, compounds Bruno’s growing psychopathic behavior. Would Bruno be so desperate to kill his own father (Jonathan Hale) and so willing to kill Miriam Haines (Kasey Rogers) if his mother didn’t indulge his fantasies? Probably not. She drives his madness forward, never pausing to consider that he needs help or to stop the reckless course he is on. Through her inaction, she
helps turn her son into a villain, thereby making her at least partially culpable in his crimes.

If Mrs. Anthony only helped along her son’s insanity through neglect, another Hitchcock mother—the most famous of all despite the fact that she never actually appears on screen, at least not while still alive—is the spark that set alight her son’s villainous fire. We’re talking, of course, about Mrs. Bates.

*Psycho*’s looming mother figure is never seen alive but is nevertheless omnipresent in the film and in her son’s life. Her son Norman (Anthony Perkins) is perhaps Hitchcock’s most famous and popular villain, inspiring a string of sequels and two television series. He would not be the criminal he is, however, without his mother. Mrs. Bates’s overbearing, controlling ways drove her son to madness, leaving him so twisted that he not only killed her but then assumed her identity after her death and used her memory as the trigger for his future killings.

“The main moral operating here is probably to be blamed on Norman’s mother, for her poor job at raising Norman,” wrote cultural scholar Philip Tallon. Her reach cannot be overstated. Norman had killed his mother ten years prior, yet she’s still an enormous influence on him. Not only does he engage in conversations with her, but when speaking with others, he refers to her as if she were alive. When Marion Crane (Janet Leigh) asks him if he ever goes out with friends, his response is “A boy’s best friend is his mother.” Quite the atypical statement from a handsome man in his late twenties, but he is completely lost in his twisted memories of his troubled youth, alternating between engaging in one-sided conversation and letting her, as he sees it, take over his body.

This “taking over Norman’s body” is not only the most bizarre aspect of Norman’s character but also the most telling sign of just how strong a hold Mrs. Bates had over him. When Marion comes to stay at the Bates Motel, it is Mrs. Bates—or, rather, the demented version of her that lives in Norman’s mind—who takes over his actions. He likes Marion, asking her to share a friendly dinner with him. But Mrs. Bates, at least in Norman’s mind, can’t deal with this woman’s presence, so after dinner she takes over Norman’s body. Then, dressed as Mrs. Bates, he savagely stabs Marion to death while she showers.

We ultimately find out that Mrs. Bates is dead and, in fact, that it was Norman who killed her. Yet, her hold on him was more powerful
than death. He killed her but couldn’t get rid of her. She continued to pull his strings long after her death, consuming his mind. In the end, there was no more Norman. Only Mrs. Bates. “It’s sad when a mother has to speak the words that condemn her own son, but I couldn’t allow them to believe that I would commit murder,” she speaks through her son at the end of the film. “They’ll put him away now, as I should have years ago. He was always bad, and in the end he intended to tell them I killed those girls and that man, as if I could do anything except sit and stare, like one of his stuffed birds.”

Mrs. Bates was Hitchcock’s last strictly villainous mother, but there would be other less-than-moral mothers. In his next film, *The Birds*, Lydia Brenner starts off in an antagonistic manner but later redeems herself. When her son Mitch (Rod Taylor) introduces her to his new love interest Melanie Daniels, Lydia’s reception is cold. Like many Hitchcock mothers, Mrs. Brenner does not want to give up control over her son. She judges Melanie without even knowing her, convinced that Mitch deserves someone better, someone who isn’t the subject of newspaper gossip.

Things are not all negative, though. Later in the picture, after Melanie has spent considerable time with the family, Mrs. Brenner changes her tune. She sees that Melanie is a good person and that she and Mitch are good together. She accepts Melanie in her life. Then, as if signaling that all is now right with the world, the bird attacks cease, allowing the family to flee Bodega Bay in peace.

Hedren would return in Hitchcock’s next film, *Marnie*, playing the title character. Here again we have a mother with less-than-admirable traits—Bernice (Louise Latham)—who finds a way to redeem herself at the end. Bernice was once a prostitute. Ashamed of her past, she raises Marnie to be a “decent” woman. But Bernice’s approach is only partially successful. Despite steering her daughter clear of a prostitute’s life, her efforts have themselves left scars on the young woman, giving Marnie a warped view of sex and a deep fear of intimacy. “Oh, Mama!” Marnie proclaims. “You’ve surely realized your ambition. I certainly am decent. Of course, I’m a cheat and a liar and a thief, but I am decent.” Clearly, Marnie’s mother went too far in protecting her daughter, exerting too much control over her life.

Despite this, we come to appreciate Bernice at the end of the film as we learn that she did love Marnie and in fact protected her from abuse.
Whatever villainy we previously saw was, to a great extent, merely Marnie’s perception of her mother. The reality was much different, and when Marnie realizes this, it triggers an emotional breakdown. “You must have loved me, Mama. You must have loved me,” Marnie exclaims in a pivotal scene. Bernice replies, “Well, you’re the only thing in the world that I ever did love.”

Yet, while it’s true that Hitchcock mothers were frequently presented as unsympathetic characters, one cannot be objective without acknowledging that some of his mother figures were presented as women so sweet and warm that they border on clichés. How else does one explain Emma Newton (Patricia Collinge) of Shadow of a Doubt or Clara Thornhill (Jessie Royce Landis) of North by Northwest, two characters who are as endearing as any in the Hitchcock canon?

In Shadow of a Doubt, Mrs. Newton is timid and naïve, but she undoubtedly loves her children dearly. The most benevolent portrayal of all the Hitchcock mothers, Mrs. Newton appears to be a character developed directly by Hitchcock. He had worked closely with writer Thornton Wilder in preproduction on Shadow, but when Wilder left to join the war in 1942, Hitch worked with his wife, Alma, and Sally Benson finalizing the script. “At this point, for the first time in his life, the usually secretive Hitchcock poured his soul into the first spiritually autobiographical film of his career,” wrote biographer Donald Spoto. With his mother in poor health and he unable to be with her in war-torn London, he gave tribute to her as Mrs. Newton, who was given the first name Emma, the same as Hitchcock’s mother. Emma Jean Whelan Hitchcock passed away on September 26, 1942, just as the production company arrived in Hollywood from Santa Rosa to complete studio work.

There are other pure mothers in his work, too, including those in The Trouble with Harry, both versions of The Man Who Knew Too Much, and the charmingly upscale Jessie Stevens (Landis) of To Catch a Thief, among others. Caring, good, decent women much closer to the real mother figures we love than to the imaginary ones we fear. Indeed, the view of the Hitchcock mother as a one-dimensional, always imposing figure of malice has frequently been overstated in Hitchcock commentary.

Still, when it comes to the major mothers of Hitchcock’s work, more often than not they were malevolent figures, and more than a few were
outright criminals. Unlike his male villains, however, their antagonistic deeds were not done with rope or knife or pistol. Rather, they were done with psychological torture and malevolent control over every aspect of their victim’s life. These were manipulative people, and once they got their clutches on someone, they left a ruined life in their wake.

NOTES

1. C.K., *Chewed Up*.
BRUNO ANTHONY: STRANGERS ON A TRAIN (1951)

ABOUT THE FILM

Bruno Anthony, a spoiled playboy, meets highly rated amateur tennis player Guy Haines aboard a train. An ostensibly chance encounter triggered by the accidental bumping of their feet, they strike up a conversation. Bruno knows who Guy is. He sees in the newspaper society columns that Guy is involved with Ann Morton, the daughter of Senator Morton and the sister of Barbara Morton. Bruno also knows that Guy cannot marry Ann until he divorces his current wife, Miriam. In seemingly casual conversation, Bruno suggests to Guy that they could solve each other’s problems by eliminating the person who causes the other the most anguish. Bruno says that he will kill Guy’s wife if, in exchange, Guy will kill Bruno’s father. When Bruno asks Guy whether he agrees that this is a good idea, Guy agrees, not because he intends to kill Bruno’s father, but to placate his strange new acquaintance. But Bruno takes it seriously. He does kill Miriam, stalking her at an amusement park before strangling her. He then tells Guy that because he killed her, he now expects Guy to kill his father in return—something that Guy has no intention of doing. Bruno stalks Guy after his refusal, threatening to implicate him in Miriam’s death. And he can do it. Bruno has Guy’s cigarette lighter, a gift from Ann engraved “From A. to G.” Bruno threatens to plant the lighter at the scene of Miriam’s murder. To stop himself from being framed, Guy must evade the police who are watch-
ing him and make it to the amusement park in time to prevent Bruno from carrying out his plan. At the park, a fight ensues on a carousel. The carousel comes off track, crushing Bruno to death but not before it’s revealed to the authorities that he had the lighter, thus clearing Guy of the crime.

**Villain:** Bruno Anthony  
**Sex:** Male  
**Marital status:** Single  
**Occupation:** Spoiled playboy  
**Family:** Mrs. Anthony, mother; Mr. Anthony, father  
**Residence:** Arlington, Virginia  
**Associate:** Mrs. Anthony  
**Preferred method of killing:** Strangulation  
**Body count:** One  
**Fate:** Death on a broken merry-go-round after a physical struggle with Guy

---

**BRUNO ANTHONY**

Duality comes into play when one contrasts Guy Haines (Farley Granger) with Bruno Anthony (Robert Walker), the chilling villain at the center of *Strangers on a Train*: light and dark, good and evil, man and child. Even more noteworthy than the theme of duality, however, are Bruno’s deeply psychopathic tendencies. Hitchcock had a clear fascination with painting a portrait of a people disconnected from society, and never was it more prevalent than in this film. Like Hitchcock’s most famous villain, *Psycho*’s Norman Bates, Bruno Anthony is a mad child in a man’s body—his insanity fed by an unfit mother and his psychopathic state making him dangerous to those around him.

From the opening scenes of the film, we see that Bruno is a disturbed individual. He engages Guy in a seemingly harmless conversation, but it quickly turns personal. Bruno has read all about Guy’s situation with Ann Morton (Ruth Roman), daughter of Senator Morton (Leo G. Carroll). Bruno knows that Guy would like to marry Ann, but he cannot until he’s able to divorce his wife, Miriam (Kasey Rogers, credited here as Laura Elliott). “Ask me anything,” Bruno says. “I got the answer. Even news about people I don’t know, like who would like to
marry whom when his wife gets her divorce.” Bruno has already crossed a line. “Perhaps you read too much,” Guy responds.

There are homosexual undertones to this meeting, much as there are throughout Rope, albeit hidden a little deeper beneath the surface. This undercurrent is more prevalent in an alternate version often dubbed the “British version” (though it was never actually released in Britain) but is noticeable even in the standard release. “Walker plays Bruno as flirtatious and seductive, sitting too close during their first meeting, and then reclining at full length across from Guy in the private compartment,” writes legendary film critic Roger Ebert. “The meeting on the train, which was probably planned by Bruno, plays more like a pickup than a chance encounter.”

Hitchcock was no stranger to suggesting elements of sexuality that would have been deemed deviant during this era, with subtle hints at homosexuality something that he injected into several of his films. Rope, of course, is simply overflowing with repressed (and not so repressed) homosexuality, which was just subtle enough to skate past the censors but obvious enough that Cary Grant took a pass on playing the role of Rupert Cadell. The sole Hitchcock film to win an Academy Award for Best Picture, Rebecca, is also laced with barely concealed homosexuality courtesy of Mrs. Danvers (Judith Anderson), who retains a fascination for the deceased Mrs. DeWinter that is clearly the longing one feels for a lost loved one.

This fascination with homosexuality has led some to speculate, even if only briefly, that Hitchcock himself was a closeted homosexual. If that is the case—and there is no evidence to suggest it is—then he may have been a self-loathing homosexual, because like many of his depictions of gay characters, Bruno is rather off. Our first impression is that Bruno is a little creepy, too quick to offer up knowledge of personal details of the life of someone he’s never met. Of course, by now we expect a Hitchcock villain to be somewhat detached from societal expectations. Bruno meets that expectation. “Oh, there I go again,” Bruno says after realizing he is being too forward. “Too friendly. It always happens. I meet someone who I like and admire and I open my mouth too much.” Perhaps Bruno has a sense of self-awareness unseen in the typical villain.

It’s a fleeting departure, however, as Bruno will continue down the road of the psychopathic villain.
And it may simply be that he wants to lead the life of a villain. Experts argue that psychopaths—who are often confused with psychotics but are in fact a distinct category—are aware of the consequences of their actions; they simply have a harder time listening to their conscience. “It is not that individuals with psychopathy are incapable of regulating their behavior, only that self-regulation is more effort for psychopaths.” Ultimately, “they are capable of controlling their behavior, and they are aware of the potential consequences of their acts. Their problem is that this knowledge frequently fails to deter them from antisocial behavior.”

It certainly fails to deter Bruno, who stays on his initial antisocial path when he launches into a discussion about how to execute the perfect murder—a discussion had, in classic Hitchcockian fashion, over lunch. Bruno has a theory that two strangers could meet, much as he and Guy have, and upon discovering that they each have someone whom they would like removed from their lives, they would murder each other’s source of frustration. “They swap murders,” Bruno suggests. Guy laughs heartily at the notion. Undaunted, Bruno continues, “Each does the other fellow’s murder. Then there’s nothing to connect them. Each one has murdered a total stranger.” He takes it a step further. “For example, your wife, my father. Criss-cross.”

It’s an ingenious plan for a crime, if carried out correctly. Each could have an airtight alibi for the time of the murder that the other commits. Nobody would suspect Guy in the murder of his wife if he can be proven to be elsewhere at the time of her death. It makes perfect sense for both parties—but only if both are morally ambiguous psychopaths.

And, indeed, Bruno is a psychopath. “Bruno’s behavior, as erratic as it is, is purposive in important respects,” writes philosophic scholar Steven M. Sanders. “He wants his father dead. The fact that he’s prepared to commit murder to achieve his goal shows that Bruno is indifferent to morality, at the very least, and quite likely contemptuous of it.” Bruno sees no issue with killing a woman he doesn’t know if it means that he will be rid of his despised father without having to do it himself.

Why Bruno seems unwilling to kill his own father is left unexplored, but it is safe to assume that Bruno is simply being pragmatic. As noted, while he may have only a tenuous grasp on morality, he is still aware of the consequences of his actions. He can control himself, or at least he
can to a degree—he briefly snaps later in the film while displaying how someone might be strangled—but he simply does not want to. Morality is not a concern. Neither are the lives of those in his way. Getting caught, however, is. When it comes to killing his father, he may well desire to do the deed himself, and he probably does. Bruno simply realizes that if he does so, he’ll be caught.

The problem arises from Guy’s unwillingness to trade crimes with Bruno and his inability to see that Bruno is serious. Before parting company, Bruno seeks agreement from Guy that he will carry out his part of the deal. “Oh, we do talk the same language, don’t we?” Bruno asks. Guy, thinking he will never see Bruno again and anxious to get away from him, says, “Sure, Bruno, we talk the same language.” Little does Guy know that Bruno means business.

Deadly business. Bruno quickly sets off for Metcalf, Guy and Miriam’s hometown, where she works at a record store. Rather than biding his time, seeking the cleanest, safest way of disposing of Miriam, Bruno takes his earliest opportunity. He stalks her, following her as she makes her way to an amusement park accompanied by two men (she is herself a woman of loose morals, after all). He catches her glance a few times. She is intrigued by him. Bruno is a little older than the men she typically attracts. He makes an easy impression on her and has no trouble grabbing her attention after her tunnel-of-love boat reaches the shore of a small island across the water from the amusement park. Bruno wastes no time. He grabs her, choking the life out of her, her last moments seen only through the reflection of her broken eyeglasses.

Strangely, in a random act of kindness, Bruno helps a blind man cross the street shortly after he kills Miriam. Is Bruno really a decent man at heart? No, he’s still a crazed lunatic, but this scene adds a touch of reality to the situation. Even terrible criminals are capable of occasional good deeds, just as good people are capable of occasional illicit actions. Hitchcock recognized this, often depicting the duality of man in his antagonists and protagonists alike: Uncle Charlie gives gifts to his beloved niece Young Charlie (Shadow of a Doubt). Alexander Sebastian is a kind and generous lover (Notorious). And so on. Everybody is capable of both good and bad, but it is our major deeds that define us. Bruno is now a murderer, and that will come to define him. That doesn’t matter to him, though. The murder of Miriam was heartless, but Bruno does not care. What he cares about is what he believes will
Figure 9.1. When Guy Haines (Farley Granger) brushes off a murder scheme proposed by Bruno Anthony (Robert Walker), he mistakenly believes that he's brushing off nothing more than a sick joke. Warner Bros. Pictures/Photofest

be the result of this killing: that Guy will return the favor and kill his father for him. After all, Bruno has lived up to his end of the bargain. "Though Bruno has killed Guy's wife, for Guy, it's just as if he had committed the murder himself," Hitchcock told François Truffaut. "As for Bruno, he's clearly a psychopath."  

So no, Bruno will not redeem himself by helping a blind man across the street. 

But Bruno does not have to redeem himself here, at least not for the audience, because in Strangers on a Train, he's by far the most interest-
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ing character. We empathize with the situation that Guy finds himself in, but we never really root for him. Instead, we find ourselves rooting for Bruno because he is the one with charm, the one who makes things interesting. Guy is bland. Sure, he’s an attractive tennis star with a beautiful high-society girlfriend, but there is little depth to his personality beyond the simple charisma and grace with which he carries himself. We might blame this on a timid performance by Farley Granger—Hitchcock originally wanted tough guy William Holden to play the role because “the stronger the hero, the more effective the situation”—but that would be unfair to a fine actor. It seems clear that Hitchcock’s intention was for Guy to be an everyman, albeit an upscale one. The result would have been a much different film with Holden as the protagonist. We’d have to buy into him being intimidated by Bruno’s insanity. Granger is vulnerable enough to pull it off, while Holden would have been “too sturdy, too put off by Bruno. . . . Granger is softer and more elusive, more convincing as he tries to slip out of Bruno’s conversational web instead of flatly rejecting him.”

Bruno, however, is a fascinating personality with layers of intrigue, malice, and charisma. Almost everything he says and does is done with a hint of sinister charm and easy poise. Despite his outlandish views and despicable desires, Bruno is immensely likeable.

Why Bruno is likeable can be a vexing puzzle to solve. From the start, he is forward to the point of being off-putting, and almost immediately he attempts to talk someone into a murder plot. We’re drawn to him all the same. The lion’s share of the credit goes to Robert Walker, a talented young actor who himself struggled with alcoholism and psychiatric issues. Walker died just two months after Strangers on a Train was released, his death caused by a combination of alcohol and a sedative administered by his psychiatrist after he was found having an emotional breakdown. He was just thirty-two. Even at this young age, Walker’s stunning performance was commanding, dominant, and truly memorable, one of the best pieces of acting seen in a Hitchcock picture. It is odd, then, that Hitchcock himself was underwhelmed by Walker’s performance. “As I see it, the flaws of Strangers on a Train were the ineffectiveness of the two main actors and the weakness of the final script,” Hitchcock said to François Truffaut. Hitchcock was rarely wrong about movie matters, but there is no effective argument to support his view here. Walker’s performance turns a merely memorable
character into one of the great villains of cinema history and, in doing so, made the audience like what should have been an unlikeable character. So how did he do it? Perhaps in drawing on his own inner demons, Walker tapped into something common among psychopaths and sociopaths: an irrepressible charm. Sociopaths display “a glib and superficial charm that allows the true sociopath to seduce other people, figuratively or literally—a kind of glow or charisma that, initially, can make the sociopath seem more charming or more interesting than most of the normal people around him. He or she is more spontaneous, or more intense, or somehow more ‘complex,’ or sexier, or more entertaining than everyone else.”  

And without question, Bruno is all of these things in Strangers on a Train.

After dispatching Miriam, Bruno is excited, riding on a wave of energy, confident that he’s done his part and that it’s only a matter of time for Guy to do his. Bruno’s father will then be out of his life. Why
Bruno is so intent to remove his father from his life is never made explicit, but we can draw inferences from snatches of conversation between Bruno and Guy and between Bruno and his mother. In many ways, Bruno stopped maturing in adolescence, making him more child than man. He is a “free spirit who does what he wants, when he wants—just the sort of thing we encounter in psychopaths.” He is babied by his mother, herself a fractured woman with only a feeble grip on reality. She treats him like the overgrown child he is, unable to recognize that her son’s mind is broken. His father, however, expects Bruno to get a job and live a normal life. He wants Bruno to take on responsibility, and he is the only one willing to call Bruno out on his juvenile behavior. Like the impetuous sulking of a teenager, Bruno wants no part of getting a job and becoming an adult. He wants mommy to baby him while he lives a reckless life free of the weight of adulthood. In Bruno’s mind, the major obstacle to this goal is his father. So naturally, sulking and put off and completely without a conscience, he begins to plot his father’s death.

With Miriam out of the way, he is one step closer to reaching that goal . . . if only Guy will uphold his end of the bargain. He runs to give Guy the good news, delivering Miriam’s broken eyeglasses to him. But Bruno does not get the response that he hoped to receive.

**Guy:** Are you trying to tell me . . . ? Why, you maniac!

**Bruno:** But, Guy, you wanted it. We planned it on the train together. Remember?

**Guy:** *(Trying to hide their conversation)* You’ve got me acting like a criminal. Why, you crazy fool.

**Bruno:** Don’t you call me that.

Bruno does not take kindly to being called a fool. Bruno is confident and sure of his intelligence, but his reaction is that of a man who has had his sanity questioned, perhaps frequently.

It seems that Bruno’s mother is the only person in his life to give him any kind of positive reinforcement, and she’s a lunatic herself, trapped in delusions of normalcy even while living a bizarre, sheltered life. Hitchcock doesn’t merely hint that Bruno’s mental illness is driven, at least in part, by mother issues; he also paints a picture so vivid that it cannot be ignored. Bruno’s mother dotes on him. Coddles him. Gives him anything he desires. When his father scolds him, it is to her he goes
for comfort. He is so unused to being told no, so used to getting a simple “Yes, dear,” as if he were still a child, that when Guy casually brushes off his suggestion of a dual murder with a dismissive “Sure, Bruno,” Bruno takes it seriously. After all, he has heard “Sure, Bruno” all his life, and it has always meant that he’d get what he wanted. Why would now be any different?

Mrs. Anthony does not see her relationship with her son or her son’s personality as abnormal. When told that her son may have killed someone, she scoffs at the idea. The very notion that Bruno may have done something wrong is beyond consideration. This is a major part of her son’s problems. If Bruno has gaping holes in his sense of morality, they clearly stem at least in part from his mother’s failure to instill in him a sense of right and wrong. He exists outside of society, and she allows that to continue because she, too, is broken inside, as Hitchcock hints at with all the subtlety of a sledgehammer. “Not accidentally, she paints violently abstract pictures which may serve as an outside signal to the moral discord that this harmless woman perpetuates. Or put another way, her apparently harmless mothering perpetuates a morally discordant Bruno.”

Bruno’s earlier evil deed, however, worms its way into his psyche and comes to haunt him, showing that perhaps he wasn’t mentally prepared to step all the way into the role of murderer. After killing Miriam, Bruno makes an unexpected appearance at a party hosted by Senator Morton (father of Guy’s mistress). He’s his usual charming but often disturbing self. He makes acquaintance with a couple of older women. His first topic of conversation is, of course, the perfect murder. He rises from his seat, indicating that he would like to demonstrate the perfect strangulation. We don’t think that he wants to kill the woman on whom he will demonstrate. He doesn’t think he wants to kill her, either, but as he has his hands around her neck, he makes eye contact with Anne’s sister Barbara (Patricia Hitchcock), who is wearing glasses similar to the pair that Miriam wore when he took her life. Sense memory takes over, and he cannot remove his hands from the woman’s neck. He passes out, startling everybody in attendance. “Just like Brandon’s stuttering in Rope, Bruno’s fainting shows that he is not invincible,” writes Hitchcock documentarian Laurent Bouzereau. “Although those villains want to play God by taking an innocent victim’s life, they are human, whether they like to think of themselves that way or not.”
This is but one weakness in Bruno’s plan. The other lies in Guy. No matter what happens, Guy has no intention of fulfilling his end of the “agreement.” Shallow as he might appear to be—and as a young play-boy openly cheating on his wife with a “higher class” woman, Guy is not exactly a model citizen—he has a moral compass that tells him that he cannot commit murder. He desperately hopes that he can find a way out of the situation. He makes a late-night trip to the Anthony home, hoping to meet Bruno’s father—not to kill him as Bruno wants but to warn him about the danger posed by his son. Instead, he finds Bruno in his bed and uses the opportunity to try to talk him out of his insane behavior. “Look, Bruno, you’re terribly sick,” Guy tells him. “I don’t know much about these things, but why don’t you go some place where you can get some kind of treatment? Not only for your own sake, but you can’t go on causing more and more destruction to anyone you happen to meet.”

Bruno’s response attempts to hang it all on Guy:

I don’t like being double-crossed. I have a murder on my conscience and it’s not my murder. It’s yours. And since you’re the one to profit by it, I think you should be the one to pay for it.

Bruno is both unable and unwilling to recognize the issues that plague him. He’s content to live with his ever-increasing madness, content to hurtle down this destructive path, and content to blame others for what he has created. In Bruno’s mind, nothing is his fault. The world and Guy in particular are against him. Bruno, in a manifestation of his childishness, is suddenly taken up by a thirst for revenge. He will have to make them pay for the pain they cause him.

Perhaps rivaled only by greed and lust, revenge is arguably the dominating motivation for villainy in the world, especially in literature. It certainly springs up throughout Hitchcock’s work. Tony seeks revenge on Margot for her cheating ways in Dial M for Murder. The titular characters in Mr. and Mrs. Smith strive for petty revenge against each other over a marital misunderstanding. The cast of Lifeboat collectively commit murder as revenge for someone hiding a stash of water. But Bruno’s desire for revenge stands out because it is not revenge based on greed, a lost love, or any other such thing. It is the fit of a spoiled child. “If you won’t let me play with it then I’ll break it,” he seems to say, “or I am taking my ball and going home.” Bruno, helped along by his mother,
has not grown up. He is a man in appearance and strength and, yes, even intelligence but not in maturity. Fitting, then, that Bruno meets his end in an amusement park.

Before getting there, he engages in childish games intended to taunt Guy and Anne, acting like a too-clever schoolyard bully who knows that someone else is about to take the fall for throwing spitballs at the teacher. He openly tells Anne that he plans to plant Guy’s lighter at the scene of the crime. It’s a foolish choice (and one that ultimately spells his doom), but he can’t help himself. There is too much glee to be derived from the tease. Earlier in the film, he is just as bold, showing up to one of Guy’s tennis matches for the sole purpose of taunting him. Guy, of course, cannot do anything about it; he can’t simply stop the match to confront Bruno. Knowing this, Bruno does what any nasty school kid would do: he figuratively hides behind the teacher and makes faces at Guy, sitting in the crowd and staring him down during the match. He delights in intimidating Guy in a way that cannot draw retaliation, and just as important, in a way that draws attention to himself. It’s a great big tease fitting right into the narcissism category of the antisocial personality disorder spectrum.14 No smart criminal would engage in this sort of childish behavior, not when a murder conviction is on the line, but Bruno isn’t an ordinary criminal. He is a man without conscience, without maturity, without a sense of normal, civilized boundaries. A man helped to this state by a mother who herself is teetering on the edge of madness, indulging his every whim and ignoring the increasingly dangerous state of her son’s mind.

Appropriately, Bruno’s last stand is held on that iconic image of youth: a carousel. There, a child in his head but a man in body, he struggles with Guy. The police intervene, and in classic Hitchcock fashion, they are completely inept, firing off some shots but managing only to accidentally kill the ride operator. In one of Sir Alfred’s most memorable bits of spectacle, this sends the carousel out of control, demolishing the ride. Bruno is mortally wounded in the crash, but he clings to his ruse to the last moment, telling police in his dying breaths that Guy killed Miriam.

His lies do not work. He still clutches Guy’s lighter in his hands, and an amusement park employee confirms that he saw Bruno on the night of the murder. Guy is exonerated, and Bruno is now, in a literal sense, what he had previously only been in a figurative sense: broken.
But, then, we knew that he was broken from the very moment he asked Guy to trade murders with him. He was a man outside of society. An adolescent in a man’s body. A broken human. It wasn’t until we explored the ins and outs of his deranged life that we realized just how broken he was.

HITCHCOCK AND BRUNO ANTHONY

Like Brandon and Phillip before him, Bruno Anthony is obsessed with Hitchcock’s favorite topic: the perfect murder. He thinks he has it figured out. “I’ll do your murder and you do mine. We don’t know each other, so nobody will suspect us.” Hitch took delight in such brilliant scenarios. Where he differs from Bruno is that Hitch was a man of talk when it came to nefarious deeds, not action. Despite his intelligence, Hitchcock could never pull off the perfect murder. Why? Because the police, as bumbling and ineffective as he often depicted them to be, would surely catch him, and the idea terrified him. More important, though, Hitch was fascinated with exploring evil people and deeds; he could not do such deeds himself, because he was not an evil man at heart. Instead, he lived vicariously through men such as Bruno Anthony, allowing the director to safely play out his fantasies on the silver screen, where they belonged.

NOTES

2. Laurents, *Original Story*, 130.
A key building block in the Hitchcock filmography is the manipulation of fear—specifically, the fear of the unknown. We see it from the very beginning of his career, as in *The Lodger* (1927), in which the residents of London were terrorized by an unknown serial killer who wreaked havoc on the city. It came full circle near the end of his career, when the Necktie Murderer would bring the same terror to London some forty-five years later in *Frenzy* (1972).

The theme of unseen or unknown fear manifests itself in many ways. It’s the fear that someone awful is lurking in the shadows. The fear that unexpected chaos will throw someone’s life into turmoil. The fear that you will lose control of your life. In most films, we know who the enemy is, but Hitch occasionally took liberties with storytelling convention, hiding the villain in plain sight. One might appear to be normal, innocent, and just like the rest, but beneath the surface lurks a true villain. It’s just another tool in Hitchcock’s audience manipulation game. It’s also a tool that he used to manipulate his characters.

In Hitchcock’s underappreciated gem *Lifeboat* (1944), the villain is ever present, but his true identity is not immediately clear. In the aftermath of a sinking by a German U-boat, a group of passengers from an American boat bound for London gather on a lifeboat—but the last survivor they take in was not on their boat. It turns out that this man is German, and he has survived the torpedoing of his own boat. The Americans’ initial reaction to him is cautious and fearful. Americans at the time were taught to hate Nazi Germans. How could they trust him?
Should they kill him? He claims, in German, that he was only a crew member aboard his boat, not an officer.

His name is Willi (Walter Slezak), and at first they believe him. He appears willing to help, and he shows no signs that he is not what he says he is. Helping his case is the fact that he is the most qualified sailor on their boat. Adrift in the North Atlantic, they decide that allowing Willi to captain the boat is their best course of action—but not before intense debate. They don’t suspect that he’s a German officer, but his nationality and Nazi affiliation give cause for concern. Can they afford to trust him? Do they even have a choice?

At first, the American survivors attempt to elect one of their own to guide their lifeboat to safety, but when they cannot agree that one of them is qualified enough to control the boat, they turn to Willi, who demonstrates keen ability. Willi even helps amputate the leg of one of the Americans, Gus Smith (William Bendix), who was severely injured in the torpedoing of their ship. He badly needed the amputation, but none of the Americans seemed willing or able to do it. Willi could. “In short, it is this German, personification of the Nazi creed, who proves to be the only competent leader in a boat full of ineffectuals,” wrote Bosley Crowther in his 1944 New York Times review of Lifeboat.

Willi is smart, practical, and fluent in English, which at first he withheld. He shares a nice conversation with Connie Porter (Tallulah Bankhead), the film’s de facto centerpiece and other great intellect—albeit an intellectual who is shallow, materialistic, and selfish.

**Willi:** (Fixing her diamond bracelet) Looks like bits of ice.
**Connie Porter:** I wish they were.
**Willi:** They’re really nothing but a few pieces of carbon crystallized under high pressure at great heat.
**Connie Porter:** Quite so, if you want to be scientific about it.
**Willi:** I’m a great believer in science.
**Connie Porter:** Like tears for instance. They’re nothing but H₂O with a trace of sodium chloride.

The audience learns the truth about Willi before those on the boat with him do. We see him track the boat’s movement with a pocket compass. It’s only a matter of time before the American survivors learn that Willi is not steering them toward Bermuda, as they had planned, but toward a Nazi supply ship. They discover that while they slept, he killed Gus,
who had become delirious in the aftermath of his surgery. They now know he’s not helping them but using them to help himself. Again they debate what they should do with him. Eventually, a mob mentality takes over. They beat and kill him, throwing him overboard for the sharks.

The group had feared Willi, yet they didn’t know why. He gave them no reason to suspect that he was a villain. In fact, he was helpful at first. Perhaps he was okay. He seemed like he was willing to steer them all to safety. He appeared more interested in his own well-being (which coincided with theirs) than in doing them harm. He had no weapons, no comrades in war on his side. It made sense that he would help them, even if he was the enemy. True colors always show, however, and Willi couldn’t survive after the truth was discovered, not in war-torn 1944. Despite painting Willi as the most intelligent and capable man on the boat, Hitchcock could not let him win. “The dying words of the Nazi are mockery,” wrote Crowther. “To survive,’ he had calmly told the people, ‘one must have a plan.” Ironic that Hitchcock would allow the hated villain his film’s most prescient words.

The next year, Hitchcock released *Spellbound* (1945) and again gave us a villain who appeared to be innocent. In this case, the true identity of the villain is kept secret until the end. The Green Manors mental hospital is led by the aging Dr. Murchison (Leo G. Carroll), who is being forced to retire after a case of nervous exhaustion from overwork. He is to be replaced by the brilliant Dr. Edwardes (Gregory Peck), who had apparently published a book on guilt complexes.

The story initially focuses on the relationship between Edwardes and the beautiful Dr. Constance Peterson (Ingrid Bergman), a woman who repeatedly makes it known that she is focused on her work while turning down advances from her male colleagues. However, she’s immediately attracted to Edwardes, although it’s not evident why. He’s handsome, yes, but she’s so steadfast in her commitment to her work that it seems unlikely that she would so easily give in to her sexual desires for him.

Edwardes suffers from panic attacks, triggered by images of white, red, and parallel lines. This raises some suspicion about him. Peterson eventually concludes that the person who appears to be Edwardes is not the real Edwardes, when she compares his signature to the signature in a book written by the real Edwardes. Peterson knows that something is wrong, but she believes in the man whom she now knows is an impos-
ter, and she wants to help him. As audience members, we are not so sure. All evidence points to him as an impostor. The real Edwardes is dead, and this man, whom we now know as John Ballantyne, has assumed Edwardes’s identity and job. We now consider him a potential villain hiding in plain sight.

When we see “Edwardes” make a run for it to prove his innocence, it cements our opinion of his guilt. Sure, he might be mentally disturbed, and Peterson shows immense loyalty to him—but all signs point to him being a killer. Yet, Peterson is steadfast in her belief in him. “The lady, with full and touching confidence in the intuitive rightness of her love, is convinced that her adored one is most truly a victim of amnesia,” wrote Crowther. “And so she follows him to his place in hiding, begins the bold attempt to unlock his mind and, always two jumps ahead of the detectives, finally delves into the gnawing secret of his past.”

But we were being manipulated. Hitchcock has tricked us. The real villain, the man we never suspect until the end, is Dr. Murchison. He used Ballantyne’s weakness, the deep-seated guilt over the childhood death of his brother, as cover for his own murder of the real Dr. Edwardes. Murchison brilliantly sets Ballantyne up to take the fall by somehow inducing in him what appears to be amnesia. Ballantyne remembers nothing and, in fact, believes that he’s guilty of a murder that he didn’t commit, much as he believes that he’s responsible for the death of his brother. Murchison isn’t overworked and exhausted. He’s a cold, calculating murderer. (Interestingly, the idea of using someone’s psychological weakness as a tool for murder would be repeated in Vertigo.)

Stage Fright (1950) is yet another Hitchcock thriller where the victim’s identity is hidden from both the audience and the characters in the film. This time, we are deceived by a false flashback. With a bizarre and sordid tale, actor Jonathan Cooper (Richard Todd) interrupts the rehearsal of his friend Eve Gill (Jane Wyman), an aspiring actress studying at the Royal Academy of Dramatic Arts. He claims that he is the secret lover of the famous actress and singer Charlotte Inwood (Marlene Dietrich). He says that she came to him after she killed her husband. We see a flashback depicting the events. We see blood on her dress. We know that she killed him. He implicates himself as an accomplice by saying that he had discovered the body and attempted to cover up the crime by staging the scene to appear like a burglary gone wrong.
The problem with his story is that it’s almost entirely false. Cooper hadn’t covered up the crime for Inwood. He had, in fact, killed her husband himself. Cooper was a villain hiding in plain sight, escaping the audience’s suspicion because he lied directly to the audience via the “unreliable narrator” trope.

“At the climax, Jane Wyman has just helped him escape from the police when she realizes that she was blinded by love, and instead of helping an innocent man, she is in the company of a dangerous killer,” writes Laurent Bouzereau. “At that point, Todd’s performance is frightening because his demeanor changes completely.”

Oddly, Cooper’s criminal behavior never actually benefits him. He wins no wealth, no power, no love or sex. Hitchcock recognized this after the fact. “The great weakness of the picture,” Hitchcock said, “is that it breaks an unwritten law: The more successful the villain, the more successful the picture. That’s a cardinal rule, and in this picture the villain was a flop!”

Hitchcock didn’t often choose to depict his antagonists as innocent people (whether in our eyes or in the eyes of other characters in his films), but when he did, they always ended up being murderers hiding in plain sight. It’s for the best that Hitch didn’t use this storytelling convention more often, because only once, in *Lifeboat*, did it truly make the film better. Hitchcock was far more successful with his other villains. They were not necessarily conventional villains by the standards of his day, but the charming outsiders at the center of his best works were conventional *Hitchcock* villains, and conventional *Hitchcock* villains are some of the most compelling of all.

**NOTES**

1. Crowther, “*Lifeboat.*”
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ABOUT THE FILM

San Francisco police detective John “Scottie” Ferguson discovers a fear of heights when another police officer falls to his death while chasing a criminal. His fear of heights leads to crippling vertigo, and Scottie is no longer able to work as a detective. Rather than take a desk job with the police department, he chooses to retire. He spends his time wandering San Francisco, occasionally dropping in on his old college girlfriend Midge. Another old schoolmate, Gavin Elster, asks Scottie to trail his wife, Madeleine, who he believes is suicidal. Reluctantly, Scottie accepts the task, only to end up falling in love with her. Then, while out at an old Spanish mission, she runs up the tower of a church with the goal of jumping to her death. Scottie gives chase, hoping to stop her suicide attempt, but his vertigo takes over, preventing him from saving her life. Scottie suffers a mental breakdown after her apparent death. He later meets a woman named Judy, who reminds him of Madeleine. He strikes up a relationship with her, eventually making her over to look exactly like his lost love. Scottie will learn the truth, however. Judy is, in fact, Madeleine. Judy had played the part of Madeleine in a scam by Elster to fake the suicide of his real wife. Scottie and Judy revisit the church tower, where Judy tumbles to her own death—this time for real. Scottie is once again left devastated.

Villain: John “Scottie” Ferguson
John “Scottie” Ferguson

Assessing Vertigo comes with a weight that hadn’t existed before the writing of this book. Just before the start of work on this volume but after we had decided that Scottie Ferguson belongs among Hitchcock’s most noteworthy villains, Sight & Sound named Vertigo the greatest movie of all time, knocking longtime title holder Citizen Kane from its perch. How important that honor is is another discussion, but it does add a weight that did not exist to our decision to classify Scottie Ferguson (James Stewart) as a villain when we first realized that he belongs on a list of Hitch antagonists (and he does).

Yet Vertigo’s sudden rise to those lofty critical peaks should have no impact on the case made in this chapter, because as we will soon see, Vertigo is a film without a hero. It is a film whose lead character is unquestionably a villain.

To be sure, Scottie Ferguson—the lead character in what many consider Hitchcock’s greatest work—isn’t generally seen as a villain. He is, after all, presented as the protagonist of this deeply personal film, a man tricked by a conniving couple into following a false murder lead. Further compounding that, the opening scenes of Vertigo present Scottie as a pitiable man plagued by a phobia that came not only through no fault of his own but in the course of pursuing an actual criminal.

This is not, Alfred Hitchcock seems to tell us, a bad man. This is a good man caught up in forces beyond his control, just like so many Hitchcock heroes that came before, and if he acts poorly in the course
of seeing the story through until the end . . . well, the protagonist can be forgiven.

Alfred Hitchcock probably believed this.

We cannot know for sure, of course, but he probably believed that Scottie was a man twisted outside himself. He probably believed that Scottie acted with good intentions. He probably believed that the antagonists of the story were the real villains.

But in truth, when you examine his actions for what they truly were, Scottie Ferguson was not merely a misguided hero led down the wrong path. He acted in as destructive a way as any Hitchcock villain short of those who took life.

How else to explain his willingness to enslave a young girl to his vision of what a lover should be? This wasn’t a man who merely pined for a lost love. He found a woman resembling his lost love, emotionally captured her, and reshaped her in his vision.

Let us rewind a bit. In *Vertigo*, Scottie’s true villainy is masked until the latter third of the film, when he begins to reshape Judy into what he desires. Still, signs of his troublesome character flaws can be seen early in the picture. Here we have a seemingly effective, successful officer of the law who gives up his career when another member of the force falls to his death thanks to Scottie’s inability to act in a time of crisis. An honorable and decent man would seek to make things right or at least atone for his failure. He would seek treatment for his vertigo. He would return to his job. He would not retire at a relatively young age, essentially running away from his troubles. He would want to retain his status as a respected member of society.

But Scottie does none of these things. Instead, he exhibits selfishness, the trait that will define him throughout the film. He does nothing substantive to try to overcome his malady. He does nothing to atone for the death of his fellow police officer. He does not even take the option of a desk job with the police force, allowing him to continue to contribute. No, Scottie takes the selfish way out. He quits the police force, does nothing to overcome his handicap, and instead becomes a wanderer. Scottie is incapable of accepting responsibility for his actions.

And then there is Scottie’s relationship with Midge (Barbara Bel Geddes, seen earlier in 1958 in a brilliant episode of *Alfred Hitchcock Presents* called “Lamb to the Slaughter”). It’s established that these two were once a couple, many years before, but are no longer. Why? “We
were engaged once, though, weren’t we?” he says to Midge, as if he doesn’t remember. “Three whole weeks,” she responds. “Yeah, good old college days,” he says. “But you were the one who called off the engagement, you remember?” It’s nonchalant conversation, though. He passively puts out that he’s “still available” but immediately changes the subject to his old college friend Gavin Elster (Tom Helmore). If he was really still available to her, he wouldn’t be so quick to change the subject. It seems apparent that Midge still loves Scottie and would be happy to be with him. Scottie has no interest, though. He’s content to have her as a friend whom he can drop in on whenever he pleases.

Why does Scottie shy away from a romantic relationship with Midge? She is attractive, has a cheery personality, and clearly cares about him. Is Scottie just choosy? Perhaps. Or maybe he just has a difficult time coping with his emotions. Despite their long-standing friendship, he cannot open up to her about his innermost feelings. Midge senses something is up when he first starts following Madeleine (Kim Novak). She playfully pesters him to tell her what’s going on, but he insists it’s nothing. He cannot reveal himself to her, not for fear of hurting Midge, but for fear of being honest. When Midge shows him the painting she has made of herself as Carlotta Valdez, he’s clearly hurt, and she has no idea why. Instead of discussing it rationally as good friends should, he blows her off, walking out on their plans to attend a movie together.

Just how did Scottie become so emotionally damaged? We don’t know his full backstory, but he would have to have had other issues in his past that set his vertigo in motion. Clearly, the fall in the opening sequence was a traumatic incident, but his selfishness would have to predate it. Scottie’s early actions in *Vertigo* are not those of a onetime victim of severe midlife trauma. This is pathological narcissism. “Pathological narcissism differs from healthy or normal narcissism because self-esteem is dysregulated, serving to protect and support a grandiose but fragile self,” writes Harvard University psychology professor Elsa F. Ronningstam. “Affect regulation is compromised by difficulties in processing feelings, specifically anger, shame, and envy.” And Scottie clearly has difficulty processing anger, shame, and envy.

Scottie, in fact, has difficulty processing many emotions. The ease with which he falls for Madeleine points to an inner emptiness that he cannot fill. It also underscores his self-centered behavior. His job is to
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follow her, track her movements, and report on her actions to Elster. He believes that the woman he’s tailing is the happily married wife of his friend. Why would he fall for her? Why would he even allow himself to fall for her? The answer is simple: Scottie is, if nothing else, selfish to the core. Scottie thinks nothing of his friend’s marriage when he falls for Madeleine. Madeleine represents the unattainable, but after he seemingly saves her life, he thinks that maybe he could have her after all.

Later, after Madeleine’s apparent suicide, he meets Judy and sees something of Madeleine in her. (They are, of course, the same person, he just doesn’t know it yet.) He immediately begins his quest to re-create the woman he lost, putting him on a course he cannot reverse.

What makes Scottie’s treatment of Judy so despicable is not merely that it is maniacally selfish; it’s that it destroys her sense of self-worth. She wants so desperately to be loved that she’s willing to give in to every one of his demands, whether they demean her or not. He thinks nothing of how she feels, shows no regard for what’s important for her. “Judy, it can’t matter to you,” he says when she resists his request to change the color of her hair. How would it not matter to Judy? A woman’s hair color and how she styles it are personal choices. To think that it would not matter to Judy is an astonishing revelation about the depth of his immorality. His actions may never fit the definition of criminal, but his treatment of Judy is utterly villainous.

Scottie is relentless in his quest to make over Judy in the image of his beloved Madeleine. She resists. She doesn’t understand why it’s so important to him that she look exactly the way he wants her to look. Is she not good enough for him as she is? No, he must humiliate her, insisting that she accede to his demands. Judy clearly suffers from low self-esteem. She’s willing to give in to his wishes, if only he will love her. She’s so desperate for love that she’s willing to change everything about herself. She does not hide this, and Scottie takes full advantage. Instead of accepting her for the beautiful woman she is, he continues until she’s the spitting image of Madeleine.

As noted, Scottie’s move into true villainy begins when he stops caring about Judy’s wants, needs, desires, or welfare. Marnie’s Mark Rutland (Sean Connery) acts in a similar fashion. He rescues the title character from a nomadic life of thievery but does so by blackmailing her into marrying him. Once he has secured her hand in marriage, he
forces a consummation—marital rape—and prompts a suicide attempt by Marnie. Like Scottie, Mark Rutland is driven by a compulsion to reshape Marnie into the person he wants her to be, and despite this, Rutland is presented as the film’s protagonist, a man who is in love and trying to help a troubled woman and who frequently crosses the line while doing it.

Where Rutland differs from Scottie—and we do not even remotely forgive his blackmail, his manipulation, and his rape of Marnie—is in the realm of intentions. Rutland is a villain when it comes to his actions.
They cannot be seen any other way. But he, at least, thought that he was doing good.

Scottie never thinks that he is doing good. He acts out of pure selfishness. He acts out of lust. Out of desire. Out of need. What Judy wants doesn’t matter to him. He, unlike Mark Rutland, hasn’t fooled himself into thinking that the ends justify the means. Scottie just doesn’t care. He wants Madeleine back and will ruin a young woman to make it happen.

In simple terms, Rutland hopes to help Marnie, while Scottie wants to help himself to Judy/Madeleine. Both behave reprehensibly, but Scottie acts purely for himself. Rutland, at least, seeks to understand his victim, even if in the end he’s little more than a heel. Neither can claim to be good people after what they have done, but only Scottie is elevated into full-fledged “villain” status.

Curiously, Hitchcock presents both as, if not heroes, then at least the male leads and thus presumably the protagonists. We could pass this off as a creative person engaging in flights of fantasy, in swimming in the psyche of someone quite unlike himself, but in this case, it seems safer to say that in both cases Hitchcock was mining his own psyche. Legendary film critic Roger Ebert calls Vertigo “intensely personal and autobiographical.” The notion that this film is a personal one should come as no surprise, given Sir Alfred’s at times controversial treatment of certain actresses. He always had a clear vision of what he wanted to see on-screen and how he wanted his performers to behave, and he rarely strayed from that vision. In his later years, tales began to appear describing Hitch as a controlling man who tried to have a hand in all aspects of his leading ladies’ lives. While this conduct has been attributed to his relationship with Vera Miles and others, the most infamous is, of course, his relationship with Tippi Hedren, star of The Birds and Marnie. It was just a few years after Vertigo that Hitchcock would take Hedren under his wing, setting in motion a “she said, she said again” discussion that has continued for decades. It is a discussion that has gotten so big, in fact, that in October 2012, HBO presented The Girl, a telefilm about the relationship between Hitchcock and Hedren. Starring Toby Jones and Sienna Miller, the film is a salacious hit piece that presents Hitch as a loathsome, creepy stalker, taking the stories of his work with Hedren to a tabloid-like extreme.
However true the stories—and we here must be frank in saying that we believe that at least one notable Hitchcock scholar has failed to present a balanced view of these events, instead focusing on the scandalous and unsubstantiated accounts of one person—at the very least it’s true that both films are manifestations of desires that Hitchcock struggled to keep contained. If *Vertigo* was Hitchcock expressing an unconscious desire to control and manipulate a young woman to do his bidding, then *Marnie* is his subconscious attempt to justify doing exactly that to Tippi Hedren.

After decades of success as a director who routinely worked with beautiful and talented women, what prompted this seemingly sudden obsession on Hitchcock’s part? In keeping with the themes of *Vertigo*, it may have been the thing that so often shakes the world: lost love.

Perhaps it was the departure of Grace Kelly from his life that stirred this longing in him. Kelly was not just lovely and talented; she was also said to be personable and funny and a good friend of the Hitchcocks. Unsurprisingly, he was struck by her, probably more so than by any woman since Ingrid Bergman. Her decision to leave acting was a blow to him professionally—she had been in three straight Hitchcock movies, two classics (*Dial M for Murder* and *Rear Window*) and another in which she costarred with film icon Cary Grant (*To Catch a Thief*)—as well as personally, as he considered her a dear friend. *Vertigo* would come just three years after her last film with Hitchcock and two years after her last film overall, 1956’s *High Society*, with Bing Crosby and Frank Sinatra.

Seen in the larger context of his life, *Vertigo* may have been a dark manifestation of Hitchcock’s desire to have Kelly back in his life. Whether intentional or not, we can never know, but the film fits into a framework that is impossible to ignore. Kelly was married to the prince of Monaco in April 1956. Her final film came out a few months later. Hitchcock, meanwhile, had been working on *The Wrong Man* with Henry Fonda and Vera Miles. Miles was his handpicked new star. He had discovered her in the legendary John Ford film *The Searchers*, used her in his television series in the chilling episode “Revenge,” and was taken by the idea that this was his next star. “With Ingrid Bergman off in Italy and Grace Kelly being a princess in Monaco, Hitchcock wanted Miles in his future.” He promptly signed her to a five-year exclusive contract. Miles was his.
His working relationship with Miles was tumultuous, but after The Wrong Man, Hitchcock already had her slated to play the female lead in Vertigo. When she married actor Gordon Scott, Hitchcock was angry. And when she became pregnant before shooting on Vertigo, that was the end of Miles as his next big star. “She became pregnant just before the part that was going to turn her into a star. After that, I lost interest,” he admitted.5 He would attempt to take on other actresses with varying results. For example, after an award-winning turn as the streetwise Edie Doyle in On the Waterfront, Hitchcock remade Eva Marie Saint into a sex symbol for North by Northwest, even prompting her to cut off her lengthy golden locks for the part. But Saint had a husband and children and was, at the age of thirty-four when North by Northwest was filmed, no demure young lady. A few years later, Hitchcock would famously move on to Tippi Hedren.

Interestingly, given the deeply personal nature of the subject matter, the Master of Suspense clearly knew that Scottie’s actions were far from virtuous. Hitchcock presents Scottie as a conflicted soul but never an innocent one. His selfishness triumphs even over love. This may say more about Hitch’s feelings about love than anything else. Scottie never gets to truly enjoy his love for either Madeleine or Judy. With Madeleine, he’s too busy obsessing over what she could be to him to appreciate her. With Judy, he cannot stop controlling her for even a second and therefore fails to realize that she loves him in return. It’s never true mutual love, of course, because Scottie doesn’t love Judy. He loves the idea of what she could be, nothing more. The only thing either of them get from love is misery. This is a highly cynical view on Hitchcock’s part. Not once in the entire picture is love shown in a positive light. In fact, it’s rare in the entire Hitchcock filmography that love is treated in a purely positive way. Even when love is treated as a good thing, in films such as The Farmer’s Wife or Rear Window, it’s never without complication. It’s as if Hitch is saying that true, simple, joyous love is impossible. Infatuation, obsession, lust, manipulation, and yearning are reality. Pure love is unattainable.

Whether Hitchcock’s own obsessions with some of his leading ladies genuinely manifested themselves in the horrible ways that some have suggested is impossible to verify, but it seems undeniable that Hitch had some unusual feelings about desire. It would be wrong to suggest that Hitchcock had a loveless marriage—as he and his wife (and fre-
quent collaborator), Alma, were together for more than fifty years and never spent significant time away from each other—but even Hitch claimed that their relationship was consummated only once, which resulted in their daughter, Patricia. Even if there is only a shred of truth to this, it would be logical to conclude that Hitchcock was a sexually frustrated man, particularly given the content of his films. So is Scottie. Notice that he apparently never beds either Madeleine or Judy. Again, it’s his selfishness that is his undoing. Judy would have undoubtedly given herself to Scottie had not his obsession driven him toward the inevitable discovery of the truth about Madeleine and Judy’s true identities. Like Hitch, Scottie is left sexually frustrated, despite his access to a beautiful woman.

It is worth noting that the woman whom Scottie victimizes is not someone he had reason to interact with. Lost in despair and suffering from a nervous breakdown, he plucks her off the street. She doesn’t even resemble the lover he lost. Judy is a tough-talking brunette; Madeleine, a delicate and mysterious blonde. There is something about Judy, though, that reminds him of his lost love, and so he worms his way into her life, pushing to be with her. When she acquiesces, that is not enough. He demands that she dress a certain way, style her hair a certain way, act a certain way, comport herself a certain way. His goal is to re-create his lost love. Judy goes so far as to beg for her emotional freedom:

**Judy:** Couldn’t you like me, just me the way I am? When we first started out, it was so good; w-we had fun. And . . . and then you started in on the clothes. Well, I’ll wear the darn clothes if you want me to, if, if you’ll just, just like me.

Scottie will have none of it. By this point, he is too far down his villainous path to turn away.

**Judy,** of course, *is* Madeleine, but Scottie doesn’t know this—and that makes his actions even worse. For all he knows, Judy is just an innocent who looks like the woman he lost. What does it tell us that Hitchcock chose not to hide the twist from the audience, instead revealing it to the viewer halfway through the film? He resolves the mystery of Judy’s resemblance to Madeleine before it has a chance to build steam, going so far as to detail the elaborate plot through which Scottie was deceived with nothing more than a simple voice-over. Why go
through the trouble of building up a mystery only to tear it down prematurely? Because, at its heart, *Vertigo* is not about a mystery or about a murder plot; it is about the obsession that propels Scottie. That’s what Hitchcock wants us to dwell in. Obsession. Obsession so deep that it drove a man to lose his mind with a kiss.

Yes, as in a fairy tale, the breaking point for Scottie is a kiss. *The Kiss*. We capitalize the Kiss for a reason. Aside from the kiss in *Notorious*, it is not only *the* kiss of Hitchcock’s canon; it is one of the most cinematic kisses in film history. Scottie and Judy are in a dingy hotel room. A green glow sweeps in from the florescent lights outside. Judy
exits the bathroom dressed in the garb Madeleine used to wear, and Scottie is swept away. This is it. This is her. This is the love he lost. Scottie takes her into his arms, having finally transformed Judy into the woman he loved, and as they kiss, the camera sweeps around them, presenting the hotel room they are in before the scene breaks apart, fading into the stables where Scottie and Madeleine first kissed and then fading back into the hotel. It would be one of the most romantic images in cinema if it weren’t built on a mountain of lies and manipulation. How utterly beautiful and uncomfortable to see Scottie so swept away that a sleazy hotel room becomes a luxurious stable occupied not by some rude street girl but the good, proper, beautiful girl he loves.

The beautiful image is rife with ugliness. Scottie has lost touch with reality, and the girl he is kissing is with him because he has emotionally manipulated her into being with him.

Scottie may have a moment of realization near the end, a chance to repent his actions and turn from the path he has gone down. In a burst of anger after realizing that he has been duped, he admits that he coerced Judy into being whom he wanted her to be. But take note of his rant. Scottie never takes responsibility for what he did.

He made you over, didn’t he? He made you over just like I made you over, only better. Not only the clothes and the hair, but the looks and the manner and the words. And those phony trances! And then what did he do? Did he train you? Did he rehearse you? Did he tell you exactly what to do and what to say? You were a very apt pupil, weren’t you? You were a very apt pupil!

He may be angry at himself. He may be angry at having been tricked. It is likely both, mingled with the deep hurt of having once again lost someone he loved (or thought he loved). Yet all he can express is blame. Others are responsible for what he has done, he seems to say. If there was a chance for him to redeem himself at the last moment, this is where he throws that chance away.

Even Alfred Hitchcock, it seems, wanted to give Scottie Ferguson one last chance to redeem his own actions, realize what he had done, and turn away from his dark path.

Scottie chose villainy.
HITCHCOCK AND SCOTTIE

Scottie is widely considered the character most representing Hitchcock’s deepest, darkest emotions of obsession, love, and fear. There’s no question about it: Scottie’s intense fixation on Madeleine and, later, Judy is profoundly indicative of Hitchcock’s own experiences with a number of his leading ladies. Hitch apparently suffered from great feelings of loss after one of his favorites, Grace Kelly, chose to marry a prince and give up her career as an actress. Kelly had represented everything he wanted in a woman and a leading lady, just as Madeleine represented everything Scottie wanted in a woman of his own. A direct correlation can be made between Hitchcock’s treatment of his lead actresses (most notably, Tippi Hedren) after Kelly retired and Scottie’s treatment of Judy after the apparent death of Madeleine. Hitchcock’s depiction of women through the remainder of his career continued down a dark trajectory. We can only imagine the despair that Scottie’s path would take after his loss of Judy.

NOTES
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If the dominant theme in Hitchcock’s work is fear of being wrongly accused—no other thematic element aside from murder itself rears its head more often than being “the wrong man”—then it stands to reason that many of Hitchcock’s leads will be viewed as villains by the supporting cast. This holds true. Time and again, the protagonists in his work are mistaken for things they are not.

Yet some protagonists offer a twist on that common Hitchcock trope, acting in such a way that even the audience is not altogether clear on the characters’ motivations or, at the very least, acting in such a way that the audience cannot offer them full sympathy. The protagonists’ actions may even be discomforting enough that they veer into fully villainous territory.

On the surface, this category may seem thin because Hitchcock’s protagonists were so often clearly innocent people accused of things they did not do. When Roger Thornhill (North by Northwest) or Barry Kane (Saboteur) go on the run, we know that these are good men caught up in something beyond their control. The category is more robust than it appears, however, because Hitchcock’s protagonists were often just as unsavory as his villains.

Hitchcock and moral ambiguity were no strangers. Marion Crane (Janet Leigh), the innocent victim of Psycho who was famously stabbed to death in the shower, was not innocent at all. Audiences often forget that the only reason she was at the Bates Motel in the first place was that she was fleeing from the authorities after stealing from her employ-
er. Judy/Madeleine is victimized by an overly obsessed Scottie in Vertigo, yet she was also victimizing Scottie by helping to make him a pawn in an elaborate charade. John Robie (Cary Grant), the charming love interest of Frances Stevens (Grace Kelly) in To Catch a Thief, is not merely a dashing leading man; he is also a reformed cat burglar who once preyed on wealthy innocents. In Dial M for Murder, that same Grace Kelly, playing Margot Wendice, was the victim of a murder plot by her husband, but hers was not a life of purity, either. After all, her husband’s villainous plans were prompted in part by her infidelity.

These are examples of character flaws that play relatively minor roles in their respective films. Sometimes, however, a protagonist’s near criminal flaws become the driving force of the plot, whether directly, through misdirection by the director, or both.

Take Johnnie from Hitchcock’s 1942 thriller Suspicion. Johnnie (Cary Grant) is a charming scoundrel and at times no more than a manipulative con artist, albeit one with a good heart. The film is rooted in misdirection by Hitchcock—the audience mistakenly believes that Johnnie is trying to kill his wife, Lina (Joan Fontaine)—but one can’t blame the audience for its suspicions. Time and again, we’re left to wonder about his motivations. Johnnie and Lina appear to rush into marriage. All appears well at first, but little things begin to plant the seeds of doubt in her. She notices tiny lies. Small inconsistencies. Johnnie’s background as a gambler does not help her (or our) trust in him. Worse still, he is a gambler in debt, selling off family heirlooms to pay off what he owes. Later, she discovers that he was fired from his job for embezzlement. Lina and the audience find themselves asking the same question: Who is this man, and why should we trust him?

Hitchcock won’t show us. In most of his films, Hitch lets the audience know that the protagonist is innocent; then, he runs the character through the ringer. In this case, we’re left in the dark. Johnnie, by all appearances, has something to hide. When he goes away for a business deal with his good but naïve friend Beaky (Nigel Bruce), returning only after Beaky is killed under mysterious circumstances, Lina and the audience both suspect that Johnnie can be only a fraud. Or worse, a murderer. As the tension mounts, we arrive at the famous shot of Johnnie carrying a glass of milk up a sweeping stairway to a resting Lina. By this point, we’re firmly convinced that he is a murderer and that Lina is next on his list, about to be a victim of poisoning.
But Johnnie is, of course, not a murderer. He is merely a childish man who has had trouble moving on from his by-the-seat-of-his-pants ways. His propensity to lie, however, erodes Lina’s trust in him and, in turn, the audience’s trust. His deeds are well intentioned (though not necessarily good), but because of his rampant dishonesty, they are villainous all the same.

Several years later, Cary Grant did another turn as a Hitchcock leading man who was less than virtuous, in Notorious, in which he played T. R. Devlin, a government agent hunting down a Nazi organization hiding in Brazil. Devlin is not a bad man. He couldn’t be. For 1946 audiences, a character working against the Nazis could be nothing but a hero. Yet he’s not a particularly good man, either. Though he loves Alicia Huberman (Ingrid Bergman), he pushes her into the bed of the film’s villain, Alexander Sebastian (Claude Rains). He knowingly manipulates her, understanding that the woman with whom he is having an affair will be sleeping with a Nazi conspirator. It’s a vile act, one that is wholly unsympathetic and one that saps the audience’s sympathy for Devlin. Even Alicia is unsure of where Devlin’s heart lies.

Alicia Huberman: This is a very strange love affair.
T. R. Devlin: Why?
Alicia Huberman: Maybe the fact that you don’t love me.

Throughout the film, Devlin displays a coldness that appears stark when set next to the warmth of the film’s villain. He scorns Huberman, a woman who, driven in part by turmoil in her life, fell into alcoholism. He repeatedly runs her down, pushing at her emotions, her self-confidence, her self-esteem. Devlin may be on the right side of the law, but his morals are murky at best.

Vertigo’s Scottie Ferguson is a more curious case. Most have probably always seen him as a good man who acts poorly. After all, Scottie was played by Jimmy Stewart, one of America’s most beloved actors, a man who is warm and friendly and, sure, opinionated but only ever in the purest of ways (Mr. Smith Goes to Washington, It’s a Wonderful Life).

Yet his character is not pure. Vertigo is Hitch’s treatise on obsession, a deeply personal film that depicts a man willing to practically enslave a young girl because he is consumed with desire. And enslavement is indeed close to what Scottie subjects Judy/Madeleine (Kim Novak) to,
taking control of her life and manipulating every aspect of who she is—her hair, her clothes, the way she speaks, the way she acts. Through her, he wants to re-create a lover who he thinks is dead, and he is willing to victimize an innocent woman to do so (or, at least, someone who he has every reason to believe is an innocent woman).

The themes that drove *Vertigo* reared their head again six years later in *Marnie* and in equally disturbing fashion.

In *Marnie*, Hitchcock’s underrated psychological thriller from 1964, the titular character (played by Tippi Hedren) is far from pure. Though deeply sympathetic—in an echo of 1945’s *Spellbound*, Marnie is having difficulty shaking free terrible demons from her past—she is also a remorseless thief who steals from those who bring her into their trust.

Marnie is plagued by phobias. Lightning, the color red, even sex and intimacy revert her to a childlike state. We feel bad about this, as well as for her treatment at the hands of her soon-to-be husband, but she’s still a thief. From the beginning, we see that she has robbed from others, including people who have been kind and generous to her. If we do not loathe her from the start, it is that there is a Robin Hood quality to her crimes. After each theft, she delivers money to her crippled mother (Louise Latham) in Baltimore. Marnie doesn’t appear to like her mother very much, arguing with the Bible-obsessed woman over men and independence from them, but she does it all the same. Marnie, it appears, has a good heart despite her rampant thievery. There is a degree of early misdirection here, of course. At first, Marnie is presented as a ruthless thief. Her vulnerable side is not immediately on display. But eventually it is. The director asks us to forgive her evil acts, and, even if only reluctantly, we do. She is a villainous protagonist, and we’re okay with that.

*Marnie*’s title character is not the film’s only nonvillain with villainous traits. More notably, Mark Rutland (Sean Connery), the man who loves Marnie and rescues her from a nomadic life of thievery, does so by blackmailing her into marrying him.

**Marnie** Edgar: You don’t love me. I’m just something you’ve caught! You think I’m some sort of animal you’ve trapped!

**Mark Rutland:** That’s right, you are. And I’ve caught something really wild this time, haven’t I? I’ve tracked you and caught you and by God I’m going to keep you.
And he does not stop there. Rutland then consummates their marriage in spite of her protests. This undisputable case of marital rape prompts a suicide attempt by his new wife. Despite this, despite his almost obsessive compulsion to reshape Marnie into the person he wants her to be, Rutland is presented as the film’s protagonist, a man who is in love trying to help a troubled woman and who sometimes crosses the line while doing it.

How is a man like Rutland not a villain? He blackmails, he rapes, he manipulates. He is as bad as many of Hitchcock’s overt villains. So why, then, does Hitchcock present this man as protagonist rather than antagonist?

Because, in Sir Alfred’s mind, Rutland is doing good. Hitchcock justifies the “pursuing of a good end by conventionally immoral means . . . as the outcome of powerful instinctive drives.”¹ If *Vertigo* was Hitchcock expressing an unconscious desire to control and manipulate a young woman to do his bidding, then *Marnie* is his subconscious attempt to justify eventually doing exactly that to Tippi Hedren. Rutland is his avatar, acting in a way that he (both Hitchcock and the character) feels is justified. Hitchcock was giving Hedren a career; Rutland was saving Marnie from a life of crime and insanity. Yet, in truth, their acts swim in deeply reprehensible waters.

Despite this muddy morality, characters such as Rutland, Scottie Ferguson, T. R. Devlin, and others are presented as, if not heroes, then at least people on the right side of the story’s larger morality. It is not easy to pigeonhole them as good or bad. Though common today, this approach was atypical in Hitchcock’s time. It is important to remember that while history views Alfred Hitchcock as an auteur, during his career he was seen as a populist director who made profitable, crowd-pleasing movies. The depth of the moral ambiguity that we see in Hitchcock’s characters was uncommon in popular films of the era. That he played with such themes is part of what has cemented his place in legend.

Even those films with what appear to be rock-solid, black-and-white morality have hints of grey. “In both versions of *The Man Who Knew Too Much* (1934/1956), for instance, the female protagonist knows that action on her part could result in harm to her kidnapped child, and hence—despite her seemingly justified self-image as a decent and gentle person—finds herself (almost) allowing a murder to proceed.”²
Was Hitchcock simply trying to manipulate the audiences in these instances, to bring us on a roller-coaster ride of good and evil, or is this Hitchcock subtly suggesting that the line between good and evil is blurrier than it appears? As we have already learned, many of his villains wear black hats laced with generous amounts of grey, Karl Anton Verloc and Alexander Sebastian being two key examples. So, too, do his heroes sometimes wear white hats splashed with grey. While manipulation was certainly on his mind—Sir Alfred was ever cognizant of how his directorial decisions would influence an audience—it seems clear that he wanted to depict the fuzzy lines between good and evil, too, especially the way in which appearances can be deceiving.

More so than many of his peers and likely prompted by decades of wrestling with his own internal demons, Hitchcock recognized that the most compelling dramas do not spring from simple good-versus-evil struggles but from the complexity inherent in all of us. His villains are layered and often sympathetic. So, too, are his heroes just as difficult to nail down with a simple “good” or “evil” tag. Just as Hitchcock villains reflect facets of the director’s character, so do Hitchcock heroes. He was a good man, a funny man, a man who treated his friends well and worked hard and praised his collaborators. At the most simple of levels, he bucked Hollywood trends by staying married to the same woman for more than fifty years. Yet he harbored a dark side. Controlling urges, ugly lusts, a sense of humor that veered into wickedness, and a selfishness not often seen by those outside his circle were all major aspects of his personality hidden from the public eye. So was Alfred Hitchcock a good man or a bad man?

There is no obvious answer, because people are not so easily categorized.

If Hitchcock’s heroes refused to wear white hats as ardently as his villains refused to wear black hats, the reason was that Hitchcock himself could not be easily pigeonholed, either.

NOTES
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ABOUT THE FILM

Madison Avenue advertising executive Roger O. Thornhill is mistaken for George Kaplan, a phony U.S. government agent created as a decoy as part of a plan to bring down a spy syndicate led by Phillip Vandamm. Vandamm’s men attempt to kill Thornhill, thinking that he is Kaplan, but instead they kill the innocent Lester Townsend. It appears that Thornhill is guilty of the crime, and so he goes on the run to find the real Kaplan and clear his name. Along the way, he meets Eve Kendall, Vandamm’s mistress. At first, it appears that she is to seduce Thornhill on Vandamm’s behalf as part of a plot to bring him in, but then we learn that Kendall is hiding a secret, too. She is actually working as a U.S. government agent. The pair stop in Chicago before making their way to Rapid City, South Dakota. There, a dramatic showdown ensues, literally on the faces of Mount Rushmore. Vandamm is captured; Thornhill’s name is cleared; and he and Kendall begin a romance.

**Villain:** Phillip Vandamm  
**Sex:** Male  
**Marital status:** Married  
**Occupation:** Leader of an international spy syndicate, art collector  
**Family:** None seen or mentioned  
**Residence:** Near Mount Rushmore, South Dakota
**Associates:** Eve Kendall, mistress; Leonard, right-hand man; Valerian and Licht, henchmen

**Preferred method of killing:** Forced drunken driving on a cliff-side road, attack by biplane, knife-wielding assassin

**Body count:** Zero (directly by his hands)

**Fate:** Arrested, sure to spend many years in prison for his crimes against the United States

---

**PHILLIP VANDAMM**

Consider for a moment the length of Phillip Vandamm’s (James Mason) grasp, and it becomes clear why he earns his place among Hitchcock’s legendary villains: On short notice, he could arrange to have a crop-duster biplane chase down a suspected government agent in a remote Indiana field. Think about that. How could anyone short of the president have the power to make such a thing happen? And why would anyone with such power make such a thing happen? Viewed on the whole, the entire situation is ridiculous, but it illustrates Vandamm’s power, a power whose reach extends further than that of any other Hitchcock villain. The closest in power among Hitch criminals would be Alexander Sebastian (Claude Rains) in Notorious, part of a circle of Nazi insiders, but even he falls short. Sebastian could command the respect of important people and plot to destroy entire nations, but even he couldn’t make a biplane appear over a remote field in the middle of nowhere on a moment’s notice.

Phillip Vandamm could.

Perhaps more than anything, this is what makes Vandamm something of an outlier in the roster of Hitchcock antagonists. Here is a man who, unlike the most notable of Hitchcock villains, is neither a psychotic barely in control of his most base urges nor a blackhearted criminal motivated solely by greed. This is a man of power. Of influence. Whatever it is he does when not smuggling secrets, it is lucrative, and it allows him to keep company with people in power. Like the aforementioned Sebastian or Sabotage’s Oskar Homolka, Vandamm appears to be motivated by politics (though what those politics are is not always clear). Unlike those antagonists, however, he can make things happen.
He has resources at his disposal, generous resources, and he is not afraid to use them.

Nor is he afraid to use people. Vandamm, you see, is a master manipulator. A manipulator of people, places, and things. The unbelievable series of events that push North by Northwest’s borderline incoherent plot forward was set into motion and guided by the distant hand of Vandamm. (North by Northwest was largely constructed from a series of unconnected scenes that Hitchcock wanted to stage; “I don’t even know who was in that airplane attacking Cary Grant,” the director once admitted.)¹ This is a man capable of moving mountains.

He is heartless, too. Eve Kendall (Eva Marie Saint) is his mistress, a beautiful, enchanting woman who would seem to have Vandamm wrapped around her fingers, yet he thinks nothing of using her sexual charms as just another tool in his arsenal. When trying to bring in the elusive Roger Thornhill (Cary Grant), who he believes is a government agent, he sends Kendall to seduce him. If the woman he supposedly loves has to give up her virtue so that he can gain something over his nemesis, so be it. He does not mind. People are just pawns to Vandamm, even those he would appear to care about. His coldness suggests a degree of emotional distance from his actions, but we get the sense that what we’re seeing here is much different from a mere figure without warmth. It’s not that he is an emotionless robot. It’s that he’s ruthless, viewing people as nothing more than pieces on a game board only he can see. His board, after all, is the largest game of the 1950s and 1960s: the shadowy theater of world espionage.

Still, throwing his beautiful mistress into the arms of the handsome Thornhill seems a nasty bit of business. Alexander Sebastian would not have considered it, to be sure, and Sebastian was wrapped up in the same sort of subterfuge. Yet if Sebastian is left vulnerable by love, almost pathetically so, Vandamm seems unmoved by it.

Perhaps Vandamm can so easily let his lover go, whereas Sebastian cannot, because by the time that North by Northwest was made, Hitchcock himself had changed. In Notorious, a charming, powerful villain loses a beautiful blonde to the irresistible sensuality of Cary Grant. Over a decade later, in North by Northwest, a charming, powerful villain would again lose a beautiful blonde to the irresistible sensuality of Cary Grant. But this time, the villain lost her willingly. Sebastian struggled to hold onto his love, losing her only when his mother’s power over
Philip Vandamm (James Mason) is unafraid to use anyone or anything as a pawn in his power plays, even his own mistress, Eve Kendall (Eva Marie Saint). MGM/Photofest

him proved stronger than his love. Vandamm coldly casts his love away, showing little sign that she meant anything to him. This shift comes during a period when women in Hitchcock films were being increasingly run through the ringer (Vertigo, Psycho, The Birds, Marnie), not merely objects of desire or adoration but targets of the fury of impotent men, the wrath of nature, and disturbed psyches. Something in Hitchcock had changed, it seems, and in turn, so did his villains’ treatment of women.
Or perhaps Vandamm so easily pushes his mistress into the arms of his enemy because, in reality, he’s gay. The idea is not as far-fetched as it seems on the surface. “Is he or isn’t he?” teasing was not unusual for Hitchcock. Similar to the homosexual subtext found in *Rope* and *Strangers on a Train*, there is an undercurrent of homosexuality in the relationship between Vandamm and Leonard (Martin Landau), Vandamm’s imposing, thuggish right-hand man. This is not merely the result of a critic’s fanciful imagination, either. The idea to bring these subtle layers to the character was Landau’s. “He realized he had very few lines, and in an effort to bring more depth to Leonard, he asked Hitchcock if he could play him as a gay man,” writes Laurent Bouzereau about Landau’s performance. “The director agreed, and indeed it seems that there is a special bond between Vandamm and Leonard. Perhaps Vandamm sees Leonard more as a son, but Leonard is clearly infatuated with his boss.”

As Landau told the *Telegraph*, “My logic was that he wanted to get rid of Eva Marie Saint with such a vengeance, so it made sense for him to be in love with his boss.” There may or may not be true romantic feelings going both directions in this relationship, but the hints are there. Notice Vandamm’s reaction when Leonard first suggests that Eve is not who she says she is: “You know what I think? I think you’re jealous. No, I mean it. I’m very touched.” Leonard is not just an assistant to Vandamm. These men share a bond.

So that, at least, might explain his seeming lack of concern that his mistress will bed another man. But, then, what is it that motivates him? If not power for its own sake—an alluring end, to be sure—what drives his actions?

The answer remains unclear, and that is what makes the character so intriguing. We just don’t know what he wants.

Whether it’s money, love (for men or women), power, or something else, we never know what truly motivates Vandamm. In fact, his motivation is irrelevant to the story that Hitchcock wants to tell, and, thus, his motivation is irrelevant to the audience as well. All we really need to know is that he is in the business of trading international secrets. But we have no idea who he is working with or for, what “side” he is on, where his loyalties lie, what he hopes to accomplish, and so on. It simply does not matter. What matters is that he is established as a man of great importance involved in issues of deep concern to the U.S. government.
Yes, that sounds very vague. It is very vague. And intentionally so. As is so often the case in Hitchcock's work, the MacGuffin of the story—in this case, microfilm hidden inside a statue—is of no concern to anyone outside the story, least of all the audience. “Everyone steals, creates and assumes double and false identities: thus the microfilm in the statue is itself empty, meaningless and fraudulent for Hitchcock, who hasn’t a care for what it contains,” writes Donald Spoto in The Art of Alfred Hitchcock.

At best, we can surmise that Vandamm is no friend of the U.S. government. The Professor (Leo G. Carroll) and his band of schemers working for what appears to be the CIA have created a fictional agent named George Kaplan. Their hope is to use “Kaplan” as a decoy to draw Vandamm out of hiding and prevent his group from trading international secrets (which are, again, vague and unspecified).

It works. Vandamm catches wind of “Kaplan,” mistakes Thornhill for him, and has his men apprehend the unwitting ad man.

Once Thornhill is in Vandamm’s custody, he shows that he is as charming as he is ruthless. Smart, handsome, and exuding an upscale air, he is refined in a way few other Hitchcock villains outside of Sebastian are. It’s easy to imagine him sipping champagne at the opera or dining on caviar on a yacht in the Mediterranean. Even Kendall later admits that she fell for him almost immediately, confiding in Thornhill, “I met Phillip Vandamm at a party one night and saw only his charm. I guess I had nothing to do that weekend, so I decided to fall in love.” (He was, of course, not so charming that she wasn’t willing to turn against him once the Professor alerted her to Vandamm’s true nature.)

He’s as ruthless as he is charming, but he’s also rather inept in his attempts at murder. For an evidently capable and powerful man, Vandamm’s choices on how to kill Thornhill are questionable at best and laughable at worst. After going to great trouble to have his henchmen Valerian and Licht (Adam Williams and Robert Ellenstein) kidnap Thornhill in Manhattan and transport him to an elaborate estate on Long Island, where Vandamm has assumed the identity of the estate’s true owner, Lester Townsend (Philip Ober), they take him to Townsend’s library. After some silly discussion, replete with fitting hints at role-playing and the absurdity of the situation—in North by Northwest, all the primary players are playing roles not just for the audience but also for one another—the villains decide to dispose of the man who they...
think is Kaplan. Instead of having his thugs quietly kill him and bury the body, Vandamm has them hold Thornhill down on a sofa while his right-hand man, Leonard, literally pours a bottle of bourbon down Thornhill’s throat. The plan is then to have the drunken Kaplan/Thornhill drive to his death in a stolen Mercedes-Benz. Naturally, this absurd plan fails, allowing Thornhill to go on the run.

Later, Vandamm arranges to have Kaplan/Thornhill taken down by the aforementioned biplane in a remote field in northwest Indiana. The entire plan is laughable on its face. Chase him down with a biplane? The idea makes no sense, especially since Thornhill could have easily been kidnapped and killed at any point after his arrival in Chicago. There simply was no need for the elaborate plan.

Forced drunk driving and crop-duster biplanes? These are your preferred modes of murder, Mr. Vandamm?

Utterly ludicrous, right? Well, yes, but that’s the charm of North by Northwest. It’s entirely silly. To analyze its details with any degree of seriousness is pointless. The purpose of this film is adventure and fun—nothing more, nothing less. “I practice absurdity quite religiously,” Hitchcock told François Truffaut in their discussion of North by Northwest. The film succeeds in spite of the absurdity. What matters is that it’s all astoundingly entertaining, including Vandamm. We know that he’s up to no good, but we like him anyway, even though he’s up against Cary Grant. It doesn’t really make sense that we like Vandamm as much as we do, either. In many ways, he lacks the bold personality quirks of the best Hitchcock villains. No chilling monologues, like Uncle Charlie’s (Shadow of a Doubt). No sense that he is a loose cannon waiting to go off, like Bruno Anthony (Strangers on a Train). No study in nervous, twitchy mental illness, like Norman Bates (Psycho). His one true quality is his charm. We like his demeanor; we like James Mason’s voice. We know, of course, that Thornhill will win in the end—how could he not when he’s played by Cary Grant?—but it never really matters because it’s an unserious film about serious people. It’s incredible that we like Vandamm as much as we do, given that we know none of his backstory. If he represents something, some kind of archetype or symbol, we’re not sure what it is. This is what makes him work. Hitchcock makes the right choice in keeping the details of Vandamm’s life and work so vague. It’s more fun to have Thornhill countered by a man we like but who we
probably wouldn’t like if we were to know more about him, especially if our suspicions about Vandamm’s true loyalties were shown to be true.

As he did in several of his pre–World War II films, Hitch allows the audience to fill in the details themselves as to how and why the villain is a villain. In the case of Vandamm, it’s never stated outright, but we suspect that he is in league with communists. It’s not difficult to imagine that Vandamm would have been involved in trading secrets with the Soviet Union; it’s what we take away from the film despite no strong evidence to back this up. This was 1959, after all, right at the peak of the Cold War. Because he’s presented as a shadowy but rich villain trading in secrets, it seems likely that Vandamm was working with or for the Soviets.

With this in mind, it’s better that we do not know the whole story. What good would it do for the viewer to know the whole truth, particularly the viewer of 1959? The fight against communist North Korea had already taken thousands of American lives. The Warsaw Pact was signed in 1955, and in 1956 Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchev shocked the world when he told the Western powers, “We will bury you.” Throughout the 1950s, the CIA waged secret wars in Third World nations, seeking to overthrow governments or stop them from being overthrown by communists.

It was not a time for great sympathy for those who worked against the West.

With this in mind, it becomes clear that American audiences would have hated Vandamm had he been revealed to be a Soviet sympathizer. His charm would have been lost, and we would not have the great interplay between Vandamm and Thornhill. Hitch may have gotten away with this approach in 1946’s *Notorious*, in which Sebastian was a Nazi sympathizer, but *Notorious* was carried by a love story that allowed us to feel sympathy for the villain. As noted, such is not the case here. Furthermore, even during the war, Americans were not as deeply fearful of Nazis as they would later be, of what was seen as a vast, hidden conspiracy against them. Nazis could be understood and defeated. Communism was more fearsome: dark, vague, hiding in plain sight. Best to not confirm that Vandamm was part of this unseen threat. This film needed Vandamm as the charming foil to Cary Grant’s Thornhill. Without it, much of the movie’s playful fun would be sapped away. It is a brilliant story choice by Hitchcock and screenwriter Ernest Lehman.
Figure 13.2. Vandamm is perhaps Alfred Hitchcock’s most elegant and powerful villain, foiled only because his adversary, Roger Thornhill, is played by the incomparable Cary Grant. MGM/Photofest

to leave Vandamm’s particulars out of it. We get to enjoy Vandamm, and best of all, we get to enjoy Thornhill and Vandamm together, as in the following exchange:

**Thornhill:** And what the devil is all this about? Why was I brought here?

**Vandamm:** Games? Must we?

**Thornhill:** Not that I mind a slight case of abduction now and then, but I have tickets for the theater this evening, to a show I was looking forward to and I get, well, kind of unreasonable about things like that.

**Vandamm:** With such expert play acting, you make this very room a theater.
North by Northwest is nothing without its brilliant screenplay by Lehman, perhaps the best of all the Hitchcock scripts. Grant and Mason are given terrific lines, and they shine with them, each actor in a signature role of his career. Mason’s unforgettable voice delivers a number of outstanding short speeches, especially when he is commenting on the roles that these rivals play for each other.

Has anyone ever told you that you overplay your various roles rather severely, Mr. Kaplan? First, you’re the outraged Madison Avenue man who claims he’s been mistaken for someone else. Then you play the fugitive from justice, supposedly trying to clear his name of a crime he knows he didn’t commit. And now, you play the peevish lover, stung by jealousy and betrayal. It seems to me you fellows could stand a little less training from the FBI and a little more from the Actors Studio.

One cannot read that without hearing James Mason’s voice. Just as Grant is unmistakably Roger Thornhill, Mason is unmistakably Phillip Vandamm. His tone, cadence, and delivery add charm to Lehman’s words.

All of this would be charm for its own sake, however, and charm without menace, if Vandamm wasn’t a man of power and influence. A man capable of summoning agents to his beck and call, calling planes down on our hero, and forcing our government into action.

So, yes, Vandamm can move mountains. The great mystery—and one better left unsolved—is why he bothers.

HITCHCOCK AND PHILLIP VANDAMM

Phillip Vandamm is not your typical Hitchcock villain—he’s neither a psychopath nor a monster—yet he’s undeniably Hitchcockian. Charming and sophisticated, he clearly enjoys the finer things in life, much as Hitchcock did. He’s also a master manipulator, unafraid of tapping into great resources and taking unconventional measures to achieve his goals, much as Hitch was never afraid to do unconventional things with his (or Hollywood’s) resources just to manipulate an audience. Vandamm may be an outlier among Hitchcock’s villains, but he’s one of Hitch’s most memorable bad guys because of how he is presented.
PHILLIP VANDAMM: NORTH BY NORTHWEST (1959)

Even in a film starring the incomparable Cary Grant, the character of Phillip Vandamm is allowed many of the best lines, along with the most beautiful homes, attractive wardrobes, and even a gorgeous blonde. Grant’s Thornhill is the winner, of course, but it’s Vandamm who lives the life Hitchcock desired.

NOTES

7. “Foreign News.”
Like most of those who are gifted with immense creativity, Alfred Hitchcock was a man layered with inner complexities that were often difficult to unravel, a man with personality quirks that would, to the average person, seem bizarre. Some might even call them inner demons.

And like many others who are gifted with creativity, those personality quirks often manifested themselves in the material he created. Whether in literature, music, painting, film, or any other creative endeavor, it is difficult for the creator to avoid revealing something of his or her self in one’s work. It’s often not even a conscious choice. For many creative people, it comes naturally. “They don’t know where the good stuff comes from. They just show up and do their thing.”¹ You create something, and a part of yourself is in the finished product. You can’t help it. It just happens.

Such was undoubtedly the case with Alfred Hitchcock’s works. As countless essays, articles, and books have pointed out, many of the dominant themes of his work are intensely personal. Obsession and transformation. Brooding, manipulative mothers. Voyeurism. Fear of authority figures. These things are inherent to Hitch’s very nature.

Interestingly, his psychological quirks would often manifest in the villains that appeared in his films rather than in the heroes. Their manipulative natures, their obsessions, their dark desires, their secret fetishes: time and again, these characters do things that are clearly indica-
tive of their creator. These traits are scattered over the course of several dozen films spanning many decades. On the surface, there appears to be no single common thread linking Hitchcock’s villains into a cohesive whole. They run the gamut from petty thugs to political dissidents to unhinged lunatics. Their motivations are equally diverse, ranging from lust to discontent with the government to pure greed.

But maybe there is something. A small link that brings these seemingly disparate villains together under a single, if rather loose, umbrella. They’re outsiders.

Outsiders in often dramatically different ways, yes, but outsiders all the same. Some are outsiders by choice. Karl Anton Verloc (Sabotage), Willi the U-boat captain (Lifeboat), the loathsome Fry (Saboteur), and others choose to be on the fringes of society or removed from those around them, in part to hide their deeds and in part because their ideology renders them outsiders. Others are outsiders because they simply do not fit in with the world around them, most often because of what appears to be mental illness. Men like Bruno Anthony may even desire to be part of society—he certainly has no fear of social interaction; he attends parties and takes train rides and goes to the carnival—but they can’t manage the trick. They’re too broken inside. Men like Bruno have “a remarkable capacity to shut off considerations of responsibility or morality from his thinking so totally that he can freely commit murder, rape, arson, extortion, and myriad other crimes.”

And then, of course, there are those who are outsiders by necessity. A man like Uncle Charlie or Norman Bates would put himself at great risk, after all, if he drew too much attention to himself.

So there is a tie that binds. Isolation.

Hitchcock himself likely felt isolated and had since childhood. Speaking of his youth, “the impression he gave in interviews is that he kept to himself.” He was “considered odd” by other youths, taunted by other children for his size, for what his father did for a living (he was a grocer), and for being withdrawn. “Surely Hitchcock, who throughout his life publicly poked fun at himself but privately was hurt by people’s gibes, sensed the scuttlebutt and withdrew into himself.” He became an outsider. If this seems to clash with his public persona, look closer. On the surface, he was the wry Brit with a dark sense of humor, confident and distant and willing to make himself the butt of a joke. But inside he was insecure, deeply concerned about his appearance and
weight and how people perceived him. Hints of this dual nature, this divide between public role and private reality, manifested itself in his films. After all, how often are Hitchcock’s characters merely playing roles themselves, faking personalities, motivations, intentions, demeanor? In *Secret Agent*, an ensemble cast play a game of “Who am I, really?” with one another. Uncle Charlie assumes the role of generous family man to hide his dark deeds. One of *North by Northwest*’s most memorable scenes, Roger Thornhill’s interrogation at the hands of Phillip Vandamm, is defined by how none of the characters truly are what they seem. The passengers aboard the train in *The Lady Vanishes* are in a constant state of “Let’s play pretend.” Even the humor of *The Trouble with Harry* is often laced with the little lies that we tell one another to protect who we are and how we really feel.

And that, we can surmise, is what Hitchcock’s affable public persona was all about. Protecting himself. His *true* self. He played a role for the public; his inner reality was much different from what we saw on the screen.

Even as an adult, his friends were few and fleeting. Often, his closest confidants outside of his wife, Alma, were his writing collaborators, with whom he would lunch every day while working on ideas for a film. Otherwise, he would spend long stretches in “gloomy semi-isolation,” especially later in life. Though he was known to enjoy entertaining a crowd even in his personal life—he was an excellent storyteller and reveled in educating his guests about the world’s best wines—his wicked sense of humor was famously brutal and notoriously obscene. Surely, this must have been off-putting to many potential friends and acquaintances. On one hand, Hitch seemed to revel in pushing people away with this brand of humor; yet, on the other, it seemed to pain him that he could not make connections with people. Even his few close friends and collaborators sensed a distance between him and themselves. “He never really had any close friends,” said Samuel Taylor, the screenwriter of *Vertigo*. “Suzanne [Taylor] and I knew him as well as anyone, but even here there was a rift, as there was with everyone who ever tried to befriend him.”

This sense of being an “other,” of being on the fringe of the very society he worked so hard to entertain, surely must have informed his work. His own inner wickedness points to a delight in dark, unsavory things; biographies tell tales of pranks that border on the malicious and
jokes that ventured well into cruel territory. No surprise, then, that he so often seemed to live vicariously through his villains.

One way that this is reflected is in the villains’ love for pushing boundaries. Hitch, of course, was famous for pushing boundaries. From censor-skirting kisses (Notorious) to suggestions of not-really-there nudity (Psycho) to thinly veiled homosexuality (Rope) and more, he toed the line in the manner of mischievous children testing how far they can go before the sharp hand of authority lands on their behind. Pure Hitchcock criminals do much the same, but unlike Hitch, they leave damage in their wake, whether in corpses or emptied bank accounts. This desire to push boundaries is typical of criminal psychology. “The criminal thirsts for excitement and a buildup at the expense of others. No matter what the laws, mores, and customs of a particular society are, he will violate them and leave a trail of injury behind.” The villains of Rope, Shadow of a Doubt, Strangers on a Train, and others are driven in part by thrills, by either a belief that they need not follow society’s rules or a delight in dancing over the line. Certainly, Hitchcock was no criminal—it is likely not far off the mark to suggest that he would admit that he was too frightened of the repercussions of criminal behavior to engage in it himself—but without question, he took some pleasure in fantasizing about such behavior. (Biographer Donald Spoto claims that Hitch enjoyed demonstrating at parties the proper way to strangle a woman, à la Bruno Anthony.) He lived vicariously through these villains.

Is there an origin to the behavior of his villains? After all, people are not created in a vacuum. We’re all a creation of our genes and our environment: a combination of nature and nurture and the decisions we make.

We can perhaps surmise that many of his villains suffered the same childhood demons that haunted Hitch throughout his life (e.g., overbearing parents, terror of authority, and a resulting urge to break rules). We know, for example, that Norman Bates and Alexander Sebastian withered under the heel of difficult mothers, while in the case of Bruno Anthony, he was twisted by a mother with mental illness. Might, then, the same not hold true for others? Perhaps Uncle Charlie’s disdain for women is driven in part by an unnamed mother figure in his past. It is possible that many of Hitchcock’s villains have an unspoken backstory
of this nature, one unimportant to the plot but one that Hitch, either consciously or subconsciously, had in mind when bringing them to life.

If this is the case, it would be an accurate reflection of real-life criminal origins. Many of the most brutal, deviant criminals can trace their roots to difficult parental figures, both real and imagined. Witness, for example, the ranting of Brent J. Brents, who in 2005 was arrested for a string of sexual assaults. In letters to the editor to local papers, he wrote, “It’s the control, the domination, the fear, the hurt, the power. It’s shameful, disgusting, perverted, brutal, hateful and senseless but bottom line is I am who I am. . . . I am my father, my mother, sick, evil, twisted, confused, angry, sad, lonely.” 8 Or Ed Gein, who was loosely the inspiration for Norman Bates, a murderer who lived under the shadow of a “stuck-up, holier-than-thou” mother who forbade him from having relationships and caused even his own brother to have “some serious questions about her hold over her younger son.” 9

We should make clear that there is no evidence that Hitchcock’s mother was the sort of brutal, overbearing woman who abused her children and created monsters out of them, nor do we have any reason to believe that she was that sort of woman. In fact, all evidence points to her being a pious, loving maternal figure. After all, she raised bright, successful children (he had an older brother, William, and an older sister, Eileen), not madmen or criminals, and her famous son took pains to care for her to the end of her days. Rather, what is important is Hitchcock’s perception of her. While “Hitchcock recalled that his mother used to ask him to stand at the foot of her bed every night and recount his daily activities,” a demand that can certainly appear overbearing, “it would be rash to consider this in a purely negative light.” 10 He undoubtedly loved his mother, taking time out of a hectic Hollywood schedule to see her, relocating her to a safer home during World War II, and possibly naming the warmest mother figure in his whole filmography, Shadow of a Doubt’s Emma Newton, after his own mother, Emma Hitchcock.

But his perception, at least, was one that involved some degree of control over his life. His memory of standing at the foot of her bed never left him. Indeed, he recounted the tale many times over the years. And it is worth noting that when Hitchcock had an opportunity to leave home in his teenage years, he promptly took it. To at least some
extent, he must have felt that he was living under her thumb. Her wel-
meaning, loving thumb but a thumb all the same.

Hitchcock did not like being controlled, and neither did his charac-
ters. Volumes have been written about this from the point of view of his
heroes—the defining theme of his body of work is loss of control, as
demonstrated by the repeated man-on-the-run motif, in which control
over the protagonist’s life is ripped away from him or her—but this
same fear of being controlled and confined runs through his villains as
well. Some suffer from the arrogance of youth, such as Rope’s Brandon
and Phillip balking at the notion of being confined by society’s rules.
Others want to break free of the shackles of political control, refusing to
live under a system they do not believe in. Still others, as we have
discussed extensively, have been shaken by the control of domineering
parental figures. In some ways, their later actions are a direct result of
lashing out against these overbearing parents.

There is also evident in Hitchcock’s villains a lust to have control, a
need to empower themselves over others, that drives them to dark
deeds. This desire to dominate others is not atypical in the criminal
mind. Individuals who are “awkward or ashamed” about who they are
may seek to “dominate and control” as a “way of overcoming this handi-
cap.”11 Criminal profilers speak of having to get themselves inside the
mind of a serial criminal, “to think as he thinks, to plan along with him,
to understand and feel his gratification in this one moment out of his
life in which his pent-up fantasies come true and he is finally in control,
completely able to manipulate and dominate another human being.”12
Is this not what Scottie Ferguson does to Judy/Madeleine in Vertigo?
Does Bruno Anthony not feel a sense of elation at having another’s life
in his hands? Does Frenzy’s Bob Rusk not seek climax, quite literally, in
having complete control over a woman? And these are just a few of
countless examples.

Hitchcock himself was both a good Catholic boy and a man with a
fascination for the macabre, a dichotomy that likely left him occasional-
ly unsettled (though that is mere speculation; it is just as likely that he
delighted in that dichotomy). But if he indulged in such morbid fanta-
sies, he did so only on film and for the entertainment of others. The
worst harm he did to others, if we dismiss the most tabloid-like stories
told by biographers such as Donald Spoto, was taking pranks too far
into the realm of humiliation and perhaps being too domineering on the set.

The latter may be where Hitchcock’s own propensity to take control of the lives of others is seen. Though Hitchcock’s view that actors should be treated like cattle is famously overstated—the statement “was simply part of his puckish and perverse humor”\textsuperscript{13}—there is little question that he was a man who knew what he wanted on the set and demanded that others work toward realizing his vision. He generally did not suffer actors laboring over their own interpretations of his characters. Montgomery Clift’s method acting approach in \textit{I Confess}, for example, frustrated him, and when Ingrid Bergman complained about how he was filming \textit{Under Capricorn}, he exclaimed, “Ingrid, it’s only a movie!” When it came to dealing with actors, he said, “I can’t stand arguments.”\textsuperscript{14} It was his way or the highway. The set was, in many ways, the one place where he had total control.

And he reveled in that.

Ultimately, though, there is a great divide between Hitchcock and his villains, one that cannot be ignored: Alfred Hitchcock was, in spite of whatever flaws or personality quirks he possessed, a good man. Whatever morbid fascination he had with humanity’s darker leanings was channeled safely into his art, and in his private life, he was very quietly a generous, unselfish man. It is well known that he lent his talent to the war effort when he made two World War II propaganda films: \textit{Bon Voyage} (1944) and \textit{Aventure malgache} (1944). He also contributed toward the construction of a new chapel at his alma mater, St. Ignatius College. “Less reported is the fact that several times the Hitchcocks were benefactors of new chapels and churches scattered around California.”\textsuperscript{15} Over the years, he also donated generous amounts of time and money to cancer-related charities. Most important, he did so without drawing attention to himself for doing it. No photo-ops for Sir Alfred; these were personal acts, not deeds done for publicity. Furthermore, despite the salacious stories peddled in recent years, he generally treated his collaborators well and rarely failed to praise the efforts of those he worked with. Despite being such a titanic personality, he never hesitated to praise a screenwriter, composer, or actor and credit their roles in making the finished product something special.

Like his villains, Hitchcock was undoubtedly an outsider, a man with a personality easy to pigeonhole on the surface but, in reality, difficult
to unravel. In trying to understand him, finding some sort of singular “truth” is nigh impossible. His villains and their layered psychology offer us a window into aspects of what made him tick, but Hitch was not an artificial construct. He was a complicated man. The most that we can hope for is to gain a slightly better understanding of his nature, especially the darker side of it, by better understanding the common themes that define his villains. These villains are, for the most part, a grand “what if?” What if—instead of being a creative genius with a good, if sometimes troubled, heart—Alfred Hitchcock were an evil man willing to follow his basest urges to get what he wanted?

Thankfully, for generations of film lovers, we’ll never truly know the answer.

NOTES

ABOUT THE FILM

Marion Crane meets her boyfriend Sam Loomis, a recently divorced man suffering from the pressure of alimony debt, for lunchtime trysts at a seedy hotel in Phoenix. They want to marry, but a lack of money prevents it. In a moment of weakness, Marion steals $40,000 from her employer’s client and makes a run toward Sam’s home in California. Caught in a nasty rainstorm during the trip, Marion finds herself at the remote Bates Motel. The proprietor of the motel, the young Norman Bates, greets her and sets her up with a room for the night. Hungry after her travels, they share a meal and intimate conversation in his motel office parlor. He tells her that he cares for his invalid mother. The conversation is cathartic. Marion vows to herself to return the money, and she retires to her room for the night. There, she takes a shower, symbolically cleansing herself of sin.

But while she bathes, a figure appears behind the shower curtain, that of a female. The woman—apparently Norman’s mother, Mrs. Bates—viciously stabs Marion to death. Shortly after, Norman appears in the room and discovers his mother’s crime. He cleans up and hides all the evidence by disposing of Marion’s car in a nearby swamp, unknowingly disposing of the stolen money in the process.

When Marion doesn’t return to Phoenix, an insurance detective, Arbogast, traces her route, ending up at the Bates Motel. He also meets his death at the hands of Mrs. Bates. Loomis and Marion’s sister Lila
then find their way to the motel as well. There, Lila narrowly avoids
death at the hands of Bates, and the truth is discovered: There is no
Mrs. Bates. Norman had murdered her ten years prior and, in his guilt,
preserved her corpse. Since then, he has assumed her identity. It was
Norman who had killed Marion and Arbogast but under the influence
of his mother, who has taken an active presence in his mind.

Villain: Norman Bates
Sex: Male
Marital status: Single
Occupation: Motel owner/operator
Family: Mrs. Bates, his mother
Residence: Near Fairvale, California
Associates: Norman has no apparent associates other than his invalid
mother
Preferred method of killing: Stabbing
Body count: At least four, possibly more
Fate: Confinement in asylum for the mentally ill

NORMAN BATES

* A boy’s best friend is his mother. —Norman Bates, Psycho *

Such simple words should not be so ominous. They should not send a
chill to your bones. But from the mouth of Norman Bates (Anthony
Perkins), they are the most ominous words of all. With these words, he
is telling the audience and Marion Crane alike that he is a little . . . off.

Norman Bates is, of course, Alfred Hitchcock’s best-known villain,
an icon of cinema who so enthralled audiences that the film sparked
several sequels and television series and established Bates as one of the
great characters of film history. Like other great screen psychos—Han-
nibal Lecter (*Silence of the Lambs*), John Doe (*Se7en*), television’s Dex-
ter Morgan (*Dexter*), and so on—Bates mixes charisma with crazy, giv-
ing audiences someone they just can’t turn away from. We’re drawn to
these killers as much as we’re disgusted by them. Sometimes, much to
our own discomfort, we’re drawn to them more than we’re repulsed by
them. Each has his own special calling card, a personality quirk that
defines him. Lecter’s seductive intelligence. Doe’s chilly emotional dis-
Norman Bates: *Psycho* (1960)

Morgan’s uncanny ability to elude discovery. And Bates, well, Bates has a decidedly Hitchcockian personality trait in that he is manipulated by a controlling mother, even from beyond the grave.

This, more than any single aspect of Bates’s character, is what defines him. After all, in the world of *Psycho*, Bates is equal parts Norman and Mrs. Bates.

To better understand that, we must peel back the layers of Bates’s mind.

We rarely get to explore the origins of the evil seen in Sir Alfred’s films. Hitch is generally not concerned with beginnings. It’s enough to know that these are bad men who do terrible things. While we can put together pieces of the puzzle behind what makes, for example, Bruno Anthony (*Strangers on a Train*) tick, ultimately, his broken mother and burdensome father don’t matter to the story. All that matters is what Anthony does. With Bates, however, the source of his twisted nature is vital to the story. It is the structure upon which the entire story is draped.

It all starts with his “best friend.”

Norma Bates was not a good woman. Overbearing, controlling, oppressive—from his earliest years, she was a black cloud over Norman’s life. If Bruno Anthony’s mother was too permissive, indulging her son’s quirky ways and ignoring his dark leanings, Mrs. Bates was the opposite. She controlled what he did and who he saw, most especially when it came to women. This would ultimately push Norman Bates over the edge. The sheltered Bates had fallen in love with a woman, but his mother would not allow it. She forbade Norman to see her. So son kills mother, then, wracked with guilt over what he had done, preserves the body. The murder sends Norman, already deranged, on a spiral toward full-blown insanity. He obsesses over his mother, imagining that she is still there watching over his every move. Soon, she becomes part of his very essence. He hears her in his head. Lives as if she is still alive. Sometimes, he even assumes the role of Mrs. Bates, dressing in her clothes and existing as Mrs. Bates. Occasionally, he is part mother, part Norman; but never is he simply Norman, for “mother” now dominates over all.

Hitchcock had explored deep psychological themes before, most notably in *Spellbound* (1945), but never had he given audiences a character like Bates.
Figure 15.1. Of all Alfred Hitchcock’s villains, none suffered more internal torment than Norman Bates (Anthony Perkins). Paramount Pictures/Photofest

Bates was not, of course, pure invention on Hitchcock’s part. Hitch encountered Bates and his story in the book *Psycho*, by Robert Bloch, which itself was loosely inspired by the case of Ed Gein, an American murderer who lived under the thumb of an oppressive mother. We say “loosely” because according to Bloch, he did not know Gein’s story before writing the book. He knew there was a famous murderer who had lived not too far from him—the Gein case made news a few years
before Bloch wrote the book—but that was it. He simply took the idea of a serial killer hiding behind a façade of normalcy as his inspiration.

Yet the parallels between the real-world Gein and the fictional Bates are remarkable. Gein’s mother, Augusta Gein, passionately hated her husband and people in general, especially strangers. She moved her family to the remote town of Plainfield, Wisconsin, so they could be “isolated from any evil influences that could disrupt her family. The closest neighbors were almost a quarter of a mile away.”¹ With a mother hell-bent on protecting him from women whom she saw as “tainted, fallen creatures,” Gein was “cut off from all social contacts” and “retreating farther and farther into a private world of fantasy.”² Bloch would, without realizing it, create a character very much like this real-life psycho—and the fact that it had sprung from his imagination disturbed him. “In inventing my character I had come very close to the actual persona of Ed Gein. It horrified me how I could think of such things. As a result, I spent the next two years shaving with my eyes shut.”³

Gein and Bates—both mother-obsessed murderers who preyed on young women. No wonder the character struck a chord with the Master of Suspense.

Bates’s instability began with being controlled in his youth, a common thread among Hitchcock villains. His mother prevented him from forming relationships in life—a key motivation why he murdered her—and she continued to do so in death. When the young Marion Crane (Janet Leigh) arrives at his hotel, he is at first glad to see her, so much so that he does not notice her nervousness. She is an attractive woman; he is an attractive man; and they seem to hit it off well. But something is not quite right with him. Bates’s dinner with Crane makes clear that something is eating him from the inside. He fidgets and gesticulates; he is a man clearly battling personal demons. His mother, wedged deep inside his psyche, is growing discontent. This young woman is an intruder. An invader. She does not belong here.

No pretty young woman will stand between a mother and her son.

And so Crane’s fate is sealed. She is cut down in one of cinema’s most shocking, memorable murders.

Mother would have wanted it that way.

Whether Hitch knew it is unclear, but Bates’s difficulty with a cruel, overbearing mother is a common thread among serial killers. Gary
Leon Ridgeway, the so-called Green River Killer convicted of forty-nine murders, had a mother who was “highly domineering over the sons and her husband,” and Ridgeway’s first wife said that their marriage failed “because his mother dominated him.” Henry Lee Lucas’s first murder was his mother; he would go on to kill at least ten more and possibly more than one hundred. Edmund Kemper saved matricide for last; the final of his ten victims was his own mother. South Dakota’s notorious Jerry Brudos, known as the Shoe Fetish Slayer, was severely punished by his mother for having wet dreams and, when he was a young boy, for having a shoe fetish. He would end up taking murder home with him. “One suspects that it was no coincidence that Jerry’s mother was just a few feet away on the next floor upstairs when he killed his first victim. Here he was, under the nose of the woman who had punished him for bringing back a pair of old shoes from a garbage dump when he was five, now hacking those shoes off the legs of real women, with their feet still inside.”

It’s worth noting that most of these cases came to light after Bloch and Hitchcock’s work with Bates, not before. Who is the tail, and who is the dog? Similar themes are embedded in Bates’s story as well. He is crippled by his stunted development and dependent on his deceased mother. He is all but an eight-year-old child in an adult’s body, clinging to the memory of the one woman who gave his life stability and unable to stop himself from acting out in the worst way possible. This is a dark, ugly look into a broken mind. There is bleakness on display here, as if Bates and the people around him are a grand, cynical commentary on human nature. While Shadow of a Doubt’s Uncle Charlie talked about the vileness of humanity, in Psycho we see it on display, especially in Bates (though certainly not limited to him, as Crane herself is a criminal). Brutal murders. Theft. Oedipal longings. Split personalities. Evil hiding behind an unassuming, normal face. It was daring stuff for Hitchcock to tackle during a still very conservative era. Indeed, Bates “represented Hitchcock’s most innovative and daring statement about the dark side of American culture to date.”

Bates’s layers of persona suggest more than mere insanity. They speak to Hitchcock’s oft-repeated theme of the dual nature of people. Of hidden corners of our minds and souls where darkness rules the day. Uncle Charlie (Shadow of a Doubt) smiles and enjoys time with his
family, but behind the smile is a cold-blooded killer. *Vertigo*’s female lead shifts back and forth between Madeleine and Judy until neither the audience nor Scottie Ferguson knows which is the real woman. *Spellbound*’s Dr. Anthony Edwardes isn’t really Edwardes at all; he is the deeply disturbed John Ballantyne. And so on. None, however, are as impossible to unravel as Bates. He is a good boy, loyal to his mother. He is a twisted boy who kills. He is chaste and innocent. He is brimming with lust and a desire for companionship. He loves his mother. He loathes his mother. He is his mother.

It is important to point out that the Norman Bates on film is a distinctly different character from the novel version upon which *Psycho* is based. Screenwriter Joseph Stefano explains his adaptation:

Norman Bates is actually a middle-aged man, a reprobate, drinks, overweight, wears big thick glasses, peeps through holes. I thought he was incredibly unsympathetic. I didn’t like him. So, when Marion gets killed, I’m then expected to switch my empathy toward this man and I couldn’t do it with the character as he was written. So, I perceived a young man, vulnerable, good looking, kind of sad, makes you feel sorry for him. And Hitchcock said, “What would you think of Tony Perkins?” And, of course, that was practically what I had described.7

Stefano is right. Bates is much more compelling and appealing as a sympathetic character. If an unsympathetic Bates had killed Marion roughly a third of the way into the picture, the audience would be lost. Who would filmgoers care about from there? The answer is Bates. We cannot help ourselves from feeling for him, despite knowing something’s wrong with him.

And Perkins is perfectly cast as Bates. Handsome and boyish with a sheepish charm, Perkins brings a sense of compassion to a character who could easily have been portrayed as just a monster. Yes, Bates is a monster, but he also has a sensitive side. A perceptive side. Consider the following conversation:

**Norman Bates:** What are you running away from?
**Marion Crane:** Why do you ask that?
**Bates:** No reason. No one really runs away from anything. It’s like a private trap that holds us in like a prison. You know what I think? I think that we’re all in our private traps, clamped in them, and none
of us can ever get out. We scratch and we claw, but only at the air, only at each other, and for all of it, we never budge an inch.

**Crane:** Sometimes . . . we deliberately step into those traps.

**Bates:** I was born into mine. I don’t mind it anymore.

**Crane:** Oh, but you should. You should mind it.

**Bates:** Oh, I do . . .

*[Laughs]*

**Bates:** But I say I don’t.

This often overlooked dialogue is important because it tells us that Bates is aware of his mental situation, even if he’s powerless or unwilling to overcome it. He also sees something in Marion that he can identify with, something he empathizes with. He’s sensitive and caring. He opens up to her, sharing his thoughts. In their short time together, they form a bond. He tells her intimate things about his life, and she does the same. They are not honest about who they are or even able to be honest, but they begin to care for each other. “She cares about Norman,” writes Roger Ebert. “She is also moved to rethink her own actions. And he is touched. So touched, he feels threatened by his feelings. And that is why he must kill her.” Mrs. Bates is much too big a part of his personality to allow him to be comfortable with Marion Crane.

His split personality is all the more intriguing because it makes him both appealing to watch and a menace to the film’s protagonists. The juxtaposition of his good and bad personality traits drive our sympathy for him as well as our fear of him. “Norman’s psyche is divided in two, making him both a charming, vulnerable young man, and that young man’s own dangerous and destructive protector,” writes philosophic scholar Philip Tallon. It is yet another example of the duality of people depicted so often in Hitchcock’s films. To Hitchcock, never are characters more interesting than when they have competing character traits. It is all a part of Hitch’s method of controlling his audience, playing with their emotions as if he were a musician playing his instrument.

And *Psycho* is Hitchcock’s greatest triumph in audience manipulation. The entirety of the film is built around Hitch’s desire to control the viewer’s emotions. The opening sequences with Marion and Sam, along with her theft and flight, are intentionally strung out to build the viewer’s interest in Marion’s story only to abruptly kill her off. Her tale is a red herring, just another move from Hitchcock to set up shock.
Figure 15.2. Norman Bates is so disconnected from his split personality that he finds himself horrified by a crime committed by his own hand, thinking that his deceased mother has done the deed. Paramount Pictures/Photofest

“That was deliberate, you see, to detract the viewers’ attention in order to heighten the murder,” explained the Master of Suspense.

Hitch continues his machinations over the audience even after Marion’s brutal slaying. He needs to build up trust in Norman, so he has him methodically clean up the scene after he has “discovered” what his mother has done. “The viewer becomes attached to Perkins because of the care with which he wipes away all the traces of his crime scene,” notes François Truffaut. “It’s tantamount to admiring someone for a job
well done.”  

It’s more than that, though. On first viewing, we feel for Bates, as we think he’s discovered a horrific crime, but out of love and fear, he acts to protect his mother’s innocence. On repeat viewings, we feel for Bates because we know that the madness is all inside his head and his mother bears some responsibility for it. Either way, we are somewhat sympathetic.

Bates is, in fact, the focal point of Hitch’s manipulation of us. Never is it simply that we like him, sympathize with him, or loathe him and his crimes. “Just as we have conflicting feelings about Marion (so sympathetic a creature, with her lunchtime trysts and scrubbed innocence), so we have divided, split feelings about Norman,” writes Donald Spoto. “He does such a first-rate cleanup of Mother’s messy murder, doesn’t he, and with him we’re ever so relieved when Marion’s car, which has momentarily stuck in the swamp, finally sinks with a septic gurgle. All of Psycho in fact becomes a series of our own schizoid feelings, our wanting to see and our wanting not to see.” Hitch delights in filling our minds with conflicting emotions. “I feel it’s tremendously satisfying for us to be able to use the cinematic art to achieve something of a mass emotion,” explains Hitchcock.

Where psychopathic villains such as Uncle Charlie and Bruno Anthony are appealing because of their charisma and intelligence, Norman Bates is much simpler. He can be charming at times, yes, but his allure comes from his boyish looks and genuine vulnerability. “Perkins shows us there is something fundamentally wrong with Norman,” says Ebert, “and yet he has a young man’s likability, jamming his hands into his jeans pockets, skipping onto the porch, grinning. Only when the conversation grows personal does he stammer and evade.” Even then, when Bates struggles with his answers to personal questions, particularly from private investigator Arbogast (Martin Balsam), his innocence is still plausible. We know that something is wrong with Bates, but we do not know that he is responsible for Marion Crane’s death. From what Bates tells us and what Hitchcock shows us, we believe that Mrs. Bates is responsible for her murder, at least on first viewing.

Norman Bates is the reason that Psycho holds up to repeated viewings. Even on multiple viewings, we accept Mrs. Bates as the reason for Marion’s death because she shares in the responsibility. Yes, he killed his mother, but we know what she did to Norman. It was her upbrin-
ing of him and her failure to properly nurture him that led to his psychopathic behavior.

Bates’s avocation of taxidermy and his predilection for birds foreshadow much of what we see from him. We see early on that he has many stuffed birds, most of them large. It’s a creepy hobby, especially the way that Hitch presents it, and it tells us a lot about Bates. “Obviously Perkins is interested in taxidermy since he’d filled his own mother with sawdust,” said Hitchcock to Truffaut. “But the owl, for instance, has another connotation. Owls belong to the night world; they are watchers, and this appeals to Perkins’ masochism. He knows the birds and he knows that they’re watching him all the time. He can see his own guilt reflected in their knowing eyes.” Birds in life and in death symbolize all that is both right and wrong with the world, especially Norman Bates’s world.

Hitchcock plays the “birds as objects of affection and murder” metaphor to the hilt. “He likes to stuff birds, and the last bird to be stuffed (clearly a vulgarism for sex, for which Marion’s murder is a demented substitute) is a (Marion) Crane from Phoenix—the mythic bird that rises from its own ashes, as does Mother Bates,” observes Donald Spoto. It’s a brilliant example of symbolism in a film replete with symbols.

Hitchcock—perhaps not confident enough in his audience or perhaps just taken with a subject matter he hadn’t tackled since Spellbound—opts to finish the film with an overt, detailed explanation of Bates’s psychosis. Classic though it is, this decision is the film’s greatest weakness. We don’t need it to understand who Bates is. “If I were bold enough to reedit Hitchcock’s film,” Ebert says, “I would include only the doctor’s first explanation of Norman’s dual personality: ‘Norman Bates no longer exists. He only half existed to begin with. And now, the other half has taken over, probably for all time.’”

And we know this. It is, of course, the core of what makes Psycho and Norman Bates tick. Norman Bates is a lonely motel operator on a forgotten road in the middle of Nowhere, California, and the greatest villain of all—his mother—lurks not in the shadows but inside Norman’s head.

Is there anything more chilling?
CHAPTER 15

HITCHCOCK AND NORMAN BATES

Hitchcock continues to take his villains down an ever-darkening path with Norman Bates, arguably the most violent character in his entire filmography. Bates seems at first to care about Marion Crane and shows a sensitive side of his personality upon his initial interaction with her, but it’s all for Hitchcock to set us up with the most shocking scene of his career: the infamous shower scene. Hitch wanted to thrill and distress film audiences with this murder, a scene that was the culmination of a life spent delighting in shocking others, whether through crude humor or socially inappropriate topics of conversation. But Bates was more than just a character who existed to shock. He was plucked from the deepest recesses of Hitchcock’s own psyche, a villain likeable on the surface and yet plagued by disturbing personal demons. The demon that loomed largest of all was his controlling, overbearing mother, a thematic shadow that is cast across all of Sir Alfred’s career. With Bates, Hitchcock finally takes the step that he had only toyed with previously—laying the full blame for a man’s inner turmoil at the feet of the man’s mother.
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Hitchcock’s villains were not all of one stripe; they came with a variety of personalities, dispositions, and peculiarities. In this work, we have examined his most memorable and important villains in detail, but we would be remiss if we failed to take a look at some of the other villains that contribute to the greatness of the Hitchcock canon. Despite the many differences that set them apart from one another, taken as a whole they tend to fall into one of two categories: cruel women and opportunistic men.

**CRUEL WOMEN**

Female antagonists in Hitchcock’s movies rarely took center stage, but when they did, they were cruel women indeed. Sir Alfred’s controlling mothers receive the lion’s share of attention, but it was not just cruel maternal figures who veered toward ill deeds. Many of the worst women in his filmography practiced their villainy outside the realm of motherhood, women who were unnecessarily cruel and vindictive, unable to see that how they treated others was despicable. The key to their villainy? Manipulative selfishness.

Mrs. Danvers (Judith Anderson) of *Rebecca* (1940) is the most well-known of these women. Unable to accept that the man of the house, Maxim de Winter (Laurence Olivier), has taken a new bride (Joan Fon-
taine), Mrs. Danvers is driven to malicious behavior. To her, the beautiful second Mrs. de Winter—she is never given a first name in the picture—represents a threat. Not a threat to Mrs. Danvers, mind you, but rather a threat to Maxim’s first wife, the now deceased Rebecca. Rebecca had died under mysterious circumstances. Late in the film, we learn that Maxim had discovered she was cheating on him and that, at the time of her death, they had no more than a marriage of convenience. In truth, the de Winters hated each other. While Maxim did not love his deceased wife, Mrs. Danvers revered her, so she plays games with the new Mrs. de Winter to make her feel unwelcome, making it clear that she can never replace Rebecca.

The cruelest joke (if Mrs. Danvers’s taunting can be called a joke) occurs when the second Mrs. de Winter has the idea to throw a masquerade party, a tradition that Maxim and Rebecca had upheld. Mrs. Danvers convinces the new Mrs. de Winter to wear the dress of Caroline de Winter, a family ancestor. The young bride accepts the advice, thinking that it will put her in the good graces of both Maxim and Mrs. Danvers. The plan backfires when Maxim sees her, for Rebecca had dressed this way for a previous party. Maxim is angry, and his new bride is embarrassed. Shaken by the ill-given advice and its fallout, she confronts Mrs. Danvers, wondering why anyone could be so cruel. “You tried to take her place,” Mrs. Danvers responds. “You let him marry you. I’ve seen his face—his eyes. They’re the same as those first weeks after she died. I used to listen to him, walking up and down, up and down, all night long, night after night, thinking of her, suffering torture because he lost her!”

But it’s all a lie. Maxim didn’t feel that way about Rebecca, as we later learn; Mrs. Danvers did. Why does she do these nasty things? Why does she treat an innocent woman this way? She does these things because, like many Hitchcock villains, she’s selfish. Her own pain, her own sense of loss, is all that is important to her. If taking her pain out on an innocent young woman will be cathartic to her—and doing it in ways that are psychologically unsettling—so be it.

Hitchcock underscores this by the way that he films Mrs. Danvers. In a subtle but powerful directorial choice, we never actually see her walking. She simply appears alongside the new Mrs. de Winter, seemingly gliding into place. Mrs. Danvers is a chilling character to begin with, and presenting her in this way makes her positively creepy.
A picture from Hitchcock’s British era, 1928’s *Easy Virtue*, features a strikingly similar villainous woman. In this film, the mother character, Mrs. Whittaker (Violet Farebrother), does not approve of her son’s new wife, Larita Filton (Isabel Jeans), and attempts to drive her from her home. In showing her displeasure, Mrs. Whittaker spies and pushes and prods. She turns her entire family against Larita in an attempt to separate her son and his wife. She encapsulates everything that some critics have said makes up the prototypical Hitchcock mother.

Mrs. Hillcrist (Helen Haye) is the female villain of *The Skin Game* (1931), another woman whose selfish motives lie at the heart of her wicked deeds. The Hillcrists are a well-to-do family who seemingly care about those less fortunate. When Mr. Hornblower (Edmund Gwenn) purchases a tract of land adjacent to the Hillcrist estate, he promises to allow a tenant family living on the property to remain there as long as it desires. That is fine by the Hillcrists, but when Hornblower reneges on his promise and later purchases additional land surrounding them, they decide something must be done. It’s no longer about doing right by their neighbors. For the Hillcrists, it is about exacting revenge. Soon, Mrs. Hillcrist learns that Hornblower’s daughter, Chloe (Phyllis Konstam), had once been a prostitute, and she uses this information to blackmail the Hornblowers.

Again, we have to wonder why someone would do such a thing to an innocent woman. Prostitution was and is illegal, but it wasn’t Chloe toward whom the Hillcrists had reason to show anger, and Chloe herself had since moved on from her sordid past. It’s solely Mr. Hornblower who causes angst for the Hillcrists, yet Mrs. Hillcrist thinks nothing of exploiting Chloe in the course of trying to get at the Hornblowers. On the surface, it appears that the Hillcrists are doing good by sticking up for their neighbors, but there is no nobility in doing it at the expense of a young woman’s name. Chloe becomes nothing more than a pawn in a larger game, and in the course of the game, the pawn’s reputation is ruined.

Mrs. Maddalena Anna Paradine (Alida Valli) of *The Paradine Case* (1947) is a more traditional villainous woman. She stands accused of poisoning her blind husband, Colonel Paradine. She hires Anthony Keane (Gregory Peck) to defend her from these charges and promptly casts a spell on him during the pretrial period. He falls for her charms despite his happy marriage to wife Gay (Ann Todd). He is quickly
blinded to her potential guilt. The only other viable suspect in Colonel Paradine’s murder is Andre LaTour (Louis Jourdan), Paradine’s longtime valet. When LaTour is called as a defense witness, he confesses that he had been having an affair with Mrs. Paradine. The valet commits suicide, and upon hearing the news, Mrs. Paradine breaks down and confesses to poisoning her husband so that she could be with LaTour.

This is a beautiful, awful woman. She allows Keane to fall for her, hoping that it will motivate his defense, but in truth, she cares nothing for him. When LaTour kills himself, leaving her alone, she blames not herself but Keane. “I have nothing more to say to you, Mr. Keane. I loved Andre LaTour . . . and you murdered him. My life is finished; it is you yourself who have finished it. My only comfort is the hatred and contempt I feel for you!”

Incredibly hurtful and selfish words to a man who had tried to defend her, but they come as no surprise from a woman willing to manipulate and murder.

Even minor female figures in Hitchcock’s filmography could be prone to great cruelty. Charlotte Inwood (Marlene Dietrich) is not the key villain in Stage Fright (1950)—that honor belongs to Jonathan Cooper (Richard Todd)—but she is memorable nonetheless as a famous actress/singer whose husband is murdered. The film’s unreliable narrator has us initially believing she is guilty of the crime when, in fact, she is innocent. Sort of. She may not have done the deed herself, but she certainly caused it to happen. “She diligently uses all the men around her to get exactly what she wants,” writes Laurent Bouzereau, and in this case what she wanted was to have her husband killed. She manipulates the men in her life, one and all, going so far as to set up her lover Cooper to commit murder for her.

These women may not be the rope- and knife-wielding criminals that we tend to see among Hitchcock’s males, but they’re all deeply selfish and manipulative in their villainy. In that respect, they’re not very far removed from antagonists such as Uncle Charlie, Bruno Anthony, and Scottie Ferguson.
OPPORTUNISTIC MEN

If Hitchcock’s female antagonists tend to be manipulative and selfish, his male villains tend to be opportunists, striking at any chance they get to seize what they want, whether it be money, power, or sex. In most cases, they act quickly and without remorse. They are, by any measure, criminals of opportunity. *Psycho’s* Norman Bates (Anthony Perkins) kills Marion Crane within an hour of her showing up at the Bates Motel. Bob Rusk (Barry Foster) of *Frenzy* (1972) will strangle a woman with a necktie as often as the chance arises. Brandon and Phillip (John Dall and Farley Granger) of *Rope* (1948) make it a point to create their opportunity to kill, and once the chance is there, they take it. Hitch’s villains both seek and create their chances to do their nasty deeds.

*Jamaica Inn* (1939) is not a good film—Hitch himself called it “an absurd thing to undertake” —yet it does feature a memorable villain in Sir Humphrey Pengallan (Charles Laughton). Laughton was a producer on the film, and he himself was opportunistic in working with screenwriter Sidney Gilliat to add dialogue for himself in the adaptation of Daphne du Maurier’s novel of the same name, set in eighteenth-century Cornwall, England. The result was an interesting villain in an otherwise forgettable film.

Pengallan is the squire in Cornwall. Not content with the prestige that it brings him, he leads a band of pirates who wreck ships offshore to steal their contents. Pengallan then fences the goods, keeping a massive percentage of the profits for himself while giving very little to his crew.

One of Hitchcock’s worst pictures, it features a dreadful and absurd ending where Pengallan meets his death by jumping from the mast of a ship he had climbed to elude capture. To make matters worse, his final line is “What are you all waiting for? A spectacle? You shall have it and tell your children how the great age ended. Make way for Pengallan!” He then leaps to his death, a terrible ending befitting a terrible film—but a fitting fate for the criminal opportunist he was. He took his first opportunity to escape capture, even if it meant his own death, just as he took every opportunity to steal from others.

A much better picture is 1942’s *Saboteur*, which features a villain by the name of Fry (Norman Lloyd, who would later produce both *Alfred Hitchcock Presents* and *The Alfred Hitchcock Hour*). Fry is the saboteur...
behind an airplane factory fire that kills a friend of Barry Kane (Robert Cummings), a fire that Kane will be accused of setting. In typical Hitchcock fashion, Kane must go on the run to find the real saboteur, Fry, using only the memory of a name and address on an envelope.

Fry isn’t a particularly colorful or memorable villain, but in the Hitchcock vein, he’s appropriately named and appropriately killed. “For causing death by fire, the saboteur named Fry falls from Miss Liberty’s torch: as a betrayer of the meaning of that torch, he need not look to it for protection and is doused in the waters of New York harbor below,” observes Donald Spoto. Hitchcock’s depiction of Fry’s struggle to hold onto life and eventual loss of it from atop the Statue of Liberty is one of the most visually impressive and entertaining sequences of the director’s career, but it’s more than just a visual treat. It also serves as an exclamation point on a wartime message: Attempting to cling to fascism in the face of Allied perseverance is futility defined.

The villain of I Confess (1953), Otto Keller (O. E. Hasse), is an extreme opportunist, albeit one who is oddly sympathetic. When he’s caught robbing the home of a prominent lawyer for whom he sometimes works as a gardener, Keller kills the man. Wracked with guilt, he confesses to Michael Logan (Montgomery Clift), a priest at the Quebec Catholic church where Keller and his wife, Alma (Dolly Haas), live and work as caretaker and housekeeper, respectively. Bound by the confidentiality of Catholic confession, Logan cannot tell the truth, even as he himself becomes the prime suspect in the killing.

As a film, I Confess is hindered by its convoluted plot—the love triangle at its center rings highly unlikely and ultimately takes away from the drama of Logan’s inner torment—yet its villain is perhaps the film’s most memorable character. He’s so distraught over the murder he has committed that he confesses it to a priest, but when that priest becomes a suspect in that killing, Keller cannot come forward to save the innocent minister. It’s morally outrageous, yet Hasse’s performance makes him one of the most believable and human characters in the picture. “I have abused your kindness,” Keller says to Logan in a moment of honesty. “You who gave my wife and me a home, even friendship, so wonderful a thing for a refugee, a German, a man without a home.” He’s fully aware of his situation and fully appreciates the kindness that Logan has offered him, yet he’s incapable of telling the truth when the truth would spare the man who did him kindness from a life
in prison. His freedom is simply too important to him. (Considering that this film was released in 1953, just eight years after World War II, one wonders if there were political undertones in making Keller a German immigrant.)

Where Keller values his freedom, former tennis pro Tony Wendice (Ray Milland), the villain of *Dial M for Murder* (1954), values an insurance policy that he has on his beautiful young wife, Margot (Grace Kelly). He discovers that she is cheating on him with the American writer Mark Halliday (Robert Cummings). Wendice may be an aging former athlete, but he won’t tolerate being made a fool. He thinks that he has the perfect plan: He contracts former classmate and now small-time criminal Charles Alexander Swann (Anthony Dawson), who now calls himself Captain Lesgate, to do the deed of killing Margot. It seems the perfect crime, as Wendice and Swann have long since lost contact and would have no reason to work together.

Just as Joseph Newton (Henry Travers) and his friend Herbie Hawkins (Hume Cronyn) did in *Shadow of a Doubt* and undoubtedly Hitchcock himself pondered many times, Tony Wendice thinks that it is possible to commit a flawless murder. We almost believe him, too, and that is why we are sucked in. “The riveting aspect of Tony’s role is that he’s planned everything so well we root for him. Not that Hitchcock makes us feel sympathy for the villain, but he does make us part of the brilliant plan. Tony’s biggest flaw is that he believes in the perfect murder.”

But relying on someone else to do the deed, Wendice chose the wrong man. Swann fails. He is killed at the hands of his intended victim, Wendice’s wife, who will then stand trial for killing the very man who tried to murder her. It’s all a little absurd, but then so is the notion that an aging playboy wouldn’t fight for a woman like Grace Kelly, even if she is cheating on him. Fittingly, the truth is discovered, freeing Margot (who had been convicted of killing Swann) and sending Wendice to prison.

Less calculating in murder yet equally opportunistic is Lars Thorwald (Raymond Burr) of *Rear Window* (1954). It seems apparent to all observers—particularly L. B. Jefferies (James Stewart), who has watched from his apartment window all that has transpired in Thorwald’s apartment—that Thorwald has killed his wife and chopped her into pieces and is disposing of her by removing her remains in suitcases. With the least amount of dialogue of any important Hitchcock villain—
he doesn’t say *anything* until the climactic scene—we don’t know a whole lot about him other than his role in driving Jeff’s descent into maddening obsession, a man who strangely would rather stare out his window than pay attention to his stunning girlfriend, Lisa Carol Fre- 
mont (Kelly).

Did Mrs. Thorwald disappear because her husband killed her and hacked her to pieces, or did she merely take a train home? We know the answer in the end, but it’s not altogether clear in the lead-up to the film’s climax. Thorwald may well not be a villain at all but a man caught up in a voyeur’s overactive imagination. “The complexities of interpreting Thorwald’s actions and the surrounding events are a perfect analogy with the complexities of interpreting our daily experience and the actions of those around us,” writes Michael Silberstein. “*Rear Window* leaves little doubt that Hitchcock intended this analogy as Lisa says to Jefferies when she finally becomes suspicious of Thorwald, “Tell me everything you saw and what you think it means.”"6 Jeff’s constant watching and eventual “help” from Lisa lead to Thorwald’s discovery that he’s being watched. A struggle ensues. During it, we learn that Thorwald *did* kill his wife. Jeff’s imagination, overactive or not, did not fail him this time. The result is a satisfying conclusion to one of Hitch- 
cock’s best films and a confirmation that Thorwald is just another grimy opportunist in a long line of them.

Are all these men villains because they are opportunists? Of course not. Seizing opportunities is an inherent part of human nature; it makes us who we are; it is, in fact, a key component in being successful in life. Winston Churchill is alleged to have said (though likely never actually said), “A pessimist sees difficulty in every opportunity; an optimist sees opportunity in every difficulty.”"7 But Benjamin Disraeli said it better when he said in the nineteenth century, “Opportunity is even more powerful than conquerors and prophets.”8

These villains knew the power of seizing opportunity. What made them villains are the reasons they chose to seize opportunity in the first place: the fact that they see opportunity as a chance not merely to succeed but to get one over on others and the fact that their opportun- 
ism is in reality built on taking advantage of others.

But then, isn’t that a hallmark of villains in general?
NOTES

2. Truffaut, Hitchcock, 122.
3. Truffaut, Hitchcock, 122.
7. Langworth, Churchill by Himself, 594.
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BOB RUSK: FRENZY (1972)

ABOUT THE FILM

Richard Ian Blaney is a down-on-his-luck bartender and former Royal Air Force officer. After a blowup with his bar manager over unpaid drinks, he loses his job. Then, when his ex-wife, Brenda Blaney, is found murdered, he becomes the prime suspect as the “Necktie Murderer,” a serial killer terrorizing London. In typical Hitchcockian fashion, Blaney must flee the authorities to clear his name. He seeks help from his friend, fruit wholesaler Bob Rusk, who we later learn is the Necktie Murderer. Rusk does nothing to deter the police from pursuing Blaney as their prime suspect. Instead, he kills Blaney’s girlfriend and former coworker, Babs Milligan. Blaney is convicted of the crime and sent to prison. Once in prison, Blaney throws himself down a set of stairs with the intention of being placed in the hospital. Once there, he escapes and makes for Rusk’s apartment with the objective of killing him as revenge. At the same time, Scotland Yard chief inspector Oxford pieces the puzzle together, figuring out that Blaney is innocent while Rusk is the killer. Oxford arrives at Rusk’s apartment in time to discover that Rusk has committed yet another murder. But this time, he is caught.

Villain: Bob Rusk
Sex: Male
Marital status: Single
Occupation: Fruit wholesaler
Family: Mrs. Rusk, his mother
Residence: Covent Garden, London, England
Associates: Richard Blaney, bartender; Babs Milligan, barmaid
Preferred method of killing: Strangulation with a necktie
Body count: At least four, likely more
Fate: Sure imprisonment after he is found to be the Necktie Murderer

BOB RUSK

Frenzy is perhaps Alfred Hitchcock’s most desperate picture, with Bob Rusk (Barry Foster) his most desperate villain. Following his unparalleled success during the 1940s and 1950s, which continued into the early 1960s, Hitch went into a dry spell. Torn Curtain (1966) and Topaz (1969) were box office failures, if not artistic disasters. By 1972, it had been nearly a decade since the Master of Suspense had turned out a masterpiece. Desperate for both critical and financial success, Frenzy would change that course with a villain every bit as desperate as its creator.

Like many Hitchcock villains, Bob Rusk is charismatic and affable, and he appears to be an upstanding citizen. Hearkening back to Hitch’s youth when his father worked as a greengrocer in London’s Leytonstone area, Rusk is a wholesale fruit seller in London’s Covent Garden. He is friends with the film’s protagonist, Richard Blaney (Jon Finch), a down-on-his luck bartender and former Royal Air Force officer. It’s a dark and sordid tale replete with repeated links among food, sex, and murder. “With its entirely British aspect, Frenzy did in fact look like a slice of homemade cake baked by a seventy-year-old gastronome who had turned the clock back and was once again the young boy director of his film debut,“ wrote François Truffaut. This film showcases Hitchcock drawing from his roots but with a decidedly modern take on rape and murder. Never before had the crimes of Hitchcock’s villains been so explicitly depicted as they would be in Frenzy, making Rusk in many ways more loathsome than any other Hitchcock villain in large part because his heinous deeds are committed right before our very eyes.

And his crimes are heinous indeed, as we see in an early bit of brutality still shocking today.
Rusk’s insatiable appetite is not for food but for women of a particular bent: the type who will submit to his rough sexual play. Seeking out such women, he frequents matrimonial agencies that attempt to pair prospective couples, including an agency run by Blaney’s ex-wife, Brenda Blaney (Barbara Leigh-Hunt). Under the assumed name of Mr. Robinson, Rusk hopes that the agency of the former Mrs. Blaney can connect him with women who will cater to his sexual desires. His ruse fails utterly. Mrs. Blaney immediately sees that something is not right with Rusk. She recognizes that he is not the desired clientele for her business, and she asks him to leave. He relents at first but comes back later. “I thought I had explained to you that we cannot help you,” Mrs. Blaney says when he returns.

Her protests do not matter. Rusk does not give up easily. He is desperate. Desperate for women who will submit to his sexual depravity. It is, in fact, the only way that he can deal with women. He is otherwise incapable of participating in a normal romantic relationship. For Rusk, a woman’s only purpose is for sexual gratification. And so here Rusk is again, seeking help from Mrs. Blaney.

She suggests that he go elsewhere for his needs. “Somehow I don’t think our clients would appreciate your conception of a loving relationship,” she tells him. He realizes that she will not help him, but undaunted (and still desperate), he changes tack. “I’ve been elsewhere,” he explains, “but this one, for me, is the best because . . . I like you. You’re . . . my type of woman.” It’s as close to honesty as Rusk is capable of. He does like her, and she is his type of woman, though not in any normal way. Already you can see the wheels turning in his head, in the way he leers, in the way his eyes say, “You are going to be mine.”

This wouldn’t be the first time that a male lead in a Hitchcock film sees a woman as something to be possessed. The most famous example, of course, is Scottie Ferguson in Vertigo, but the theme rears its head in others, too, including Marnie and Notorious.

But never before had this desire for control manifested itself in a way as dark as viewers were about to see.

As he grows more insistent, Mrs. Blaney sees Rusk for what he is. A look of terror comes over her face. She sees that he means her harm, and he does. In his mind, if Mrs. Blaney won’t set him up with someone suitable, he will make the situation work for him. Now, rather than being there in the hopes of being set up with someone, he’s there for
Mrs. Blaney. He desperately tries to take it in a positive direction, suggesting they have lunch together. Recognizing that it may be her only chance to save herself, she relents, agreeing to lunch. He’s excited by this. So excited that now he cannot do lunch. He must have her first. He must have her now. When she attempts to visit the washroom to clean up before their lunch, he stops her. “Don’t worry,” he says. “You have nothing to worry about.” She offers him money to leave, to “buy” himself another woman, but he’s fully engulfed in the throes of lust. “I don’t buy women,” he exclaims. “It’s you I want. You’re my type. You are. Yes. You are my type.” She asks him if they can do it somewhere else, somewhere she can better deal with the horror of knowing Bob Rusk. He will not allow it, however, for one simple reason: When Rusk wants gratification, he will take it, no matter the consequences.

In what is a far more brutal murder than even the famous shower scene in *Psycho*, Rusk viciously rapes and kills Mrs. Blaney in a graphic scene showcasing depravity heretofore unseen in a Hitchcock film. The way in which Rusk is consumed by the rape is horrifying. “Lovely,” Rusk exclaims repeatedly, vocalizing the pleasure he feels while raping an innocent woman. “Lovely. Lovely. Lovely. Lovely,” each utterance is a symbolic thrust, a violation, a breathy penetration. She escapes her terror through prayer, reciting Psalm 91:5: “You shall not be afraid for the terror by night; nor for the arrow that flies by day.” He continues, undeterred by her lack of fight. He prefers his victims to fight back. It’s more gratifying that way—“aggression,” experts point out, “is a central characteristic of rape”—but he’s able to continue without it. “Lovely. Lovely. Lovely.” She carries on the recitation. “Nor for the pestilence which walketh in darkness; nor for the destruction that wasteth at noon-day; He shall give his angels charge over thee to guard thee in all thy ways.” He climaxes, gruffly. “Lovely! Lovely! Lovely!”

Not satisfied with mere rape and angered that she didn’t enjoy it or escape into her own world to block it out, Rusk decides to kill her. “Women, they’re all the same!” he shouts. “I’ll show you.” He rips off his tie—she now knows for sure he’s the Necktie Killer—and wraps it around her neck. Now she does fight. It’s a struggle for him, ostensibly taking every bit of his strength to choke the life out of her. He sweats profusely, something that he hadn’t done while savagely raping her. It’s a second climax for him. He retreats to catch his breath, his work complete. Mrs. Blaney’s corpse is left partially nude. Though Hitchcock
Figure 17.1. Of all Hitchcock’s murder scenes, none are more difficult to watch than the extended rape and murder that are Frenzy’s centerpiece. Universal Pictures/Photofest

seems to delight in the freedom of being allowed to show nudity, it’s not titillating. Instead, it’s vile. Her tongue lolls out grotesquely; her nudity is an affront to decency. The scene leaves little doubt as to the identity of Hitchcock’s most disgusting villain. Rusk has taken her sexually, and when that was not enough, he had to take her life. He is a monster.

It’s a brutal killing, without a doubt; yet, in a strange way, Hitchcock treats it with a sense of decorum. It’s ugly, disgusting, and vile, but all the same, we are left with the impression that it could have been much worse, that Hitchcock could have shown us much more. It’s almost as if he was holding something back—or, more accurately, that his hand was visible throughout the scene. “It is one of the oddities of the film that although Hitchcock treats us to one murder almost as brutal as the shower killing in Psycho, it isn’t particularly brutalizing,” wrote film critic Vincent Canby in his 1972 New York Times review of Frenzy. “Principally, I think, because the presence of Hitchcock, the tall story teller, is never missed for a moment. There he is, just off camera,
wearing a woeful expression that seems to ask us what this naughty fellow is likely to do next.”

The scene is shocking when contrasted to the rest of Hitch’s career, but film audiences of the early 1970s were ready for this level of violence. Pictures such as *Bonnie and Clyde* in 1967 and *The Godfather* earlier in 1972 had stepped up the level of graphic violence on the silver screen to historic highs, with director Sam Peckinpah leading the way. Peckinpah’s gritty western *The Wild Bunch* (1969) was controversial for its violence, but it was 1971’s *Straw Dogs* that truly shocked audiences, featuring a prolonged rape sequence that stirred much condemnation. Hitch, never one to stagnate, was merely keeping up with the times.

However, this scene was not merely trend chasing. After decades of rather stylized scenes of brutality and murder—even *Psycho*’s famously terrifying shower scene leans heavily on style rather than starkness—it is almost as if Hitchcock wanted the audience to finally confront the grim reality of what his villains really do. This scene features no camera trickery, no creative angles or viewpoints, no expressionistic cuts. It is simply raw and disturbing. Freed from the censorship that once prompted Sir Alfred to push the limits of his creativity without crossing the censors, he gives us the ugliest scene he ever filmed and in turn brings us deeper into the grim reality of villainy than we’ve yet gone.

How long Hitch may have wanted to film a scene like this is anyone’s guess. Certainly, he delighted in pushing boundaries and found black humor in the macabre. The party strangulation scene in *Strangers on a Train*, for instance, was merely a dark take on a demonstration that Hitch himself was known to make at parties. Still, the way in which he presents Rusk during his crimes—filthy, obsessed, sweaty, not very attractive, and, at times, a bit bumbling—is a clear indication that Hitchcock, despite a lifelong fascination with strangulation, was not indulging in a personal fantasy with *Frenzy*’s most shocking scene. Rusk is simply too loathsome for that, and Hitchcock wants us to know it. The violent criminals with whom he entertained us over the years, he seems to say, are unworthy of the glossy sheen he had previously given them.

In fact, *Frenzy*’s first murder was violent enough that Hitchcock felt it unnecessary to repeat the sadism for Rusk’s second rape and murder. The viciousness of the first killing is enough for the entire picture. Rusk’s second killing is surely as brutal as the first, but we do not see it. Instead, it takes place off-screen. Hitch had done such an outstanding
job of setting the tone with the awful murder of Mrs. Blaney that we know what is in store for Babs Milligan (Anna Massey), Blaney’s girlfriend, before it happens. Instead of repeating the on-screen nastiness with another dreadful killing, Hitch changes course with one of the more memorable extended takes of his career. The camera first goes up the stairs to Rusk’s apartment, waiting for Rusk and Milligan to make their way into his dwelling. We think we are in store for another violent atrocity, but Hitchcock wisely changes direction, letting the killer and his victim enter the residence while the camera retreats back down the stairs, out the door, and across the street in a single shot, its gaze left staring at the exterior of the building. The long tracking shot brilliantly punctuates what we know must be happening inside. In many ways, this approach is more powerful than the earlier, more explicit scene simply because it forces us to recall the previous scene in our imagination—and imagination is almost always more powerful than seeing something outright. It is a prime example of the ways in which Hitchcock would manipulate the audience. “All art involves manipulation of one sort or another,” wrote Canby in his review, “but it takes a certain arrogance to put it this way, and arrogance Hitchcock certainly has.”

Hitchcock also manipulates us with near constant links among food, sex, and murder. This is, of course, a running theme of his career. Hitchcock frequently linked food and murder; discussions of murder over meals are common. Usually, these scenes were played for humor or contrast, such as the playful discussions of murder during dinner in Shadow of a Doubt. Not so with Frenzy. Here, he finally takes that theme to its logical conclusion. “For Hitchcock there was always an ambivalence, a conflict about food and eating, and in Frenzy food becomes at last the main character,” writes Donald Spoto. “It constantly interrupts our view, carried back and forth in great sacks of produce by workmen until, at the end, a human body is stuffed into a sack of potatoes. This visual association lifts the picture to the level of metaphor, for it’s really about the kind of exploitation that becomes the devouring of people.” And indeed, Rusk devours women, robbing them of their sexuality and leaving them devoid of life.

Hitchcock, however, is careful not to present Rusk as a mere stereotype. He is decidedly human . . . and that is part of why he makes us so uncomfortable.
CHAPTER 17

Make no mistake: Rusk is a serial rapist and murderer, but he has a few good qualities that manage to humanize him. Until he sees the opportunity to pass the blame for his crimes, he is good to his friend Blaney. Early on, Rusk gives him a sure-thing tip on a twenty-to-one long-shot horse that ends up winning, much to the dismay of the down-on-his-luck Blaney, who hasn’t the money to bet on the horse. Rusk also offers money to his friend when he recognizes that Blaney is practically destitute. Rusk is a likeable guy, at least at first, and aside from his predilection toward raping and murdering women—a rather big “aside,” to be sure—he appears to be normal. “In Frenzy, the killer is likeable,” Hitchcock said to director François Truffaut. “It’s the situation that makes him disturbing.”

Hitchcock was on the right track, but it’s more than just the situation that makes Rusk disturbing. His actions, his behavior, his unquenchable desires, and his inability to control himself are what make him disturbing. Once Rusk turns that dark corner, he becomes the repugnant figure we hate.

Still, injecting Rusk with a degree of humanity is what keeps us on the edge of our seat. After he rapes and kills Milligan, he must dispose of her body. Stuffed into a sack, he deposits the corpse in a truck filled with sacks of potatoes. When he realizes that his monogrammed tie pin was torn off, likely by the victim, he must enter the truck and search her body for it, lest it link him to the crime. But the truck drives off with Rusk inside, leaving him to struggle with a rigor mortis–stiffened corpse and dozens of sacks of potatoes. He flops around among the produce, struggling to break the fingers of his victim’s corpse to pry the pin from her hand. It’s bleak and funny all at once, entertaining in spite of our disgust. “We know he is a slimy bastard, but somehow we’re sweating along with him as he crawls through the potatoes trying to regain a bit of incriminating evidence.”

Beyond providing mere entertainment, the scene underscores an important reality about Rusk and something that sets him apart from most other Hitchcock villains: There is nothing glamorous about him. For decades, Hitchcock gave us well-dressed, intelligent criminals who oozed charisma. Even the insane slasher Norman Bates is a handsome, charismatic man. To see Rusk fumbling among potato sacks wrestling with a corpse that will not cooperate, however, takes him down a few notches in the audience’s eyes. This is no criminal mastermind. He’s an oaf. That this man has thus far eluded capture is pure luck.
When Rusk is finally caught, it is immediately after yet another murder. His compulsion to keep killing, as well as the sloppy way he goes about it, proves his undoing. Blaney—who managed to escape after being wrongly imprisoned for Rusk’s crimes—and a detective, Chief Inspector Oxford (Alec McCowen), catch Rusk in the midst of trying to dispose of a body. (Oxford’s comment to Rusk makes for a wonderful subdued finish to a grim film: “Mr. Rusk, you’re not wearing your tie.”)

Clearly, something inside Rusk is broken. Hitchcock and screenwriter Anthony Shaffer (The Wicker Man) were delving into something twisted when they brought this villain to the silver screen. What it is that twists him we’re never quite sure, as Hitchcock does not indulge himself with examinations of what makes Rusk tick as he did with criminals such as Norman Bates, but it seems that the worse Rusk’s situation gets, the more reckless he becomes. He seems to find comfort and release in sexual dominance over women, and he cannot control himself unless he achieves that release. This inability to control himself is typical of sexually deviant criminals. “Such an inability to manage mood states efficiently may result in a loss of control, which, in conjunction with sexual desire, can lead an individual to either become disinhibited or opportunistically to use sex as a soothing strategy to meet emotional and sexual needs.”

It is worth noting that this depiction of the character was too dark even for the author who created him. Arthur La Bern, the author of Goodbye Piccadilly, Farewell Leicester Square, the book upon which Frenzy was based, was unhappy with the film and the depiction of his characters, calling it “distasteful” and “a most painful experience.”

If Hitchcock was channeling a part of himself in Rusk, as he frequently did with his villains—and as noted, we’re not sure a good case can be made that that is the case here—then what Rusk reveals is a deep-seated self-loathing in the Master of Suspense, a final, late-in-life look inward at the things he most disliked about himself. And to be sure, Hitchcock could be controlling and dominant over others, was fascinated by strangulation, and by some accounts lacked confidence in things that did not involve making film. He was desperate to impress others, reveling in the power that he had over people by way of his art. Rusk, too, is desperate: desperate to sate his desires; desperate for his twisted form of release; desperate to control women and, in doing so,
impotently pretend to control his own life; desperate to appear normal in the eyes of the world so as to elude capture.

But where Hitchcock differs from Rusk is that Hitch channeled his desperation into great art, while Rusk channels his into abhorrent crimes. *Frenzy* is at times disgusting, disconcerting, and unsettling, but ultimately, it is excellent entertainment, the result of the positive channeling of Hitchcock’s desperation. Bob Rusk, meanwhile, who never found the right outlet for his desperate urges, is left a hopeless, ruined criminal with blood on his hands.

Hitchcock was a monstrous talent; Rusk was just a monster.

**HITCHCOCK AND BOB RUSK**

If Scottie Ferguson is Hitchcock’s most personal villain because he represents the darkness of Hitch’s obsession with women, Bob Rusk is not far behind but in a much more disturbing manner. Rusk is a man who cannot help himself from doing despicable things, nor does he want to help himself. When he desires a woman, he takes her and in the most heinous way possible. Interestingly, while Rusk never shows restraint, Hitchcock does, choosing to hide from the viewer what is undoubtedly a second horrifying rape and murder. Rusk may be the culmination of what had been escalating degradation of women in Hitchcock’s films, but this decision to stage the second rape off-screen was more than an effective directorial choice; it was also Hitchcock telling us that while he may be fascinated with the reality of abhorrent criminal behavior, we shouldn’t dwell in it, lest we become overwhelmed by it. This is, Hitchcock seems to say, merely fantasy. And fantasy, much like people such as Bob Rusk, is better left to the imagination.

**NOTES**

3. Canby, “*Frenzy*.”
4. Canby, “*Frenzy*.”
7. Ebert, “Frenzy.”
9. La Bern, “Hitchcock’s Frenzy.”
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